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Critical Psychology. which has been
developing in Germany for
over
twen
ty
year
s,
constitutes a radicai cririque and reco
nstruction of scienlific psychology
from
a
diale
Iicai and historical-materialistic poin
c
t of view. lIS aim
is
to
prov
ide
a
firm
er
foun
dation
than presently exists for a psycholo
gy that is methodologic
ally
soun
d,
prac
tical
ly rele
vant, and
theo
relic
ally
dete
rmin
ale.
This
book makes the work available for
the first
time to an English-speaking audience
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Preface

)

Books Iike this frequenlly have innocenl beginnings. The editors were among
!hose who gathered in Plymouth, U.K., from 30 August to 2 September 1985,
for the founding conference of the International Society ior TheoreticaI Psy
chology. Michael Hyland, Ihe principal organizer of Ihe conference, had
Ihoughlfully arranged an evening of relaxation and sighlseeing aboard an ex
cursion boat that look us same distance up the River Tamar. It was just what

associated with the preparation of an Habilitationsschrift. During this period

we needed after two days of vigorous debate over maUers thai couId arouse
only those keenly interested in the "just right" conccptualization of psycho
logical phenomena. For the most part, however, although the seriousness
abaled, Ihe discussions continued. We (C. T. and W. M.l found ourselves re
gretting the general lack of acquaintance among OUr English-speaking col
leagues wilh the work of Ihe German Critical Psychologists.
"Someone ought to translate a colJection of keyartides," one of us said.
"Yes," Ihe other replied, "that's a good idea."
"It's a fairly straightforward task."
"Yes, wilh alittie efforl we could have the Ihing logelher by nexl spring."
Almost five years latcr we are getting thc manuscript off Io the publisher. [I
has been five years of translating lext thai was often extremely difficult. It was
a job that was assumed "on the side," to be squeezed inlo the all
lQo-infrequent spaces between normal leaching and administrative and research
obligations. For a time our project even had to c6mpele with the urgencies
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of gestalion, some of the ideas, issues, and analyses have been overtaken by
more recent developments in Critical Psyclto[ogy, bul all of the pieces chosen
for inc!usion conljoue to provide clear examples of characteristic concepts.
methods, and applications. We understand the present volume to be only the
beginning of Critical Psychology in English and hope that it will stimulate the
inierest needed Io mOlivate the Iranslation or direcl publicaiion in English of
more recenl developmenls, parlicularly those in the areas of the psychology of
vii
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nary tberapeutic practice, and

t could nol have been traveled
of many people. We have boIh
e ways by Our respective insti
rant for translation assistance.
by the first editor, very useful
Haug for Chapter 12, by Ole
Chapters 6, 7, and 8. Renate
ome of the Iranslations would
nglish text and made valuable

t from numerous colleagues in
y to acknowledge the support
e successful completion of our
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Critical Psychology: An Overview

Charles W. Iblman

beginning of it", existence as a separate scientific discipline in the second half

To one degree or another a state of crisis has existed in psyehology from the

For reasons that are not hard to understand. the crisis has always been of

of the nineteenth eentury. The result has been a fairly continuous flow of "cri
sis literalUre; , sometimes ebbing, sometimes flooding, but a1ways there.
such a nature as to reflect the relevanee of psychological theory and/or prac
lice. This is a consequence of the historieal character of the discipline. No
original formulation of the psychological objeet of investigation ur of method
ology can be expeeted to have been utterly eorrect and unproblematie. The
problem remains the same today as in 1918 when R. S. Woodworth observed

identifying and approximating their "proper line of study," inc1uding its ap

the "curious faet" aboul psychology, that "it is uncertain. or seems so. as to
its proper line of study" (Woodworth, 1918: 20). It is certainly a sign of im
maturity but, Woodworth maintained, is tess serious than il at first appears.
Such is the way sciences develop. Their history is one of ever more precisely
propriate methods.
Relevance cornes into the pieture as a criterion for recognizing that a "line

wrong direclion. h serves the same fURetion as "satisfaction" in William

of SlUdy" or its methods have eeased to move us ahead or are moving us in the
James's theory of truth. The ordinary correspondcnce theory of truth was ab
stracl. It described only part of the picture if it did not inform us abont how
wc rccognize correspondence or its absence or why il ought to be important
to us.

The experimental method was introduced into psyehology by Fechner,
Wundt, and others beeause the more traditional speculative methods of the
philosophers were not yielding the !eliable knowledge that was relevant to the
felt intelJectual and praetieal necds of the time. The behaviorist revolt was

"both for general social control and growth and for individual happiness"

even more obviously focused on relevance. Knowledge of mental contents
was, for Watson and his followers. simply not relevant to the practical needs
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interests were not necessarily lhose of the ruling classes. It was possible, they
maintained, IO organize sdentifically, theoretically, and pclitically a psychol
ogy that served the genuine interests of working people.
What makes the Critical Psychologieal protest different from those of behav
iorism, GeslaH psychology, and most others that are familiar to us is its
strongly pclitical nature. Its protest was first and foremost a pclitieal one and
might well have evapcrated into the elher as far as organized psychology was
concerned if this political prolest had not been soon lIansiated into one that
was sdentific, that is, theoretieal and methodological. That the propcnents of
Critical Psychology did this, and successfully it appears, makes it historically
uniqoe in Western psychology, which has experienced many purely pclitical
protests, as well as the numerous and well known purely theoretical and meth
odological ones. It is the successful combination of these forms of proteslthat
is new and interesting. I have called the combination successful for two rea
sons. first, il has succeeded in sustaining ils pclitical pcint in psychologieal
diseussions in West Germany and elsewhere in Europe. That is, its opponents
have had difficulty rejecling its position OUI of hand as being "merely" polil
icai, so even those who have rejected the position have been forced to do so
for other reasons. Second, and related to the first, it has succeeded in showing
how the political coocerns are translated joto recognizabJe rheoretical and
methodological lerms. Crilics have found it diffleull Io avoid Ihe recognition
that even "purely" theoretieal and methodologieal malters are in the last anal
ysis also pclitical (without implying any simple relativism at all).

Irrelevanee and Indeterminacy in Bourgeois Psyehology
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In the theoretical and methodological debates of English-Ianguage psycholo
gists the prevailing position against which protests are made is normally char
acterized as "mainstream." The Critical Psychologisls insisl Ihal although
their target may very well be mainstream, the label tends to hide ilS pclitical
nature. During Ihe protest-filled sixties the pcsition was often pcliticized by
calling itthe "establishment." Critical Psychologists would be sympathetic to
Ihis but would objectlhal il dues nol go far enough. The mainstream is guided
by the interests of the establishment, but the nature of the laller must be spee
ified. In a capitalist society the establishment is capitaI. In Western "democ
racies~' this is manifested in the nearly invariable sacrifice of individual
freedoms for the freedom of capital. Consider Ihe fish-processing pIanion the
eoast that is to be c10sed because it is unprofitable. It is being ShUl down not
because there are no more fish or because people no longer eat fish or because
the workers in the plant 00 longer oeed work. No, thc plant is cIosed because
the eapitalthat owns it has found -a more
profitable outlet, perhaps bLIIl()ving ..
- - - - - - - - - - -------- -- -_.~'-''-;
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scious acknowledgment. and resistance whcre necessary, the priorities con
tained in these ideas will necessarily be blindly reproduced in the ideas of
organized science. lhal is, in lheory and method. Crilieal Psychologisls insisl,
however, that psyehology necd not be bourgeois in this way; there is also a
possibility of its being critica!'
It should also be noted that "bourgeois" cannot be reduced to "main
stream" for the simple reason that many positions in social science and par
ticularly in psychology have been clearly bourgeois but never mainstream.
Abraham Maslow's theory of self-actualization is but one example.
Critical Psychology's insistence on using the category •'bourgeois" implies
a critical stance toward il. In adopting this critical stance, which is now not
critieal merely of partieular ways of thinking about and doing psyehology, but
also of the societal arrangements in which psyehology is praetieed, Critieal
Psyehology openly embraces a kind of partisanship (Parreiliehkeir) that has
traditionally been considered inappropriate in science. Science is a societal
practice and has to do with societal existence; as such, it cannot be value-free.
Its vcry existcnce presupposes ils societal value. Thc point of Critical Psychol
ogy's partisanship is to make its societal value as conscious as possible. This
partisanship can be cxpressed in class terms: It takes Ihe side of the working
classes. But more immediately important, it takes the side of the individual
human subject.
Why should parbsanship for the individual human sUbjeet be neeessary?
This question brings us back to the topie of relevanee. The problem is not so
much that psyehology has been irrelevant in anyabsolute sense. Even the
mechanistic stimulus-response behaviorism of Watson was relevant to some
body's interests, namely those of capital and its managers. This, the Critical
Psyehologists maintain, proves to be the case for all of Western psyehology's
nomolhelic psychology. A psychology that deals wilh averages in the hopes of
achieving generality through abstraction can ncver become relevant to thc par
ticular individual. But this is precisely what happens with our insistence on the
measurement and statistical treatment of independent and dependent variables.
This is altogether more suited to eapital's necd to manipulate the masses than
to shedding lighl on Ihe experience or problems of individuals.
But what about that aspeet of our psychologieal praetiee thal concerns itself
specifically with the measurement of individual differences? We need only
reflect on whose interests have been served by all the attention to IQ to see
that the answer is no different here.
The conclusion of Cribeal Psychology is that while mainstream bourgeois
psychology may well have aceumulated genuine knowledge about human
psychologieal funetioning, the depth of this knowledge and its relevanee to
real human necds will remain seriously limited ~~onJLas_the-"xperle.nees oC__
~~""~-,~--'"""""

I
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relativisms are themselves thorough1y indcterminate and thus ean only under
rnine systematie efforts to sol ve the problem. The objeclive forms of idealism
(for example, Platonism, Thomism) are more promising bul depend in the lasl
instance on a dogmalic acceptance of lheir fundamenlal abstraelion (the
"good," divine will, and so forth). They therefore merely provide means of
pulling off indeterminaey, not of resolving it in any scientifically acceptable
way. n-adilional empiricism or posilivism, while nominally realisl, is made
probIematie by its sensationism. If taken seriously and eonsistently it leads
necessarily to skepticism (vide Hume) and/or phenomenalism (vide Mach),
which are better seen as varying forms or manifestations of the problem.
rather than as its solution.
Only malerialisms have claimed Io be consislently realisI, which undoubl~
edly aceounts for their having been the philosophies of seientifie ehoice from
the lime of Bacon onward. but. hete again. problems arise. Tradilional male~
rialism carries wilh it an enormous amount of melaphysical baggage. such as
elementalism, associationism. identity of essence and appearance. and me
ehanieal determinism, to name only a few of its problematie eontents that may
creatc more serious difficulties than the ane its realism promises to solve.
Dialeclical materialism retains the realist epistemology and dumps most of
the troublesome metaphysieal baggage. Ils weak ontological position, which
leaves the details af reality to discoveries by science, has led some to suggest
that it should not be ealled materialism at all. but given a more neutral label
tess identified wilh its rigid ancestors. For bettcr ar for worse, however, il has
beeorne known as materialism, and any allempl to ehange lhal here and now
would only create more confusion than already exisls. Cornforth described thc
"teaehings" of materialism as follows:
I. Thc world is by its very nature malerial; cvcrYlhing which exists comes inlo
being on the basis of material eauses. arises and develops in accordance with
Ihe laws of Ihe motion of mallcr.
2. Matter is objcclivc rcality existing outside and independent af the mind; far
from the mental existing in separation from the material. everylhing mental
or spiritual is a produet oC material processes.
3. The world and its laws are knowable. and while much in the material world
may not be known there is no unknowable sphere of reality which lies outside
Lhe material world. (Cornforth. 1975: 25. altered slightly but nol substan
tively.)
An important aspeet of dialectical materialist epislemology thaI is often
overlooked in diseussions like this is its rejection of the traditional indireet
realist Ol representationalist theory of perception. The replaeement theory is
not a naive but a direct realism. Implicit in the writings of Marx and Engels,
this theory was first articulated by Lenin (Goldstick, 1980) and anticipates, at
Ieasl in broad ------oUlline,
the ----version
lhal is eurrenl jrlJl~""tl\p~y~-"amely~
---- - -------- -------------------
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The first has to do with the way in whieh the subjeet of psyehologieal fune
tioning is viewed. Bourgeois mainstream psyehology has tended to treat the
subject abstractly, as "human being in general:' or even as "organism in gen
eraL" It has been undersloDd as desirable to achieve the broadest possibie
Watson's laws of recency and frequeney in the aequisition of habits. for exam

generalily of laws, and Ihis has usually been aehieved Ihrough abslraelion.

00

the abstraet

pIe, or Thorndike's "Iaw of effeet" were intended Io apply to virtuaIly all
organisms al all limes. They eonlain no recognition that importani qualitative
differences mighl allaeh to the subjeet's being human as opposed to animal,
working class as opposed to bourgeois, hunter-gatherer as opposed IO faetory
worker. and so forth. One prominent expression of this focus

"organism in general" is found in the well-known 1956 paper by Skinner in
whieh he displays Ihree eumulalive records in graph. They all look lhe same.
He tells the reader that one was from a pigeon, one from a rat, and one from
a monkey: "[WJhieh is whieh? It doesn't matter" (Skinner, 1956). Given his
not to matler. Skinner here is virtuaIly eonfessing that his theory is blind to

expcrimcntal.condilions, humans produce identical curves; that also appears
differences that mosl of us would regard as very important. The end result is a
peetcd to make much sense of the eoncrete individual human experience.

psyehological theory that pertains to the abstract organism. It cannot be ex
This abslrael ahislorieal-asocielal approach Io psychology, whieh Iypifies
mainstream bourgeois psyehology, is linked by Critieal Psyehologists Io its
methodological concentration on "variables" (for which reason they speak of
lem as one of identifying variables and their relations is to com mit oneself

il as variable psyehology). On the one hand, Io treat every psychologieal prob
from the start to an abstracl underslanding of the subjeel maller. Beginning
thus with an abstraetion, the variable, il is lillie wonder that psyehology has
relevance problems. an the other hand, even those more "contextualist" theo
ries that insist on the importance of culture treat it as a collectlon of variables

A second general implication of historieal materialism is that a reeognition

Ihal ean, where neeessary or just convenient. be held or rendered constant.
The essenliaIly historical and societal nature of psyehological phenomena ean
nol be grasped in Ihis way.

of Ihe hislorical and societal embeddedness, not just of the subjeet maller, bul

ology adopls the Marxisl po

es as I have tried to indicate

blind reproduction of dominant socielal priorities. The earlier diseussion of the

of scientific theory and practice. is a minimal requirement for overeoming the

t an arbitrary ehoice. Once

material process of develop
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The categoriallevel of analysis is the one that has reeently occupied Critieal
Psyehologists the mosl. Indeed, Ihey often e1aim Ihat their mosl important
contributions to psychology in general have, until now, been al this level.

use of the term bourgeois was one such resuh of taking historicai materialism
seriously.

ollows that these phenomena

history and society somehow

terest must be seen as being
of this will be presented in

~

ance ean be mentioned, how
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allow us to say exactly what is correct about a concept, or why. In other

his is the basis for lheir solu

tion, the preconcept may prove to be so totally corrupl as lO need disearding

The end resull may be a "new" or "rehabilitated',' concepl of, say, motiva

their value against the evidence of phylogenetic and historicai development.

words, the present methods leave the categories indeterrninate. They offer,

motivation, and so forth, is eorrect. The present methods, however, do not

ded psychology with a num
pts), sOme of which we shall

r

have devised a new methad
most important feature of Ihis
"preconcepts." The historical.empirical method. then, undertakes to assess

however, as good a place as any fot a start. Critieal Psychologists call them

I

ying or falsifying categories,

d follows from historieal ma

The Categorial Reconstruction of Psychology's Object

human development, and so on, that level at which ordinary scientific expla
nation of phenomena takes plaee. This is the least developed level in Critical
Psychology, but work is going on, and there is every reason to believe that it
will eventually prove as successful as the work on lhe categorial level.

The specijic fheorefical level is the one of detailed theories about learnlng,

categories ("action potence").

("attitude" comes dose to thh;), or the process may revcal the oeed for new

maxim that a (hing is best

gat that way. Thus the cate
a) are besl idenlified and de
y, and ontogeny. The method

distinguish its reconstructive

mphasize ils scientific (as op

af ordinary scientific practice

material - anthropology, his

d so forth). The method ncc

es correctly, some resuIts af
this chapter, we need to be

Just as the definitions of plant and animal species becorne more accurate and

The general approach of the categorial reconstruction of psychology's object is
"genetic" in the broadest sense of the term, that is, developmental, focusing
on lhe genesis of psyehical funclions and structures. As such, il is modeled
after the reconstruction of taxonomy resulting from the theory of evolution.

e (iearning, motivation, emo

me from. These have mostly

of working consenSus among

hen assigned definitions moti

scienlifically useful when they are made with regard to phylogenetic relation
ships, so, too, should the psychological categories resulting from sueh an
analysis be more accurate and useful. The logic governing the development of
psychical functions is much the same, generally speaking, as that governing

itions come from, frequently
therefore common that many

structural laxonomy. It is assumed, for example, that on the who1e more gen

in the discipline, leaving the

dity provide fully institulion

to conditions of food scarcity and development of locomotion that is at first

their environments. Such organisms evolve to a psychical stage when, owing

can respond with appropriate movements or secretions to relevant aspects of

eralized forms precede more specialized ones. Consciousness, consequently, is
more likely IO have developed from sensibility than viee versa. Likewise a
generalized adaptive modifiabillty must precede the kind of learning that in
higher species becomes essential to the full development of the individual.
The first stage of the analysis is to identify the development, the qualitative
leap, that marks the transilion from prepsychical to psychical organisms.
Prepsychical Iiving forms are generally described as "irrilable"; lhal is, lhey

hat seems to suit momentary

een satisfied with categories
d belief - the heritage of our
epts like motivation cannot be
o way of finally resolving just

as one of convenicnce only.
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(and some lower) ani mais in ways I hope to make clear in the paragraphs
that foHow.
Societal existenee is achicved in two major steps. The first begins with the
use of tools. Of course, many animais use 1001s, wilh the higher primales
displaying the most hurnanlike behavior in this regard. It is also well known
from laboralory experiments thaI lheir capacily lo use inslrumenls is generally
greater than observations in natural settings suggest. There are even inslanees
of "too) making" in primates, ar at )east of some rudimentary preparation of
the instrument for ilS intended use. Again, laboratory experimenls have re
vealed aSlonishing capabililies in this regard. Whal dislinguishes lhe human
from other ani mais is the preparation of tools independent of the object for
which they are intended. This includes the keeping of tools for future eventu
alities. When this first happened among Dur prehominid ancestors, the Critical
Psychologists mainIain, the firsl greal slep was laken loward lhe distinetly hu·
man mode of existenee. They eall it an ends-means inversion. The tool, that
which mediates our relationships wilh the malerial world around us, now be
eomes not merelyameans, but an end in itself. Unlike animais, we delibcr
alely set aboul the design and manufaclure of tools.
The psychological implieations of this "inversion" are incomparably pro
found. The encouragemenl it gives Io the development of abstract lhinking and
language is obvious. The maker of a 1001 as an end in ilself must be able lo
represenl lo him- or herself mentally the objeet with which it is to be used.
The tool itself must represent the idea of its use. Having meaning invested in a
porlable objecl and given the social condilions of ils manufaclure and use,
the invention of more portable symbols, sueh as words, seems a quite natura]
result.
Of course, none of lhis would have occurred without lhe social conlexl of ils
development. And it is in this social context thai some of the most far-reaching
effecls were felt. Although there musl aiready have been social differenlialion
based an fURetion sueh as we now see in many primate social groupings, these
differenliations would now lake on an enlirely new qualily based on a social
division of labor. This begins wilh lhe separation of the deliberate making of a
1001 from ilS use. The individual who makes il now need no longer be the one
who uses it, and vice versa. The important feature of this new differentiation
is that il now begins to be based on some kind of deliberate social arrangement
among individuals and not on charaeteristics determined direetly by the organ
ism's biology. While biologieally delermined features may have remained im
portant for a very long time, il is obvious thal as the tools are made more and
more erreclive and the success of lheir applicalions depends more and more on
their design. the biological charactertstics uf the user beeorne less relevant (we
need merely think of modem machines thaI can be operated by the mer~PJl~1l
- ----of----huttons)~-Whellthe-lives-Ofln-diViaiiafs-become more-dete~mi~ed--by such
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diated (certainly always so, when it is humanly important). The most impor

that express its normal use. A chimpanzee will behave quite otherwise. (It is

lani medialion calegory is meaning. We do nol respond lo lhings as such, bul
lo whal we make lhem oul lo be, and thai is never unequivocal. Unlike olher
animais, our societal existence ensures lhat we live in a world of meanings and
nol of bare physicallhings. When presenled wilh a hammer, we find il exlraor
dinarily difrieull lo see it as anylhing bUl a hammer. We pick il up in lhe
correel way and find il awkward IO make any movemenls wilh il exeepl lhose

teristic as "stimulus error" and ··funclional fixedness."· Do we really mean Io

inleresling how we have denigratingly referred lo lhis lypieally human charac
suggesl lhal chimpanzees are likely lo be more "crealive.. because lhey lack
lhe lauer characlerislic?) The lypieally human relalionship lo lhe world lhal
medialion and parlicularly meaning create is rererred lo by Critical Psycholo
giSls as a possibility relalion. Whal lhe world presenis lo me is a sel or range
of possibililies. Il is lhese lhal delermine whal I do, nol things direelly.
Meaning mediales lhe individua!'s relationship lo lhe world of objeets, but
more imporlanl is Ihe medialion il provides wilh society al large. In this con
neelion Crilical Psyehologlsls differentiate between meaning and meaning
struetures. The meaning struetures make up the societal context within which

the individual acls and lives. These represent lhe lolalily of all aClions lhal
musl, on average, be carried oul by individuals if the sodety is lo survive.
They therefore represent lhe necessities of sociely. The meanings ol lhe indi·
vidual are delermined by t~e sodetal meaning slruclures and define lhe posi
lion of lhe individual wilh respeel lo lhe socielal whole. These are feh as
subjeclive necessilies and represenl lhe individual's possibililies of aclion
may be quile differenl from lhose of othem, they form lhe basis for lhe con

within society. Although Ihe subjeclive necessilies for any given individual

olhem as equivaIenl cenlers.

sciousness af oneself as a "center of inlenlionalily" and thc consciousness of

The Reconslruction of Needs: Action Polence
This new socjetally medialed relalionship between lhe individual and lhe
world of objecls and olher people requires a lhorough reevalualion of even lhe
mosl basic, seemingly biological, categuries. For example, an animal's need is

a biological deficil thai il overcomes by ils own behavior direeled in some
appropriale way loward the objeel of lhe need, When il is hungry, il forages,
finds lhe food il requires, and consurnes il. Humans, however, have no such
unmediated relalionship lo lhe objeels of lheir needs, Belween lhe human
needing food and lhe food ilself lies a very eomplex sel of socielal relalions, a
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sibilities for nccd satisfaetion through cooperative effort with other members

The second implication has to do wilh the way in which human action is

of society. Action potenet is what mediates individual reproduction and soci
etal reproduction.

we want the immediate explanation of behavior, Critieal Psyehologists note

grounded. Again reflecting the mediated nature of human existence, human
action is grounded subjectively in meaning that reneets the individual's objec
live possibility relationship with the world and society. Subjective grounds for
action (subjektive Handlungsgriinde), then, is what we are looking for when
that the objective societal conditions provide only "premises" for individual
behavior, not causes. Thus the "independent variable" approach to human beo
havior typical of mainstream bourgeois psychology is wrong OD two counts.
First, it dues not take subjective grounds for action into account. In fact, ex·
perimental designs are often explicitly intended to eliminate 5ueh subjeclive
understanding of human action can only come from an analY5is of the concrete

grounds. Second, the concepl of "variable" is altogether too abstract. Real
socielal situation of the individual. A very different methodological approach
is needed for this.
Action Potence In Capitallst Soclety

by class divisions, exploitation, and uneven distribution of wealth and power.

Il should he obvious from the above discussion that action potence is not likely
to have exactly the same character for everyone in a society distinguished
Whatever overall possibilities are contained in such a society, they will be
more reslTicted for some than for others. The owners of the capital invested
in a fish-processing plant will Iikely never have to worry aboul how to feed
themselves or their families. This is, however, an ever..-eonstant worry for
many of the workers in the plant. No decision of an individual worker ean
affect the owner's control over the means of need satisfaction. Yet whatever
control the worker possesses is entirely subject to the decisions, even whims,
of the owner. Libeml democraey has from time to time taken measures to

ity relationships that our needs

his is lhe subjective side of the
ld. U is the individual's assess
d is directly related to his or her
cts of oeeds are produced. Two

ensure lhe worker against this imbalance (tOOugh only on the basis of imme
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diaey, never on the basis of mediacy), but little real progress has been made in

alysis af needs and subjective
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the past century, nor, owing to the very structure of capitalist society, is much
more likely to occur. Owners are still moving capital, with the blessings of
governments, to suil their needs. Workers are still being laid of! and theyand
their families are still being forced onto the dole, which creates a state of
immediacy in which one lilerally cannot be funy human.
But action potence is not just something that one has in sorne parlicular
.. ,!".antity,,,oris it "quantity_tha~acc()unts for diffe!"neeS a"'(l'!ll indi"i<l~ID.L!L .
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basis of c1assifying persons, personality trails, or situations. They are intended
as tools for analyzing the complexities of our situations in the world. to See
more clearly the opportunities and reSlrictions in our lives and the possibie
ways of our consciously relating to them. They are therc to help us better
understand the mediated nature of our existence.
ImplicaIions for Cognition, Emotion, and Motivation
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The restrictive and generalized forms of action potence are associated with
different forms of cognition. The former is characterized by what Clitical Psy
chologisls cal! interpretive thinking (Deuten) , the latter by comprehensive
thinking (Begreifen). lnlerpretive thinking is marked by its failure to reflect
the societal mediatedness of existence. It therefore also fails to reflect the fact
that the individual has the options to Ulilize or lo extend existing possibilities.
Both the nature of the restrictions and the potential for extension of possibili
ties are said IO be "bracketed off" by this form of thinking. When the restric
tions are experienced. as they inevitably are. they are interpreted as functions
of the immediate surroundings. The person may blame his or her poverty or
unemployment without comprehending its societal nature. The resulting un
happiness may be bIarned on neighbors, fel!ow workers, spouse, parenlS, or
children or on a lack of material goods. The wider context remains incompre
hensible. A common result of this way of cognizing one's life situation is to
blame one's own deficiencies. The resulting action may then be aimed at "im
proving" oneself. Societal conditions are personalized and psychologized.
Whatever solution is taken. it inevitably tums out to be one that contributes to
the affirmation and consolidation of the distortions in societal mediation that
are the real cause of the problem. This provides the ground on which societal
condilions are blindly reproduced in the individua!.
Bourgeois psychology, in both ils mainstream and its "radieal" forms, tends
to contribUle lO this blind reproduction by assuming this form of relating to the
world to be universal. An irony here is that insofar as interpretative thinking is
widespread and encouraged in capilalist society (it makes good consurners!),
bourgeois psychology, despite its blindness, will be an accurale reflection of
societal reality. The problem with bourgeois psychology, then, is nol that it is
a false reflection of realily, but that il talæs the real ity that il reflects to be the
universal one: It fails, in short, to reflecl the real possihilities of lhe individual
under societal mediation.
Comprehensive thinking does not so much replace interpretive thinking as
sublate il (aujhehen). We do in fact live in our immediate life situation. The
point is not to live beyond it, but to comprehend it within the societal and
historical contexl. This means. _~.!~~~~I!~~_1l~_~~~~_t_~!,~~~~__ Q_~~·_S_.QWJ1 __s.ilyaliQn.
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Critical Psychologisls idenlify three prerequisites for mOlivated action.
First, there must be a real connection between Ihe individual's contribution to
the maintenance of society and the securing of his or her own exislence. Sec
ond, this conneetion must be adequately represented in societal forms of
thnught. Third, the individual must be able to understand this connection. This
is a very tallorder and obviously applies only to the generalized form of ac
tion potence. The more common reslrictive form appears differenlly.
Strictly spealdng, according to this analysis. action in Ihe reslrictive mode is
not mOlivated. This does not mean, however. that no action occurs. The alter
native to motivated action is nol inaction, bUI aeting under inner compulsion.
Because the person operating in the restriclive mode has bracketed off his or
her connection with Ihe societal mediation processes , it becomes impossible IO
tell whether an action serves the general and thus the individual interest or the
inIerests of particular others (for example, those of capital). In the latter case
there are two consequences. Firsl, the resulls will nol be such as to increase
the individual's control over relevant cODditions. They are more likely to con
solidate the individual's oppression. Second. in order to maintain the subjec
tive functionalilY of his or her own restriclive action potence, the real
compulsory character of Ihe action mus I be suppressed and the cornpulsion
internalized. Its aClual character Ihen becomes an "unconscious" aspect of the
person's motivation.

Implications for Research Practice
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Such a radically different approach to the problems of scientific psychology
will necessarity have prnfound methodological implications. Some of these
will be dealt with in the chapters that follow. I wish to call attention here only
to some or the broader implicallons for the practice of psychological research.
Some aspects of bourgeois mainstream methodology to which Critical
PsychologislS object are worth mentioning. We have louched on some of these
aIready. One of these was the objection to the way in which the societal
and historical contexts of psychical processes are ignored. The result of this,
as we have seen, is the blind reproduclion - and Iherefore justification - in
psychological theory of oppressive societal relations. One aspect of this is the
way in which individuals are abstracted, with the result that the subject of
psychological investigation becomes the abstract-isolated individual, stripped
of all societal and hislorical concreteness. But there is some truth to this
abstracl-isolated individua1. It is the real person acting under restrictive action
potence. The unreflected categories and theories of such a psychology serve to
affirm the "naturaIness" and "necessity" of this condition. The psychology,
when applied, ne"e!saritrbeco-'lles" (lSych()lgJ;y _9LcJ1otroLtndjustification.
B"ecauseofll1c- abstraction involved. for example, in the insislance that what is
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Critical Psychology: HistoricaI Background
and Task

Wolfgang Maiers

one question: How does Critieal Psyehology make good the claim that in de

scientific and polilical points of view. I shaH simplify matters for myself here
by limiling my scope to the "internal scientific" aspects and focusing on just

Critieal Psyehology is a politieaIly engaged, Marxist, seientifie position that is
eritieal of traditional psyehology. An introductory sketch of the historical
background and program of sueh a position is made somewhat problematie by
the faet that it ean be approaehed and assessed from a number of different

no oeed to . 'deceive" subjects.

heory. They beeome tools for the
not merely for the psyehologist,
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approaches. One group of these was the "materialist psyehology of action"
(for example, M. Stadier) and other adoptions of the Soviet Marxist tradition
in psyehology (for example, G. Feuser or W. Jantzen; see also Hildebrand
Nilshon and Riiekriem, 1988). Another group turned to a social-theoretieaIly
refleetive psyehoanalysis (as in the "crilieal theory of the subjeet" of
A. Lorenzer, K. Horn, P. Briiekner, and others). It isim-"ort~nt_tor"ll1clllber

dent development of science and professional praciice led to alternative

away with the praetieal and theoretical denial of the subjeet in an indepen

the dominant psychology's "science of control" point of view and lo do

prehistory of Critieal Psyehology in the initial projeet of a "eritieal
emancipatory psyehology." This would show how the demand to overcome

confusion, it would be desirable to include a description of the immediate

that Critieal Psyehology has been only one of several attempls to apply the
"leftist" critique of science and ideology to an area of knowledge. To avoid

even though an account of these events would aid an understanding of many of
our current ideas and pursuits.
A more comprehensive analysis would have to take into account the fact

I shall have to leave out many detaiIs of how Critieal Psyehology found its
origins in the student movement's eritique of psyehology in the late 196Os,

riving its concepts and categories. it is being critical both of bourgeois science
and of the societal context to which it refers"

-',-._-.""._

nd is enlisted as coresearcher in

Psyehologists are now proceeding

menl of the .. aetual empirieal"
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hip for the concrete subject, eril
y that is not merely about people.
is is what Critieal Psyehologists
psyehology as a subject science.
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We won't get away entirety, however. wilhoul reminiscences. Historieally, OUT
approach to a critieal psychological concept formation has taken place along
wilh a c1arificalion of Ihe inlerconneclions among truth c1aims, knowledge
guiding inieresis, and the funelion of scienlifie research in society, and it re·
mains systematically bound to such a clarifieation. ThaI clarification was
ptaced onlo the agenda of Ihe student movement under the rubric "crisis of
relevance" or "dominance characler" of Ihe social sciences.
The fact thaI psychological knowledge and practiee supported interests of
political-ideological, economic, military/police dominance was obvious (ef.
Barilz, 1960). From a liberal point of view, shared by mosl members of the
discipline in those days, Ihis demonstrated the deplorable slale of the
proresSlonal::eihiCal attItudes of some colleagues but was nol seen as a problem
beyond thaI. It was consistent with the official doetrine of value-free science
Ihat science had do with Ihe knowledge of objeclive Ihings or evenIs, nol wilh
decisions about values. Scientific results as such were underslood as neulral
wilh respcct to Iheir use for this or thai socielaI purpose. Individual scientists,
admilledly, could nol be released enlirely from concern for asocially respon
sibie use of the resulls of lheir work.
The representation of basic research as disinleresled - as exprcssed at the
lime by the Berlin psychologist Hans Horrnann al the memorial service for
Benno Ohnesorg 2 - was tailor-made for Ihe critical argumenls againsl the
nomolhelic-analylic conception of empirical social science presented by
Adorno and Habermas in Iheir so-called posilivism debale with Popper and
Albert (Adorno el al., 1969).
There followed in lhe fall of 1968 an arlicle, "On lhe Problem of the ReI
evance of Psychological Research for Practice" (Holzkamp, 1972b), the first
of a series of scienlific conllibulions, with which Klaus Holzkamp, ordinarius
al lhe Psychologieal Institute and recognized experimental psychologist and
melhodologisl, began his eonneclion wilh and inlervenlion in Ihe science cri
tique of Ihe sludent movement.
These articles represented the development of Holzkamp's aUempts to link
an understanding of the relationship belween science and society taken from
Crilical Theory and ils brand of Marxism wilh the constructivisl logic of
science as an immanent crilique of traditional psychological research practice,
in this way to Jay a philosophical-scienlific foundalion for a "crilieal
emancipatory psychology.'"
In Theorie und Experimenl (\964) or Wissenschaft als Handlung (\968)
Holzkamp presented a critique of psychological experimenlalion aimed at Ihe
lack of binding criteria for evaluating the meaningfulness of experimental

., __,
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ments, while ai ming at a philosophy of science (Wissenscha[lslheorie), gave
content to the predominant critique of ideology. They specified how in its par
ticulars traditional psychological theory affirmed the political-ideological ap
paratus of bourgeois society by turning the objective societal miseries and
contradictions into individual psyehological inadequacies and naturally OCcur

l.

reticai proposition in question or
obtained in experimenlal replica
l weaknesses af the leading idea
tion and assessment af theories,
lism could not consistently over

in historieally created class relations that can be altered by people as subjects
of their own history, to organisms. who adjust themselves to a natural and
unchangeable "environment." Holzkamp also showed how Ihe experimental
method in psychology immunizes against empirical data Ihal prove resistant Io
such a nativistic tendency (Holzkamp, 1972b). In a similar vein he crilicized

ring conflicts. An analysis of the "organismic anthropology" inherent in psy
chology belongs here, Ihat is,Ihe theoreticai reduclion of individuals, who live

ed with the usual procedures for
r and May. they required a COn
clical realization af theory,
owing the lines of a critical the

mcntal psychology on the prob
hology. He introduced the notion

the "reversal of the concreteness and abstraetness of human relations," that is.

xplanation af the theoretical and

ed in terms of societal-practical

way, Ihey based thcir judgments about the societal relevance of psychological
theory on the insight gained from the critique of positivism, that the people

Psychologists in faet carried on lheir analyses in an ideologicaIly critical

however, the fact was deliberately "overlooked" that, insofar as the Critical

of psyehological research regarding extrascientific commitments that would
"dogmatically" pervert the usual scientific standards. In this countercritique.

caI basis" (Albert, 1971: 22), and we were reminded of Ihe stricl neutrality

positive knowledge of their discipline "in the service of social progress."
Not least, these foundational weaknesses in the critical proposals regarding
the "relevance., problem invited from positivists the accusation that the
critical-emancipatory conception was just "instrumentalism with an ideologi

refrain from working for the interests of profit and power and to place the

emancipatory practice was reduced to a voluntaristic caU for psychologists to

to subordinate itself to the purposes of such a society. Without a radicai exam
ination extending to the epistemological foundalions of traditional psychology,
the demand for psychology to provide knowledge relevant for a critical

remained. however, for the most part negatively defined. Insofar as the eri
tique of function led to positive alternatives, these were strongly flavored by
the antiauthoritarian utopia of a society freed of all social pressures and
marked by the dominance-free discourse of its members. Science would have

c research. For him this had pri
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the scientific and professional institutionsofpsych()logy "loge~herw!!h t/le

are caught in a circle (to be dialectically resolved): In relating cognitively Io
societal reality, they are always a part of thaI which is to be known. At the
basis was therefore the recognition of an objective interconnection between
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the mistaking, through a psychological mode of Ihinking called introjection, of
an isolated individuality abstracted from all its societal and historieal determi
nants for an empirically concrete fact (l972d).
The object and espeeiaIly the methods of critical-emancipalory psychology
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"exlernal slandpoinl," and (2) epistemological, methodological, and concep
tual blindness with respect to contexts and contradictions (cf. Holzkamp,
1972g: 282ff).
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The implicalions for a crilique of psychology can be summarized as follows:
In its predominant objectivistic direction, psychology has misapprehended the
aelivity and subjeclivity of eonerete human beings (iving in historieally deler·
mined societal conditions as the behavior or experienee of abslraet individuals
slanding opposed Io and determined by an environment (which itself is misun
dersload in nalUralislic and ahislorieal lerms). This misjudgmenl was not jusl a
theorelical inadequacy stemming from the implicil adoption of an erroneous
epistemological poslulale of immediacy Ihal need simply be given up. Rather,
just like its subjeclivislie inversion, which hypostatizes individuals as ultimale
empirical unils of analysis whose forms of living are explained by indwelling
essenlial powers, il is an expression of "necessarily false consdousness." This
consdousness, which arises sponlaneously from the all~embraeing forms of
molion of the capitalist mode of produclion and which reifies Ihem, renects
lhe aelual inverted relations on the surfaee of bourgeois society: Ihe private
ness of individuals isolated from one another, whose sodelal relalions appear
in Ihe form of natural relalions among Ihings.
Insofar as psyehology fails in the fundamenlal definition of its object Io
penelrale lhis societal inversion, il will remain prejudieed - Iike the everyday
theory of which it is Ihe scienlifically stylized version - by the bourgeois ide
ology of the nonsocietal nalure of human beings and Ihe nalural immulabilily
of their life circumslances. It is precisely in Ihis sense of constiIUting a "psy
chologieal illusion" (Wolf, 1976) thaI psychology is characterized as bour
geois.
Whal waS gained by Ihis finding? Given Ihe insighl into Ihe material
societal real ily of "objeclive forms of thought." we have been able to identify
insurmounlable barriers Io knowledge from the point of view and in lhe idco
logical forms of bourgeois society. At the same time, we have managed to
eharaclerize the subslanlive nalure and relevanee of bourgeois psychologieal
lheory formation in an abstracl and general way. In a way. too, thc direction of
ils eonceplual negalion could also be anlicipaled. The lheory- and melhod
critical revelations of the inversions contained in traditional psychology, how
ever, added nOlhing essentiaIly or conerelely new to the erilique of ideology
based on the modelof Marx's "Critique of Polilical Economy" (l867/1969b)
bUI only reaffirmed ils judgment on the concrele malerial provided by Ihe var
ious psyehologieal modes of Ihinkin_~:_}'~~_h,~I~_~g~~I~~!y_,ofJ.tt~.i.cnature,_-:-_lheir:_
_::-=:_:; __ ~~:;-'~=='.':'~::::::7~,~".m:-
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lhat sort, IO be studied in lermS of Iheir effecls on lhe ways in whieh individ

characterize the objective constitution of the individual life world beyond what
is immediately experienced. Societal relations appear. for instance. as a '·so
ciocconomic factor:' "conditions of social reinforcement," or something of
ual lives express themselves. These ways are then understood as results of
situational conditions. lndividuals appear in this model as channels through

Takjng account of societal relations in this manner does not alter the ahis

whieh eXleroal influences, even when refracled by lhe prism of individual life
experiences (which are, of course, themselves effecls of such influences), are
lawfully Iransformed inlo behaviors and experiences.
loricily of lhe hypothelieal universallinks belween conditions and effecls as
sumed in a parlicular lheory. Corresponding lo lhis calegorial framework is
the methodological principle of nomolhelie-functionalisl psychology, accord
ing lo which hYPolheses are lesled empirieally as funclional conneclions be
lween independenl and dependenl variables, preferably in experimenlal
statist icaI analyses. Built into the research logic of lhis "variable scheme" is
the postulate of behaviorism that only stimulus conditions and externally re

cordable responses are inlersubjeclively accessible. The necessary, lhough
hardly realizable, praclical consequence of lhis is lhat lhe unavoidable subjec
tivlly of what is being investigated must become the main dlsturbing factor to

be broughl under conlrol.
This is the scheme underlying lhe crude mechanistie S-R approach. Assum
ing subjectivism lo be inherenl in Ihe "subjeclive," il adopted a radicai sland
poinl of exleroal observalion and lried Io purge mentalislic vocabulary from
lhe psychological language for all lime (cf.Ihe programmatically eloquenl litle
of Max Meyer's 1921 book: Psychology of the Other One). As we know, il
proved impossible to adhere consistently to such a point of view.
1. B. Watson, for example, constantly maneuvered theoretically between a
strictly physicalistic. stimulus-response conceptualization and the use of terms
like "subjeclively meaningful silualion," and "acl." In lhe 1920s this led
E. C. Tolman IO define psychological slimuli and responses exclusively al the
molar level and lo fil! Ihe "inner space" belween lhese "peripheral" events
wilh hypolhelical medialing slales or cvenis. As his devastating (self-) crilique
of the neobehavioristic categorial and methodologicaJ scheme of "intervening
variables" demonslraled (cf. Koch, 1959), near lhe end of his life Tolman
appears to have become aware of the antinomous nature of his strictly opera

lionislic cryplophenomenology: lnsofar as independent empirical characleris

lhese characleristics are viewed as lotally excludable (as epiphenomena) from

tics could be ascribed to "inner space," their content could not be known.
according to the assumption of intersubjective inaccessibility; yet insofar as
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subjeclive immediately amenable lo seienlifie treatmenl by sacrificing rigorous
claims lo generalizalion and objeclificalion.

otherwise we can'l answer the objection lhat, in spile of everylhing, so-called

It must be emphasized that it is such psychologieal categorizations of the
person-world relation, in all their specific theoretieal variations, that must be
brought into the critique so that thdr relative eontribution to knowledge can be
given a detailed and differential assessment. This is also necessary because

bourgeois psychology has made progress in developing its research programs
and has accumulated a growing, solid store of explained phenomena and well
established conceptions.

We are pointing here to more than a mere multiplicity of theories. Rather, they

empirically confirmed according to prevailing standards. exist side by side.

5

psychology has been criticized by
lly, for its quasi-behavioristic elim
ve quality of human action, and
of experimental-statistical analysis

make universal claims aboul idenlical objects on the basis of incompalible (or

than we can give it here. The

lity criterion. its rutes for oper

ever, be allowed to conceal the faet that in traditional psychology the full im
plications of the problem have remained largely underestimated. Holzkamp
addressed this problem already in his conslTuctivist work on the problem of
obtaining asernantic correspondence between the determinants of theoretieal

vOlces of a few reknowned representatives of Dur discipline should nOl, how

cepts can be conclusively rejected, while others retain Iimited validity, thus
providing a basis for further theoretieal development. I refer here to Hilgard
(1970) and Moscovici (\972), to mention only two, as witnesses to this de
scription of the current state of affairs. With his "epistemopathology," Koch
(for example, 1959) has documented the fact that such "negative knowledge"
is not limited to the areas of learning and social psychology. The warning

lheories relalive to older ones can be unequivocally assessed. and older con

at least mutually problematic) concepts, and we are in no position to be able
to decide which of the theories is tenable and which ought to be rejected. (A
comparable situation would exist in physics if there were a half dozen perma
nently competing theories about the free fan of objects.) One consequence of
this is that the historieal sequence of basic theoreticaI coneeptions in psychol
ogy has the appeamnce of a sequence of "fads," without any recognized
grounds for the replacement of one by another and without leading to a qua]·
itative deepening of our knowledge (such that both questions and anSwers that
are at any particular time out of style remain latent as unresolved, and then
eventually recur). In the course of a theory's development a point of concep
tual consolidation is never reached such that (as in physics) the power of newer

What about the claimed solidity of traditional psychological knowledge? It has
become characteristic of our discipline that different theories, each equally
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of science, has been lefl to the scientifically unbinding, unconstrained creative
.
imagination of individual researchers.

when organisms were no longer c1assified according to an external (morpho

In fact, Critical Psyehology's most important contribution to the elevation
of the scientific status of psyehology is its historical-empirical approach to the
constitution of categories. If this should scem strange, think of the decisive
scientific progress that was achieved, for example, in biological taxonomy
logical) point of view, but (as in Haeeke!'s systemalization of the different
forms of animais) according to conceptual orderings that reflected the phylo
genetic degrees of relationship. What is this but an empirical-historical proce
dure for the development and critique of conceptsr'
Before moving on to a presentation of our procedure for the analysis of
psychological categories, I will have IO describe how we arrived at il.
6
I have said that the materialistic account of the Iimited ralionality of "bour
geois psychology" points to a need for more than a mere critique of ideology
and urges a concrete revision of the conceptual contents of theory. This pre
supposes a standpoint that opens up an extended and more profound perspec
tive on empirical subjectivity, thus allowing further scientifie development of
psychology. The implied transition from the mere critique of psyehology to a
Critical Psychology has been carried out programmatically since 197112.
The trail was blazed by the works of Soviet psychologists like Rubinstein 's
Sein und Bewusslsein (Being and consciousness] (1961) and especiaIly Leon
tyev's "Historical Approach to the Study of the Human Psyche" (1971),
which slressed the internal unity of natural, societal, and individual history
and demonstrated the possibility of a nonsubjectivistie understanding of the
subjective.

f psychological theory formation
status through the methodical and
ystem of concepts, which distin
objects of knowledge and reveals
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empirical problems, a model, that is, to be realized as a method for under
standing a broad range of other scientific objeets.
In thi s connection. there emerged three important differences between Crit
icai Psychology and various other psyc~ololl)':critical orcritical psycllological

taken as a model for a dialectical materialist investigation of historical

.....

_.c __

The epistemological background was provided by the positive reception of
the dialecties of nature, which stimulated renewed diseussions about the rela
tionship between human historicity and nature in the sense of the insight of
early Marxian developmental theory that "History itself is a real part of nat
ural history, of nature becoming human" (1844/1981: 544). This was linked to
a new understanding of the logieal-historical method aS represented in Marx's
analysis of the development of societal modes of production in Cap/lal. It was
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Marxist argumenlalion. To do so would refleet not dialectical materialism, but

tively" (Marx, \&4511969a). On Ihe one hand, because of the materia! neces

that variant of metaphysieal materialism that Marx criticized in the first thesis
on Feuerbach as the "chief defect of all hitherto e<isting materialism" be

m Io a lheory of society and de
sue of subjectivity and hence in
ui generis. Third (under the hid

determined by the objective conditions of their lives, that is, by the "nature"

sity of maintaining existence,
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reproduced in coliective labor and the societal relations in which it occurs. an

people's activity and consciousness are

cause "the thlng, reality, sensuousness, is conceived only in the form of the
object or of contemplation. but not as sensuous activity, practice. not subjec

a concretization of politicoeco

nd Schurig's introduetion to the

conditions for psychical development. we must find a naturaI explanation for

ricai materialist view has been

hs.

cornes Ihe tradilionai mystifieation of an opposition between the natural and

crealion of their lire circumstances. The historical materialist analysis of the
societal foundarion of psychical ontogenesis leads, when correctly understood,
beyond the history of sodety. In this deepening of thc historicai perspeclive. it
makes possibie a scientific conceptualåzation of .'human nature" that over

the "triviality" that only human beings are capable of developing into eon
crete historicai, soderal relationships and, in that process, participate in the

If we want to avoid ahistorically presupposing sodelal relations as extemal

stood in their psyehologicaI aspects.

interconnected fundamentals of human sodetal aetivity that must be under

cess sustained by them. Objective determinedness - living under conditions 
and subjective determining - rhe possibility of their alteration - are necessary.

nation of the subject by societal circumstances misses not only people's

the other hand, humans are, by their practice, the source of active creation and
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Or that which is a nonspecific character of human nature? How ean we oppose

that which is specifically determining and that which is specific but secondary

development of their specificity as humans. How ean we distinguish between

human beings must not be taken without further distinction as determining the

evolved Io different leveis. For another. Lhe species-specific characteris1ics of

relationship cannot be obtained in the unmediated approach to psychoontoge
nesis since nawral potentials here always manifest Ihemselves in socialized
forms. The key to the "riddle of psychogenesis" (W. Stem) lies not (as Stem
guessed) in ontogenesis. Nor are the determinations found by abstract compar
isons with the most highly developed subhuman spedes. For one thing, they
represent their own evolutionary path, with species characteristics that have

societal characters of the individual. 6
It has been sufficiently demonstrated in the Iargely frui!less and unresolved
instinct-versus-lcarning conlroversy that Ihe categorial determinations of this

a way that their societally me
appears in basic psychological
istoricai investigation of psychi
ly fixated on the empirical giv

abstract treatment as isolated.

ust be recognized that the onto

an historienl process of another
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Idenlify the real historicai dimensions wilhin lhe preceding deve)opmental
stage of lhe organisms at which the qualitative transformation in question
took plaee; (hat is. determine the "position" that is dialectically "negated"
hy the qualitative transformation and thereby bring the specificity of the neW
developmental stage into relief.
Idcnlify in thc external conditions the objective alterations that constitute the
"environmental paIe" of (he inner developmental contradietion that causes
the new qualily to emerge. Such alterations involve a "moderale discrep
ancy" that. on the one hand, demands "compensations" from lhe organismic
SYSlem, yet is supportable wilhin ils eapacity. rf it is not, the overall organ
ism-environment system collapses, the inner comradietion is (urned into an
externaJ opposilion, and its antipodes will 00 longer be mediated as "poles"
in further deve1opment.
(dentify tne change in funelion of the relevant dimension demonstrated in step
I as the "organism paie" of the developmentaJ contradiction and with it the
origin af tne fil3[ qualilative leap. that iS,Ihe development of the specificity
of the new function under lhe altered conditions. This dialectical negation of
a prcviously prevalent funetion does not determine 1he overall process bUl, in
a sense, still serves to mainlain the system at the earlier stage.
Idenlify lhe ehange of dominance between the eariier function characteristic
of the system's maintenance and the new function, which then determines the
specifics of the system, (This change presents itself as a discontinuous rever
sal of the relationship belween two conrinuously ehanging dimensions.)
Idenlify the ways in which lhe overall developmenl of the system is restruc
tured and assumes new direction (that lS. analyze the "specific-sccondary
alterarions." and so on) after the qualitatively more specific function has
become delermining for the SYSlem's maintenance. With this identificalion
uf the qualitati~~~)' __ ~e_~ __ di!!w:n~iQ_[lal str.ucture, --in---W-hich -further--qualitative

entiations would appear as conceptual distinetions. and "qualilative leaps" in
phylogenesis would manifest themselves as various distinct qualities in the
psyehoiogical conceptual system. With such an historical-empirical unraveling
of the genetic relationships of the psychieal as they are currently preserved,
we shall bc able to determine the exten! to which the existing basic eoncepts
are categorially undifferentiated and distorted, confuse differing levels of
specificity, and so forth. We should also be able IO judge the extent to which
they might be retained.
The crucial feature of the "functional-historical analysis of the origin. dif
ferentiation, and qualification" of the psychic is its reeonstruction of the con
stellalions of contradictions in the organism-environment relationship, out of
which it beeomes understandable that, and how, in view of the aItered condi
tions ol' the internal and external systems, the dynamic balance between the
organisms and the cnvironment could be maintained only by a qualitative re
structuring af the morpl101ogical-physiological or psyehological eonstilution.
The methodie guideline for this basic procedure determining the categories of
a particular seientifie disciplinc can be sumrnarized in the folIowing rive steps
(Holzkamp, 1983: 78):
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(see Chapler 3, below; Holzkamp, 1973; Holzkamp-Osterkamp, 1975, 1976;
Sehurig, 1976; Seidel, 1976; these works are integrated by Holzkamp, 1983).
When the common form of vital maintenance requires that individuals take
conscious controlof individually relevant societaJ condilions in common with
others, the psychieal funetions are neeessarily reslruelUred from their prehu
man level.
We ean say this mueh: Not only ean the peeuliarly human eognitive pro
cesses of orientation be adequately understood only as the individual realiza
tion of societal-hislorieally developed modes of pereeiving, speak:ing, and
thinking, in which the mediational connections are apparent, but the
emotional-molivational aspeelof the psyehical, too, is centered on the subjec
tive necessity for conlfolling Ihe conditions that are important in securing tbe
quality of lhe individual life. As an anticipation by an individual of future
possibilities of greater satisfaction with. its corresponding organization of ac
tivity and mOlivation, generally speaking, it represents a special form of emO
tionalilY that appears relalively late in the course of the evolution of lhe
subhuman capacity for learning and development. On a human level il aSSumes
the qualily of a supraindividual anticipation. More preeisely, it is the anticipa
tion of an individual goal of action as a panial aspect of an overarching con
slellation of goals in colleelive action, lhe resuhs of whieh are understood to
be in the existential interests of the individual (for example, coordination of
hunler and beater). Isolalion of ao individual from exisling possibilities of eol
lective control over the circumstances of Iife and subjection to the fortuity of
exisling conditions resull in subjective suffering, which we have identified as
a specifically human anxiety - a fear of impotence uf action. The category
"produetive needs" refers to the neeessily feU in subjeetive experience lo pre
vent or overcome such restrietions. It designates therefore the emotional side
of action potence. The satisfaction of the so-called sensuous-vital needs can
not be aUained at the human level within the dynamics of immediate individ
ual pleasure or simple lension reduetion alone, but is linked to lhe experiemial
certainty rcgarding control over the societal sources of need satisfaction. It
lhus presupposes freedom from anxiety. "Sensuous-vital" and "produetive"
nccds designate two sides of the single interconnection of personal action po
tence and subjective situation.
9
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The historical-empirical unraveling of the connection belween societaI fepro
duclion and individual maintenance of Iife has been assumed to be essemial in
all Critieal Psyehologieal analyses. But in order to be carried out fruitfuUy,
eerlain eorreetions had to be made. Thus in Holzkamp's bo"" Sinnliche
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orientalion to lhe subject, but only in a precise historical reconstruction of the
psychieal side of human history. The individual-scienlifie analysis of the eat
egories of the psychical can accordingly only be carried out functional
historically, where it aims at aspects that ean be understood as resuIts of a
genelicaUy based, continuous, and progressive process of evolution. Further
ealegorial qualifiealions of Ihe sociela! possibililies for development of the
psychieal are oblained by swilehing the analysis lo lhe sneielal-lheoretical
level, and objectiveJy characterizing the concrete. historical life situations as
delermined by social formation, class, or position in society. These are Ihen
considered in terms of their reflection in the psychical subjective situatlon:
•'The individuaJ-scientific categories that we want to elaborate for the purpose
of revealing the human, sneielal specificilY of the psyehieal must lherefore nol
only grasp lhe new qualilY of lhe previously differentialed funelional aspeets
of the psyehieal in Ihe transformation Io the slage of sneietal developmcnt,
they must at the same time represent mediational categories in which the me
diation belween the objective (that is, material. economic, and so on) and the
psychical determinants of the societal person-world relalionship is conceptu
ally portrayed in an adequale fashion" (HoI1.kamp, 1983: 188ff, 192; Holz
kamp, 1984, on lhe melhodologieal marking of lhe boundaries of funetional
historicai analysis and on the guidelines for individual-scientific category
analysis lhal goes beyond il).
How tben are the dimensions and aspe els ol the psyehical to be qualif.ed by
its relationship to the societal-historical process as a whole? It is critical to see
that the objective meaning structures indicate actions that must be carried out
by members of society if the societal mechanism of reproduction is to be main~
tained. From tlte standpoint of Ihe individual they only represenl generalized
societal possibilities for action. In principle, there is always Ihe alternative to
reject them instead of doing them. The decision is in no way arbitrary. How I
relale myself subjeetively lo meanings depends upon lhe exlent to which I ean
or must expect my action to result in an inerease or decrease in my control
over the conditions and satisfactions of life. lncluded here is a new specificity
of subjectivity as intersubjectivity: In that t expcrience myself as the souree of
intentions and actions, I am aware that others, too, aet for reasons of extend
ing their own control and tnat, in principle, this is und~rstandable for me.
The objeetive sneielal possihilily and lhe essenlial quality of human subjee
tivity that depends on it. viz. of being able to retale oneself consciously to the
world and oneself, imply lhat human action cannol be understood simply as
"conditional"~ it must be understood as "grounded." Vital conditions do not
direelly delermine lhe aelions of individuals, bUl work as objeelive meanings
in the sense of premises in the context of subjective grounds. Traditionally,
eondilionality is absolulized (as I have_ aiready indiealeQ),andby -1hesame
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consciously becumes his or her own enemy. it is subjectively reasonable to
submit oneself to conditions that are limiting and cause suffering and therefore
also contribute to the eonsolidation of the restrictive frarnework. That is, il is

necessary to work out whal, in the face of actual or presumed threat of sanc
lions by which even lhe present levelof action potence is placed into question,
are the short-term advantages of relief from conflict and immediate fulfillmenl
of needs. Such advantages are usually gained only at lhe expense of olhers,
instead ol gelling logether with them to strive for control over lhe conditions

basis of lhe same calculalion of inleresls by others, one is lhreatened with

of existence, and so forth. Here a person must always fear or really experienee
that he or she is diminishing the basis of his or her own life and the chances
for overcoming, in cOmmon with others. iooividual suffering because, on the

We should nol imagine only conrradictory relalions in the political sphere:

identieal. reciprocal treatmenl.
The power structures, competition, and conflicts of jnterests of bourgeois so

ciely cannot be escaped by retreat inlo a presumed privacy. One might think
here of the situation of achiId who. in break.ing dose ties with a mother who
would prefer to maintain the ehildish dependeney, fisks losing maternal care

and existing possibilities for action. The alternative to keep lhese by acting
"childishly" may be hard lo resisl, even if it stands in lhe way ol developmenl
in the long run.
In general, the concepts of "generalized" and "rcstrictive" action potence
do not refer to any spedfie situation, but rather to the universal confJiet in
volvcd in lhe pursuit of one's Own interests, having to do with the decision
whether to reconcile oneself to what is given or to make a move toward ex
(ending one's own control.
The contradictory relationship between generalized and restrictive action po
lenee has been substantiated with respect to various aspects of psychical func
tioning. [ can ment ion the categorial distinetion between "comprehensive
thinking" [Begrei[en) and "interpretative lhinking" (Deulen]. These .re nol
just cognitive psychological opposile numhers; lhey aclually lorm a principal
aspeet of the concept of aClion potence insolar as lhe latler depends on lhe

ations of production.
hip between "immediacy" and

possibility given in every exis
rontcd by the «restrictive" and
on potence within the limits of
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being change.ble there as well, namely in the Iife world. "Interpretation" is,
so lo speak, a mode of lhinking Ihal is shorl-sighted with respeet to the double

tions are simplified and personalized, and threats to action potence and the
quality uf life are jnterpreted as arising where they are experienced and as
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The clarificalion of fundamenl.1 melhodological principles and the derivation
of relevani calegories have been cemral tasks of Crilical Psychology. Subslan
lial progress on both tasks has permilled us Io Iranslale the historical
empirically grounded categorial definition of our subject matter into empirical
studies in the narrower sense and theoreticai accounts of particular processes.

Whal we have said aboUl groundedness and comprehensibility from Ihe
"standpoinl of Ihe subject" as specific fealures of the psychical al the societal
level could possibly lead Ihe reader IO misunderstand our empirical approach
as tenrling toward the Hhermeneutie." We rejectthis inference. It is an expres

sion of lre tradilional dichotomy of posilivist-faclUal and hermeneutic
we inlend should nol be confused with Ihe assumplion that lhe individual is

interprelive science. The rehabilitation of one's uniquely own experience that
embedded within a framework of mereJy interpretable subjective meanings.

The "immediale experience" forms an inescapable poinl of deparlure for psy
chological analysis because il is the subjec!'s means of access, from Ihe sland
point of the life world. to the objeclive soeielal conditions of life insofar as

Ihese, as rneanings, become the premises of individual plans for aclion. Granl
ing thi s experiential point of departure, a scientific character requires the guar
antee Ihal the inelusion of individual subjeclivity adhere IO scienlific crileria
for Ihe generality and objectivily of knowledge. Therefore we are concerned
with understanding the levels of psychical mediation between the subjective
situation and objeetive circumstances on the basis af our categories. This
means that the subjective silualion of an individual can be comprchended as a

special phenomenal form of Ihe societally typical, basic psychical silualion of

ways of coping wilh exisling action space and (where possible, in common

individuals. This has nothing to do with typological dassification~ rather, it is
concerned wilh analyzing. with the person involved, existentially concrete
with others) of extending them. The point is to oppose tendeocies to reinter
prel objeetive eonstraints ioto sUbjective constraims, and to encourage steps
toward subjective eXlension of control.

FolIowing Lewin's (193111981) critique of frequency Ihinking and his con
ception of generalization from a "single case" Io "such a case" qua "type of
event," Holzkamp (1983) elaboraled a Crilical Psychological understanding of
eoncrele generalization as "generalization of possibilities" or of "structures."
This is not the place for a more detailed deseription of our coneeptions of

generalizalion, law, Ihe singular, and Ihe typical or of our ideas on the unily of
practiee and produetion of knowledge in empirical research and our intersub
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1970s, amund tbe program for materialist research, professional lraining, and democratic prac
(ice orienled to lhe interests of working people in bourgeois society. This slruggle took a
generalized politicol form in the opposition between ils protagonists. the Aklionsgemein
schanen von Demokraten und Sozial1sten lActiOl1 Alliances af Oemocrllt~ and Socialistsj and
lhe student organization af the Maoist Communist Parly af Germany. In sIIort. Critical Psy
chotogy (in the narrower sensc) saw in Ibis contexl åts first and relatively most developed
articulation in research and teaching and still finds its personal focus in the West Berlin 'Nark
ing gmup around Klaus Holzkamp. notwilhslanding Ihe muhiplication since Ihen of regional
centers of Critical Psychology.
2 Benno Ohnesorg \\las a student wha. on 2 June 1967. was shot and killed. by the West Berlin
police in front of the Deutsche Oper at a demonstration agains! Ihe visit of the Shah of Iran.
3 These contribUl ions were mostly published in the Zeirschrij, fiir SoziaJpsychologie after having
been cireulaled as finit drafts for discusStOR in the student bodies of the psychological insli
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4 There are further fundamental orientalions lhat correspood 10 !his in contemporary theories of
science. including non-Marxist ones. that :speak af the failure of mere (verificationisl or falsi·
ficationistllogic of lheory evalualion and - insofar as lhe melhodological anarchism of Feyer
abend is not favored as a way out - demand workirtg toward a rationale of the genesis or
concepts and theories.
5 Marx and Engeis's conception af history as a !'i:ubjecHelaled process cannot be gone into in
delail here. Because of its power as a programmatic slalement, however. I memion the e~pla
nation of the "real premises" or all human hislory "rmm which abslraclion ean be made only
in the imagination" in Die deuJ.fche Ideologie (Marx & Engels. 184611969: 20). I would like
rurther Io draw attention 10 Marx's summary of "profane hislory" conlained id his leuer of
December 1846 to Annenkov (Marx. 1846/1965: 451) and directed against Proudhon's Hegeli
anizing phanlasms. The rubbish lO (he effed thaI '·for Marx hislory is completel)' aulontalic
without people taking part, as if these people were played upon like pure chess pieces by the
cconomic relations. themsetvcs the work or humans," was already in his time ridiculed by
Engels as an "eceentric assertion" of the ··melaphysician Duhring" (Engels. 189011970: 83).
6 This mystification is encounlered in lhe common idea of an instinctual fate of compulsory
socializalion. which is reganfed as JameniabIe ar as civilizirtg. depending upon theoretical
tasle (sce Maiers, 1985).
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"individual as such" remains somehow out of reach. The choice remaining

Thus if dialeetical materialism is to remain potentially "militant" wilh re
gard to questions aboutthe psyehe, Ot about the "nature" of human beings, it
must be presumed lhat the possibilities of answering sueh questions exist in
Marxist thenry or ean be developed from il. Moreover, sinee Marxism is un
questionably a lheory in whieh the analysis of eeonomie relations and move
ments assumes a central and absolute position, il will be necessary to
eomprehend eeonomie analysis, and to define the coneept "economy" in sueh
a way that propositions about "human nalUre" ean be understood and subSlan
tiated as results (in the broadest sense) of sueh an "eeonomic" analysis. But
how ean this be done?
As many futile allempts have shown, progress in this direetion eannot be
made by starting with the Marxist "anatorny of bourgeois society" and ex
peeting somehow to aHive at a eoneeption of the individual from the dissee
tion and specification of the mode of produetion in partieular eapitalist
societies. No mallet how preeise and detailed sueh an analysis may be, the

l Life Processes

d knowledge eontent of bourgeois
o the eapitalistie c1ass perspeetive,

exarnple, to be an essentiaIly eco

he receiving end of a similar treat

y limited where the coocem goes

o the human being as such, that is,
ndowments, vital needs, in short to

eh the eonditions of iudividual hu

aoly from those who hold views of

This dilemma of the eeonomie analysis of human individuality resolves it
self in a single stroke if, folIowing Marx and Engels, "we reeognize only a

economic analysis. but are under
nvironment.'· or the Hke. Similar
materialistic pretensions, represenl

rstand human "relations" from a
apprehending human "nature" fall
-scientifie approaehes like psyeho
Marxists plainly declare themselves
questions, whieh they simply aban

the materialist dialeetie as the most eomprehensive and substantial "doctrine

appears to be either to "eeonomize" the individual, sueh that social relations
are substituted for it, and wrongly understanding the Sixth Thesis on Feuer
baeh, the "individual" is looked upon as the "ensemble of social relations,"
or eovertly to borrow the needed eoneepts from bourgeois positions, espe
eiaIly from psyehoanalysis. This problematie situation is not fundamentally
altered if, Jike Lueien Seve, one distinguishes "eoncrete individuals" from the
ensemble of social relations as "human essenee," but still understands the
eonerete individual only in terms of the Marxist "anatorny of bourgeois soci
ety." Here, too, the individual aetually remains "out of reaeh," and Seve's
readiness to eompromise with respeet to psyehology and psyehoanalysis,
granting independent signifieance to them "within limits," is then the logical

e up their militaney when it eomes

of developmenr." This means, in our connection, that the economic analysis
must be opened to its historicai dimension. Insofar as it is clear that "eco
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pearanee. It ean then be understood that with the historieal formation of the
societal-eeonomie form of Iife produetion, the "nature" of living beings must
neeessatily have developed sueh that they beeame eapabl_e of parlieipatingil1

rela. ions and the inner nature of individuals becomes transparent as mere ap

nomic" Iife relations are not simply "there," but rathet have evolved as spe
eifieally human forms of life produetion from other, prehuman forms of Iife
produetion, the appearanee of the unmediated opposition between eeonomic

single science, the science of history:' or if we take seriously Lenin's view of

consequence.
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"societal nature" must have developed as the subject/ve s/de af the economy,
this is only a poslulate, albeit a reasonable one. It remains an open question
how such an historie process, in which the "lnner nature" of the individual
becomes socialized simultaneously with the development of the societal
economic life production form, would be constituted, how it can be demon
sIraled by scientifie means that such a thing ean be possible at all and what
kind of a "nalure" is thereby produced.
2
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It is clear that in the process of hominization and the attainment of the
societal-economic levelone may, in the first instance, assume only the effect
of the laws of biological evolution, in particular the laws of developmenl by
mutation and selection. But this implies tltat the laws of evolution. by means
of their own effectiveness, must have produced a phylogenetic developmenlal
stage in which mutation and selection were replaced as determinants by the
"economic" production of the means and conditions of life on the basis of
the .. sodetal' . nature of human beings. This would mean. moreover. that with
the emergence of the socielal nature of the human being, the biological laws of
evolution must have been abrogated as determining. dcvelopmental factors.
Such would be the evolutionary-theoretical understanding of the above
mentioned seeming paradox af the so-called societal nature of the human be
ing. But "paradoxes" of this kind do not signal an abandonment of the
scientific process of explication. an the contrary, it ean be shown that the
assumption of such an anthropogenetic process of the evolutionary socializa
tion of human nature is not only a pors/ble interpretation of the human evolu
tionary process, but is at the moment the most adequate one from a scientific
point of view. In order to demonstrate this, I shall turn now to some perlinent
research findings of eritical Psychology (see Holzkamp, 1983).
It is necessary to work out in a dialectical materialist way the transition
from the mere ly evolutionary-phylogenetic lo societal-historical development
as a great transformation of quantity into quality, In order to manage this, the
qualitative transformation must be analytically decomposed into separate em
pirically demonstrable steps. In so doing, two developmenlal processes be
come conspicuous as conditions for the qualitative transformation. One of
these is the development of learned social relations extending to supraindivid
ual, colleetive coordination of life production, in which single individuals as
sume partial nmctions subordinated to a general goal (the classic e..mple:
Leontyev's "hunter-beater" coordination, in which the beater frightens the
game that the hunter kills, and lhe prey is later shared between both). The
other is the develoPlllent ()f th~ ~S!'aJ)d productionof~tools, "uGhas sticks for
_,'.,,",~.
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tion and thus upon the biological nature of lhe human being. A dialectical
which the biological developmental requirements became altered in the direc

materialist. natural scientific analysis thus reveals the mediation process by

whereby the inncr nalUre of lhe living being became societal. The apparent

tion of a potential for participation in the societal life production form,

The development of the societal life production form and lhe development

paradox is thus easily resolved.
of human socielal nature must have reciprocally reinforced one another in Ihe

hominization phase folIowing the "first qualitative leap" toward humanity,
since humans became, on the basis of their so-called societal nature, more and

more competent with respect to the societal Iife production form and the
"selective advantage" created by it, rcacting upon the "nature" of the indi
vidual, must have become ever grealer. By virtue of this reciprocal action and
some further condilions, il came, gradually, as we have shown elsewhere, to

an expanding importancc of the societal, as opposed to the still present bio
logical Iife production form. The actual reversal af dominance from solely
phylogenetic-evolutionary lo societal-historical development as the secand and
final qualitative leap toward humanity was accomplished in the folIowing way:
AI a cerlain point in development, through ever more extensive tool produc
lion and use, dominance shifted from adaptalion of the organism to the envi
ronmenl to the active adaplation of thc environment to individuals by means

of lheir objectifying alteration of nalure in a process of generalized societal
provision. In this way the Iife production form of social labor developed as
a process of socially planned appropriation and objeclification of nature.
The objcctive world forrned by human beings, together with the social rela

the phylogenelic process was superimposed upon by the societal-historical

tions that were simultaneously eslablished, became an independent canier of
development. To the extent thai the nalural ecology became a social economy,
process, in which the process of reciprocal adaplation af human being and
world takes place through an active, collective alteration of nature, character

ized by a new order of magni tude of effccliveness and rate of progress (phy
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logenetic development is measured in hundreds of thousands of years; societai
hislorical development. in centuries ar decades, and it is increasingly
cumulative and acceleraling). AI the same time the evolutionary laws lose
Iheir power as dctermining factors in development by virtue af their own pre
vious effectiveness in the transition phase: Natural selection is no longer dom
inant in the "economic" societal life produclion form. an the conirary, there
comes to prevail a stralegy that reduces and Iranscends natural seleclion by
means of the collective, generalized provision for the maintenance of social
units and thus also of each individua1. In addition, Ihe now dominant societal
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uf Leontyev's objective definilion of tlte psyclte. I cannot describe tlte contents
of our reconstruction here, but will anly mention certain procedural steps. We
began by focusing on Ilte qualilative transformalion of tlte prepsycltie life pro
cess to tlte psycltic stage in order to arrive at a definilion and specificalion of

proach rero in their devclopmentaI

olutionary cltange, owing to tlteir

al developmental laws become ef·
1assical doetrine of social forma
der society, feudalism, capitalism,
cietal process.
ame dominant in thi s manDer, this
ocietal nature of Itumans tltrouglt
l Iife production form on genomic
on, wlticlt brougltt abcut tlte soei·
practical purposes, excluded by il.
only be replaced by societal pro
participation in tlte societal pro
on pItase tltat individuals, on tlte
ais, now beeome able individually
opmental process. Tlte speeifieally
introduced to designate the genetically most ba,ic form, and tltus also tlte most

psychogenesis willtin tlte overall pltylogenetie process. Tltus, "psyelte" was

precisely in tlte inner nature of Ilte living being is becoming socialized tltrouglt
tlte specifieally Ituman learning and developmental potential tltat Itas eome
witlt tlte transilion to Ilte economie life produetion form.
In order to bring tltis problem to a solution, the Itistorieal dimension of the
analysis must be extended furtIter. It will nol suffice to investigate only tlte
transition from tlte merely pltylogenetie lo Ilte societal-Itistorieally dominated
life produelion form with regard \O tlte implie.tions for tlte "inner nature" of
Iiving beings. Ratlter, Ihe enlire nalural hislorical process witltin whiclt tItose
new potentials of the "nature" of Iiving beings came about must be recon
slrueted. Only in tltis way can We work oul tlte differentiations in contenl, tlte
various funclional levels and aspeets of individual developmental capaeity.

therefore does not find its absolute

differentiation of tlte psyclte was given an Itislorieal understanding in wlticlt,
from an analysis of genelie origins and differentiations, we were able Io arrive

general basic category of the science af the individual. In addition, the earlier

In Critical Psychology we have carried out this reconstruction on the basis

ut is, beyond tItat, tlte eapacity for

l nature" of tlte Ituman being eon

at conceprua/ differentiations of the psyche, such as the arientationaJ, emo

ewer achievements and "eeds, in
possibilitjes for salisfaction that

ogicaI constants. but rdther of de

critically to rejeet tlte corresponding bourgeois psycltological definitions.
Building upon tItis, a new general qualitative level was reeonstrucled, tltis
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mOlivational processes, necds, and social eommunicalion forms as they had

developmenral polenlial of individuals for orienlation activity, emolional and

revealed by the foregoing analyses of origin and differentiation as the societal

nature of the living beings wlto enlered into tlte process of development of tlte
new societal-economic stage, and thus how the inner nature came to be so
cialized. Tlte new quality of societal nalure eould Ilten be identified witlt re·
speet lO tlte various funetional aspeets and levels of Ilte psyelte tltat It.d been

grounded ideas of the structure, that is, the various levels and aspects, of the

social dimensions of tlte psyclte tltat Itad been identified by genetie differenti·
ation analysis. FolIowing tItis, we continued our study of psycltogenesis al tltis
new stage up lo the poinl at whiclt hominizalion migltl be said lo begin. Work
ing in tltis way, we arrived al empirically differentiated, melltodologically

time within psychogenesis, a level marked by the emergence of individual
learning and developmenral capacity. The intention Was to show what Dovel
quality was acquired at the new level by the various cognitive, emotional, and

concepts acquired a new materialistie eontent, and on this basis we were able

tional, and social aspecls of psyeltie Iife activily. In tltis way lltese traditional
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as a solitary being. does not have the power consciously to determine them.
but rather remains neeessarily at the mercy of the cireumstances of existence
and can only reaet to present contingencies inslead of providing for his or her
own existenee in a human manner. To the extent that the individual life cir
eumstances are in fact relevant and that their societal intereonnectedness and
determinedness inerease. the single individual ean determine his or her own
Iife cireumstanees and thus become an individual subjecl. but only in union
with others as a moment of a social subject. This transcendence of individual
itY in union with others with the general aim of consciously provisioning con
trolover societal-individual life conditions, we have called personal action
potenee.
From the point of view of action potence, it becomes possibie to character
ize more precisely the various functional aspects of the psyche in its specific
determining, specific secondary, and nonspecific constituents, in that the fate
of these functional aspects can be followed in the course of the transition to
the individual-historical type of development, a transit ion that ean be thought
of in terms of developing into societal life production. With regard to the in
dividual knowing proeess, for example, we were able in this way to determine
that human thinking, in its specific and determining characteristics, must be
understood not merelyas the analysis/synthesis of individually posed prob
lems, but rather as appropriation of societal modes of thinking with which the
individual realizes socially developed forms of analysis/synthesis in his or her
individual thinking and only in this way becomes able to contribute to the
development of these thought forms.
With respect to the emotional aspect of the psyche, the fundamental concept
of "productive needs" was genetically reconstructed as a specific and deter
mining constituent of human, as opposed to animal. emotionality. In this re
construction it became clear that wilh the objeetive necessity of having to
participate in the social provisioning process in order to control individual Iife
conditions, a subjective necessity also developed. The significance of this tS
that for the human being to be at the mercy of immediate contingencies and
nol able to participate in the possibilities of collective control over Iife condi
tions means subjective suffering, or what we have called human anxiety, that
is, action impolenee as a consequence of isolation from socially provided
possibilities of control. The productive needs are Ihus eategodal devices for
the analysis of the immediate experience with respect to the subjective neces
sitY to overcome isolation and helplessness, and thus also anxiety, by parlici
pating in the common provision of one's own life conditions. The productive
needs are, so to speak, the emotional side of action potence. Their subjec
tively necessary character, that is, their "need quality," is such lhat the satis
faction of the elementary sensuous-vital needs at the human level allains a
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ment that are ordinarily encountered can thus be analyzed in terms of the

ditions through participation in societal provisioning manifests itself - however
reduced, perverted, or mystified - under eonerete social developmental condi
tions and obstacles. The surfaee appearanees of individual courses of develop

velopmental restrictions through which Ihey are canalized and deformed. Thus

relationship they express between the generalized action potence and the de
it is neeessary to understand not only social developmental obstacles by whieh
action potence is eoneretely restrieted, but also the subjeetive levels of
mediation, modes of assimilation, and meehanisms of defense by whieh the
subjeetive neeessity to control conditions appears in possibly unreeognizable,
perverled ways. It is out of this isolation from control over relevant Iife
conditions, and of subjection to life's contingencies. when consciously under

stood and emotionally felt, that individual sulferlng arises. And it is in the
attempts to overcorne this suffering, a!lempts in whieh people, in the eon
scious eonduct of their lives, strive for control over the circumstances of their
existenee under the restrictive and contradictory conditions of the moment,
that one sees the malformations and perversions of action potence that we
speak of as restrictive action potcncc. By tak:ing the restrictive societal condi
tions for development and their subjective modes of assimilation into consid

false, but are in faet the theoreticai reproduetion of the diminution and distor
,i
tion of the tendency toward eolleetive self-determination under bourgeois
eondilions of life.
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can be shown, namely, that conceptions in which the inner nature of humans
is isolated from socictal relalions and in which Ihe psyche is reduced to a
bare "inwardness," in which humans are underslood as having only to main
tain their lives in a naturally given environment, and so forth, are not simply

of social relations that produce them, are thus only two sides of the same
subject-scientifie investigational process (see Holzkamp, 1983: eh. 7, 8, 9).
With Ihis we arrive al a new levelof tlu! critique of bourgeois psyehology; it

individual life possibilities and subjective situations, and the practical critique

etal life conditions sueh that action potence is inereasingly freed from its
limited and mystified forms, and how we can come to a satisfying, anxiety
free, and fulfilled existence by developing the possibilities for the eooperative
self-determination of our alfairs. The analysis of the limits and perversions of

tifically ascertainable in what direction we must collectively change our soci

With an analysis of this kind, in eaeh partieular instance it beeomes scien

dividual private relations ean still be understood as special expressions of our
tendency toward conscious control over our life conditions, that is, toward ac
tion potence.

eration, the modes of thought that are redueed and distorted for all of us in
bourgeois sneiety, as well as the emotions that are erippied, isolated, and di
minished as "private" inner life, the social relations that appear as mere in
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day" psyehologies they duplicate; it heeomes an important instrument in the
ideological struggle. More than that. it allows Marxists to conduct the ideo
logieal struggle offensively, even where, from the bourgeois ideological side,
queslions of subjectivity - in whatever manner - are raised. Wherever concep
tions, mainly psychoanalytic, of social confliet Dr aggression as products of

unresolved denials of drive in early ehildhood, and the like, are eurrent (as in
the peaee movement), they can be opposed not only by a Marxist c1ass analy
sis, but beyond that, by exposing the hel pIess renuneiation of the subjective
fulfillment of Iife as implied by the view of oneself as a mere victim of past
repressions and by demonstrating how this Vlew turns attention away from the
common task of creating humane life conditions and directs il to one's own
ehildhood as the presumed "personal" souree of subjeetive suffering. Atthe
same time. the propagation of such views must be understood and made un
derstandable in terms of their "consoling funetion" for the supposed victims;
it must be shown how sueh views, by referring c1ass eonfliet to early child
hood, serve as pseudo-justifieation for the individual's avoidance of eonfliet
by standing aside from the class struggle, this heing a manifestation of re
stricted action potence.
Likewise, we must no longer puritanically treat as problematic and suspi

eious the demands raised in the new social movements for full enjoyment
of existenee here and now. It would be better to give these people the theoret
icai means by which to understand their own experienee and reeognize that
under bourgeois elass relations the enjoyment of existence they seek will again
and again neeessarily be undermined by eompetition, guilt feelings, and latent
isolation an.iety, and that immediate efforts in that direction will not only
be futile in the end. but will confirm the individual's personal impotenee with
respeet to those who rule. We may then come to the sh.red insight that we
are always best off here and now when we struggle to overeome Ihose

diversity of opinion. is catego

has nothing at all to do with the
on its part, the theoretical dupli
logy. It is the eoneept of plural
the possibility of real knowledge

is left is "attitude" as a bare,

societal relations under which we must be at odds with ourselves, since in the

orities, which is unbearable for
ity and possibility of action, not
-Osterkamp showed, however, il
motionality that is porlrayed by
nality in general, and in Ihis por
h adaptation and resignation to
d and reinforeed (see Holzkamp
analysis by Morus Markard of
n be eited [see Chapter 9 of the
found that the attitude measures
te the objeet-relatedness of the
eet's aeting eonseiously with re

themes of democratic palities.

issemination of objeet-detaehed
e of personal poiiIicai opinions

struggle itself the very forms of relating and subjeetive situations pertaining
to control over our Iife conditions are already partially anticipated. Further.
we must no longer c1ing abstractly to the virtues of the eol1ective when we
are reproaehed about massing and leveling by eommunist eolleetivism: Rather.

lective power.
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and without anxiety, necd yet to he struggled for in the development of eol

can be "separate in society" (Marx) and "at home with oneself" confidently

relations, based on a common responsibility for the whole, under whieh, one

same time that separation as a dominant way of living, under existing
social relations, is synonymous with surrender and anxiety. and that social

ful1y legitimate for ourselves and olher.;, providing we make clear al lhe

wc are able to recognize the wish to be alone, to live one's own life. as

ons not only yield new insights
ed action potence and its related
of denying or avoiding eonfliet
affected individuals the possibil

to overcome the restrietions of
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Experience of Sell and Scientifie Objectivity

Klaus Holzkamp

Prior to 1968 our institute regularly observed the beginning of the new semes
ter by holding a tea party. In an atmosphere of candielight and biseuits, first
semesler students were introdueed to the faeulty members and encouraged to
feel at home with the slUdy of psyehology. On these oeeasions the direetor of
the institute at tlle time made a humorous lillie speeeh, the quintessenee of
whieh was the folIowing. Reginning students should forget everything they had
previouslY heard ar believed aboUl psychology; from noW on everything woold

be different. EspeeiaIly lhey should abandon any hope that the study of psy
ehology wouid have anylhing to do with them, their personal experienees and
problems, or be able to help them in overcoming individual diffieulties or anx
ieties. Sueh expeetations were preseientifte and would prove, more likely than
Rather it was important to understand that psyehology is a science like all

not, an obstruction to the acquisition of an acceptable motivation for study.

others and, as sueh, coneerned with objeelive knowledge, and that whoever
wants to learn and practice this science must accordingly put aside subjeclive
opinions. that is, what one thought one knew from aoe's own experience, in
favor af what was now designated as the scientifie aspiration for knowI
edge ... and so On and an in this vein.

selves with the demand to deny the subjective as a necessary presupposition

Words like these by our former direetor still describe the methodological
self-understanding of mainstream seientifie psyehology. But a great many slu
dents and an inereasing number of psyehologists ean no longer reeoneile them

nounce 8uch practices unscientific provides scientific-theoretical conseeration

for scientific psyehology. Indeed, whole branches of psyehologieal research
and proctice must be put into doubt by sueh a coneeption of method, espe
eiaIly elinicai psyehology, whieh ean less and less make do without drawing
and refleeting upon self-experienee, ineluding that of the therapis!. To pro
to the de facto split belween basic and speciali:red study and to the underlying
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by investigating several individuals under identical arrangements. Since con
trol cannot eliminate extraneous factors completely, the experimental behav

gy. What's more, it asserts the

o wonder that in recent times
about a average value, such that it is impossible IO judge by mere visuaI in

ioral data (dependent variable) normally come out as a "scalter" distribution

that introduce subjectivity, ev
ychological investigation have
spection the extent to which they are related to the experimental arrangements
(independent variables). At this point another statistic enters the picture: the
of the chance variability of independent elements and on this basis applies

so-caIJed inferential statistic. which interprels the seatter distribution in terms
certain construets from probability theory in order to ascertain thc probability

this, in turn. has been opposed by those who understood that the substantive

with which a confirmation of the test assumptions may be taken from the
experimental data (or according to the traditional "null hypothesis" logic, the
probability with whieh the opposing hypothesis that the distribution of exper
imental behavior data vary only in a chance way with respect to the introduced
experimental arrangements ean be rejected).
We have called this experimental-statistical procedural scheme variable
psychology. What is meant by this is the logic of psychological research
just sketched. Variable-psychology arose historically as a consequence of
functionalism-behaviorism, and although it bardly describes the methodology
of all psychology, it still forms the eore of academic psychology's conceplion
of what constitules its scientific nature. Variable-psychology, either as explicit
or implicit research logic, is tbus not characterized by a unitary conception of
thcory. On the contrary, the theories that fall under this rubric have been quite
various. What is crucial, however, is that although the theories may range
widely in content beyond the limits of variable-psyehology, they are reduced
by the variable-scheme in their empirical reference when they come to exper
imental testing, such that the distinctive theoretical content necessarily be
comes "surplus meaning," lacking empirical support. Thus in methodologieal
discussions it has been proposed that this surplus meaning be omitted, and

main SOUTce of the extraneous variation that must be eliminated or neutralized

significance of psychological research would thereby be sacrificed. It is not
possibie here to diseuss all the complex effects of the variable-scheme on the
character and history of theory in psychology.
From this rather brief description of variable-psychology's research logic, I
should be able to formulate its methodic grounds for excluding subjectivity for
the sake of scientific objectivity. Subjectivity, as it is imderstood here, is the
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if the experimental-statistical testing of theoreticai assumptions is to be
possibie in the manner we have described.
With the improvement of variable-psychological procedures, it has become
increasingly clear that even the subjectivity of the experimenter can in
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do not have their effcct directly upon the subject, but rather only to the dcgree
that, or in the manner determined by how, they are apprehended by the subject
and then converled ioto activity. Consciousnes~ includes the facIlhal subjects
BUI if Ihis is so, then Ihe presumed objeclive stimulus conditions must, in a

can consciously relate to the experiment and the experimental conditions.

So il is
00

wonder Ihal an enlire branch af research activity has emerged

certain sense, pass inlO Ihe b/ack box. One does not know whether the subjects
are really folIowing instructions and reacting to the stimulus conditions or,
instead of pressing the key when the left of the two "presented" lines appears
longer, are orienting with their key pressing on some internally conjured state
of affairs. One therefore also does not know whether the objectively observed
hehavioral data actually count as a test of th" assumed connection operation
alized by the experimenter or of a quite different, unrecognized hypothesis
residing in the subject's head. It is clear that subjeclivily or conseiousness, in
the Sense of individuals possibly reJating spontaneously to the experimental
arrangements, must he an ermr factor of the first magnitudc for variable psy
chology. As such, subjeclivilY could he said to hecome really subjeclive, or
the black box hecomes really black.

formulale their own hypolheses in lhese new experimenls. Some researehers

dedicaled lo solving the problem of how such an "extraneous" subjectivity
can be eJiminated or controlled. Within this branch of endeavor. known as the
"social psychology of experiments," some researchers investigale experimen
tally the conditions under which experimental subjects develop their own hy
potheses, which deviate fmm those intended by the experimenter. Others
correctly conelude that this pmcedure is cireular since the subjects can also

means af increasingly refined manipulations and deception slralegies and Ihus

appear to hope that they can gel a grip on extraneous subjectivily gradually by
perpetuate the variable-psychoJogical researeh logic. Others conelude correctly
that whal is involved here is a problem lhal, in principle, cannot be resolved
by any immanent impmvement in experimental technique. Tbe contradictory
nature of this dispute can be summarized as follows. On the one hand, pene
traling analyses of lhe experimental situation bring us repealedly to a queslion
ing of lhe soundness of the variable-schema itself. On the other hand, one
hesitates drawing the necessary conclusions owing to the absence of a visible
alternative to lhe understanding of science contained in variable-psychology,
and - against hetter judgment - the seareh for internal solutions continues. I
will not pursue this further hcre.
Another aspect of the mcthodologicaJ necessity to eliminate sUbjectivity for
the sake of scientific objectivity as required by variable-psychology emerges
from Ihe application of inferential statislics. Claims about Ihe empirical veri
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for more rigorous science on difficuh lerrain. BUI whoever lakes an unpreju

faced with multifarious problems and contradiclions. To be sure, this alone
would not speak against it if one could at least move in the direction of the
desired goal. Its advocates might be seen as conducting a couragcous struggle
diced look at research as it is guided by variable-psychology must conelude
that no such e1aim is justified. The attempt has indeed been made to exelude
subjectivity, but in no way has objectivity, in the sense of an unambiguous
empirical reference of tested hypotheses, thereby been achieved. Rather, the
interpretation of respective research results has obviously been Io a large ex
leni arbitrary. There are enormous quantities of experimenlally produced and

statistically tested findings, but one cannot' e1aim to know what they really
mean. Moreover, while in variable-psychology there are criteria regarding how
Io plan and evaluate experimenls. there are absolulely no unambiguous erileria
regarding the admissibility and adequacy of interpretations of the findings.
Consequenlly, when, as is ordinarily Ihe case, slatislieally secured findings are

taken as verification of the experimentally operationalized theoreticai hypoth

orm of isolated particulars that

esis, Ihis is done only because. from Ihe stan, no eonsideralion is given Io
equally likely alternalive explanations. Sueh an alternalive may, however. be

stanees, and, too, it is only a matter of intelleclual agilily and imagination to

considered by the next experimenter, who will then find equally empirical ver
ifkalion for his or her explanation, which wHl prove IO be just as arniirary,
and so forth. Accordingly, when a hypothesis cannot be verified empirically,
one need not be disappointed; nothing stands in the way of citing numerous
reasons why the hypothesis should come to nothing in these particular circum
represent apparently negative results as actually a tendency toward verification
of the hypothesis. So the usual articles reporting experimental research are a
mixture of presumably "hard," statistically tested data and more or less
",oft" talk about what the data mean theoretically. The fact that for lack of
firm evalualion erileria one Iheoreticai explanation appears Io be jusl as good
or bad as another is surely one of the most imporlant eharacleristics of the

for their validity; fashionable changes in theoreticai trends talce the place of

upon row of incommensurable minilheories wilhoul decisive empirical backing
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Has the missing theoretical certainty nothing to do with the objectifying
attempts of experimental-statistical planning? o. does there. perhapsexist a

jectivilY not yel been achieved? Is it beeause eliminating or eontrolling with
adequale effecliveness the extraneous subjeelive factors has not been possible?

Why is it not possibie in variable-psychological research to interpret resuIts
in a sufficiently reliable and unambiguous way; that is, why has scientific ob

demonstrable scienlific advance.

present state of affairs in psychology, as even those in thc variable-psychology
camp have repeatedly recognized. This is the state in which there exist row
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entific objectivity, the experimenter may consider the behavior of the subject
aRly insofar as il is understood as conditioned by thc manipuIated stimulus
situation (independent variable), the frarnework for understanding the intersub
cally and necessarily be overlooked. As the experimental reality, which in fact

jective contexlS of mcanings and reasons that I have described wiII systemati

rccorded in its numerically measurable characteristics, it is impossible for the

consists of meaningful generalized action possibilities for the subject, is oRly
experimenter to grasp thc activities of (he subject as grounded in such gener

alized (and thus, to the experimenter, accessible) meaning references. Given
the experimenter's position. il is impossible for him or her to initiate a process
af intersubjective uMerstanding such as [ have described, which would clarify
and render unambiguous the subjective situation of the other as an aspect of

thc subject's subjectivc experiences and situations. which must become an in

the experimenler's particular way of realizing meaning lhrough action. One
consequence of this is thaI the black box is constituted as the embodiment of
accessible, private inwardncss in the variable-psychologieal order of things be
cause they are cut off from their objective. intersubjectivc reference of
meaning. A second consequence is the impossibility of unequivocal interpre
tations of findings. All the mediating processes to wh.ich. l have referred and

through which my situation becomes intcrsubjectively accessibie as ao aspect
of my socially meaningful actions are here excluded. There thus remains be
tween the measured stimulus conditions and extem.lly measurable behaviors
of the subject a great empty space that can only be bridged "free-f1oatingly"
with more or Icss unsupportable speculations about what may have been going
on inside. The black box as supplier of uninterpretable data is therefore the
result of procedural requirements in which the possibility of finding out any
thing about thc subject and his subjcctive situation is deliberately and system
atically removed from lhe cxperirnenter.
This dilemma can be iIIuminated from another side if we consider the
obvious protest that it is erroneous to assert, as we have done, that rhe ex

situations. In fact, such postexperimental questioning is often used in variable

perimenter is cut off from the intersubjective understanding process. He or
she is able during the experiment or aflerwatd to ask about the respective
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psychological research. But what cxactly is gained thcreby? There are two
possibilities here. In the first, the questioning occurs, so to speak, outside the
official program, that is,outside the variable-psychologieal cxperimental de
sign. In this case the resuhs of the questioning are not under the control
of the stimulus conditions and have therefore nothing at all tu do wilh the
testing of the hypothesis about the connection between independent and de
pendent variables. At best they are suited to the iIIusttative garnishing ol" the 
as cver - equivocal tlteoreliealinlerpretatio~s,or theyfulfill merelyan alibi
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reality. The characteristics of the real experience and subjective situation of a
concrete subject represent, even in their quantitatively reduced form, only the

ing that a particular person in a particular situation has anxiety. Variab1e
psychology, then. creates an artificial nonperson by means of its measurement

distributional elements from which the statistic was calculated and which be
comes the basis for the statisticai judgment; they themselves have disappeared.
Although the researchers may want to interpret the calculated statisticaI values
(or their relation to one another) theoretically, Ihey must nevertheless act and
talk as ;f they were able to refer to the unity of subjective experience of the
world and of self. Otherwise psychological interpretations would not bc pos
sible. It makes no sense, for example, to speak of anxiety without presuppos

in the context af action can be

hich the reciprocal c1arification

conditioned" subjects. the inter

give alittie thought to the fact
personal hypotheses, and if this
ogical question, "Do people do
?" then he or she would have to
is unanswerable. What one does
withio the concrete intersubjec
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entally arranged consequences 

quency of occurrence is, again,

as Skinner's "operant condition
his case "operants" are indeed

orizing was in no way a merely personal impression or a mean-spirited exag

l hope that these considerations have helped to make it clear that my earlier
c1aim aboul the arbitrariness and unfoundedness of variable-psychological the

homunculus.

of statisticai objectification and generalization: One went out to search for

see it. And so it is clear what has come of the attempt to overcome the pre
sumed mere particularity and contingency of individual subjectivity by means

of theoretical intcrpretations of

what was general and found - or better, invented - the variable-psychological

nt on yet another level when the

might make an effort to reduce the theoreticaI equivocality by means of sec

interpretational uncertainty by means of recourse to a vulgar everyday consen
sus, disregarding the concrete Iiving conditions of. the subject, or how one

and so on and on.
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not objectively grounded, but merely of traditional or conventional character,

own bootstraps," because the superordinate interpretation rules themselves are

the terminological certainty sought in this way tums out to be "lifted by its

ondary rules of interpretation pertaining to c10sed artificiallanguages invented
for this purpose on the occasion of any and every theoretical minitrend. But

dual life situations, but only to
al average, for instance, comes
g various individuals or situations
en from them and certain proce

bility, theoretical hypotheses can

ed. It was alleged earlier that, in

geration. From various aspects of the variable-psychological research (ogic we
arc brought to the conciusion that the elimination of individual subjectivity,
lhought to be necessary for methodological reasons, entails the uninterpreta
bility, and thus a lack of scienlific objectivity, of the data thereby obtained. It
would be interesting now to pursue further how one might try to reduce the

mulus caDditions, necessarily be

ing compIex oneS like factor loadings. The adventurous caprice with which
factors are named is so obvious that even some factor analyzers have begun to

bound statements, astatistical ghost as the location in which the assumed
psychic processes are actually supposed to be found. This statisticaI ghost is,
like all ghosts, a totally abstract being; we do not relate to it in any Iife con
text, we do not know its concrete circumstances of existence. and we can say
nothing about it that reflects rcality. This is true not only for the interpretation
of averages, but for the theoretical signification of all statisticai values, includ
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search. This also means that subject-scientific theories and procedures are not
"aboul people, bul ralher "for" peopIe. They serve (in favorable eases) eaeh
"me" in c1arifying and altering "my" own experience and life practice.
Out of the subject-~cientific position comes what in this connection can
alone be ealled scientific objeclivity and generalizability, "Objeelivily" and
"subjectivity" are to be understood in their relation to one another, such that
objeetivity is not allained at lhe eosl of subjeelivily, bUl rather means "objee
lifieation of lhe subjeetive." And "generalizabilily" is lo be underslood in
relation to me as a single individual and to my immediate experience. such
lhal lhe "generalization" does not lead lo lhe disappearanee of the individual,
but rather means the "generalization Df the individual."
Surely many will be at a Ioss to imagine how a subjeel-scientifie program
that sublates the opposition between objeetive and subjeelive, between the in
dividual and the general, ean be realized. In order lo overcome lhis helpless
ness. it is necessary. first. to take leave of the idea of a necessary solipsism.
inaccessibility. and impenetrability of subjective seIf-experience and individual
eonseiousness as il is expressed in variable-psyehology by lhe black box. ane
should Ihen examine more closely ahe earlier discussion in which I tried to
show that human actions and the subjective situations in which they are
grounded are realizations of general societal action possibilities that, insofar as
they are meaningful for me, have in principle meaning for olhers as well, and
that this intersubjective contcxt Df meanings and reasons cannot be seen
in variable-psyehology beeause it has been melhodologieally eliminated. When
one lhinks lhis through further, il beeomes clear how under lhe presupposilion
uf such intersubjective meaning contexts the problem of objectification and
generalization should be approaehed. My subjeetive self-experience is indeed
al lhe momenl given only to "me," bUl il is nevertheless nol exhausted by
that. but rather. as an aspect of the subjective aspect of my action. only an
individual variant uf experience, which in its general characteristics is related
to objective societal action possibiJities and the concrcte-historical obslacles
and eontradielions eonneeled wilh them. Therefore, in most personal ex
perienees lam, lhrough lhe socielal relations by whieh the possibililies and
necessities Df my action are determined, connected to other people who see
themselves facing the same possibilities and necessities in their actions. Con
sequently, insofar as the manm::r and means of my "personal assimilation and
transformation of concrete social action possibilities and limitations are under
stood, my experiences are objectifiable and generalizable as subjcctive expe
riences within this context of intersubjective experience.
When we speak thus of generalizalion, il is eenainly not to be understo<x! as
frequeney generalizalion from samples to populalions. Generalization here
means recognizing and aeeounling for those mediational levels and aspeets by

.
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mediation of their experiences with general social relations. (Similar)y atmo
spheric resistance and frktion as mediational levels between particular in
stances and the general law of falling bodies are not self-evident, but the
outcome of a long scientific process.) The weU-grounded elaboralion of such a
subject-sdenlific system of mediational categories has been the chief occupa
tion of Critieal Psychology for a long lime. Centered around the fundamental
categories of "societal meaning" and "subjective action potence" and work
ing from the point of view of mediation between social and individual exis
tence, new definitions of psychic functions Iife cognition, emotionality, and
motivation have been developed as aspects of subjeclive-intersubjective aclion
potence, and neW foundations have been laid for understanding personal con
fliet, defense mechanisms, and the unconscious.
Recently the implications of the results of categorial analysis for an appro
priate sys/em af subjec/-scientific research me/hods have become increasingly
clear to us. We have come to recognize, for instance, the important role that a
scientific approach to practiee plays in the testing and objectification of
subject-sdentific theories. For its part this has meant the possibility of over
coming the separation of basic scientifie psychology and psychologieal prac
tice, since research and practiee prove to be only different emphases within a
unitary sdenlific process. What we understand of this has been presented in
the ninth chapter of my book Grundlegung der Psychologie. Newer aspects are
being presented and discussed elsewhere (Holzkamp, 1983).

5

---

If we stand back to ascertain more predsely Critieal Psychology's historical
position, a position outside variable-psychology but within psychology, a num
ber of interesting conneclions become evident. For example. one notes with
interest that Wundt had specified immediate experience as the subject maUer
of psychology; are approaches to an understanding of consciousness as a me
dium of interpersonal world experience aiready to be found there and then
buried by variable psychology's privatization of consciousness? Likewise, in
regard to Lewin 's old critique of thinking in terms of frequencies and averages
and his idea of rising from the single case to the "pure case," could it be that
possibilities of avoiding the variable-psychologieal dead-end might be found
there, although Lewin. in emigration, had lost sight of them under the pressure
of behaviorist ideology in the United States? One notes further that Piaget
discovered obviously significant principles of lawful cognitive development
without the least stalistical finery simply by interacting with his own children.
Does it perhaps have to do here with experimentaI arrangements that did
not succumb to the variable-psychological reduction, but in the hands of the
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Psychoana1ysis and Marxist Psychology

Klaus Holzkamp

may give rise to doubts in
SOme

readers aboUI the aUlhoc's standpoint: Haven't

The suggestion that psyehoanaJysis has significance for Marxist psyehology

Marxism. every "Freudo-Marxism," whatever its particular form, is necessar

Marxists (and Marxist-Leninists) always been sharpJy erilical of psyehoanaly
sis, and hasn't it been shown that every integration of psyehoanalysis and
ily untenable beeause psyehoanalysis, owing to its inextrieable eonneetion to
bourgeois ideology, is genuinely irreeoneilable with Marxism? So it must be
said very clearly at the beginning of my remarks that I am basically in agree
ment with the Marxist-Leninist assessment that psyehoanalysis essentiaIly bi
ologizes and individualizes its subjeet maner, that it psyehologizes social
conflicts. postulates a universal opposition between the repressing society and
the unsocial drive-determined individual. abets irratlonalism. and so forth. Ac

it capable of grasping the subjective motives of individuals or the masses will

eordingly, I share the opinion that any atlempt to round out Marxism with
psyehoanalytic eoneepts in Freudo-Marxist fashion in the intention of making
be accomplished only at the expense of the seientifie and ideological founda
tions of Marxism.

In order to underseore my position on this issue, I ean point to the faet that
at this very moment, Critieal Psyehology is in sharp and sustained eonfliet
with psyehoanalytie views, espeeiaIly with those with leftist or antieapitalist
pretenses, induding positions that are explicitly Freudo-Marxist, sueh as the
"CriticaI Theory of the Subjeet" (Horn, Lorenzer, Bruekner, Leithiiuser, and
so on), and those less obvious and programmatic aUempts to modernize Marx

ism psyehoanalytical!y, sueh as in the Althusserian and similar traditions. The
debate has beeome espeeial!y intense in the eontroversy around the Projekt
Ideologietheor;e [ideology-theory projeet! (Elfferding, W. F. Haug, Holzkamp
Osterkamp, Wilhelm, al! 1983). We have repeatedly and explieitly opposed the
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that Freud's system, tOOugh it is on the whole seientifically and ideologically
untenable, may cantain valuable insights ioto 5uch matters as mental dynam
ics, the origin of neuroses, or the therapist-patient relationship. How should
correct consequences be derived from false premises? Just as certainly I do not
hold the view that Freud asked correct and important questions but, because
of his mistaken overall conceptions. came to the wrong answers. How could it
have been possibie for him, if his assumptions were mistaken, to arrive at the
carrect questions? I wish neither to insinuate that Freud was an eclectic nor to
use ecleeticism to facilitate my own arguments. When 1 speak of Freud's sig
nificance for Marxist psychology, 1 mean this in an entirely principled way.
An adequate reception and consideration of psychoanalysis, in my view, has
decisive consequences for the correct conceptual and methodological founda
tion of Marxist psychology. But doesn 'tthis put roe into an irreconcilable con
tradietion with the fundamental Marxist critique of psychoanalysis and
Freudo-Marxism which I have just c1aimed to accept? I want to approach c1ar
ification of this problem in several steps, the first of which will be to put my
foregoing critical exposition of psychoanalysis into a different light by inter
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When 1 sketched our current debates with psychoanalytic positions in order
to demonstrate our agreement with the Marxist critique. it was clear that Dur
arguments are, in principle. very much the same as those advanced in the
early 1920s by Jurinetz, Thalheimer, Yoloshinov, Sapir, and, in the meantime,
by many other Marxists. One might ask, then, why, historically speaking, the
Marxist critique has been so unsuccessful if it has in fact been so right and so
convincing? Why has psychoanalysis not long agn been superseded and laid to
rest as alchemy was? Why, despite its recurrent refutation, is it today enjoying
the greatest vitality, especiaIly right now in the ideological offensive?
One mightthink of defusing all this by appealing to the arsenal of the Marx
ist critique of psychoanalysis, in particular by suggesting that psychoanalysis
is a particular expression of bourgeois ideology, not Ieast of the petit bour
geois consciousness of the intellectual opinion makers. This would allow us to
understand why psychoanalytic positions are constantly employed as weapons
against the progressive forces in the ideological c1ass struggle and why, owing
to bourgeois ideological prejudice, they find a corresponding popular reso
nance. This Marxist argument is, Iike allthe others,surely correc!. But does it
give us an understanding of the influence of psychoanalysis?
I doubt that the history of the effectiveness of psychoanalysis can be ade
quately understood from an exclusively ideological-critical point of view when
1 see that the acceptance or rejection of psychoanalytic views simply "ever
coincides with the fronts in the c1ass Slruggle. It is never the case that psycho
analysis finds resonance only with conservative dreles or membe~~ of t~~_ ~~it_
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disciplines to be exciling. useful. iIIuminating. heurislic. and so on. whereas.
despite all its scientifie effons and trimmings, aeademie psyehology is left
alone in ils scienlifie ghetto?
These various prohlematk aspeets of the current Marxist eritique of psyeho
analysis fall inlO place for me al lhe vanishing point 0/ my own experience wilh
Ihe works of Freud. Each time I read him l find his ideas annoying and pro
vocalive. Neverlheless I gain new and surprising insights and important stim
ulation to thoughl. Dcspile all my serious reservalions. I can't bUI see Freud
as a greal researcher /ully dedicaled lo lhe advancemem 0/ knowledge, whose
standard is not approaehed by aeademk psyehology with all its formal seien
tific appearanee. nor is it done justice Io by Marxisl crilique, no matter how
eorreet the latter might he.
From these considerations it appears that if the significance of psychoanal
ysis for Marxist psyehology is to be adequately e1arified, it will not do simply
to keep repeating or adapting the old critieal arguments. Although they are
aceurate, they are ohviously not adequately suited to grasp the character and
historicai magnitude of psychoanalysis. We musl rather slrive to achieve a new
approach. We shall have to mohiliz.e more of what Marx ealled the "power of
ahstraetion" in order to identify those fundamental knowledge qualilies ofpsy
choanalysis lhal remain when i/s obvious weaknesses are disregarded. The re
lationship between psyehoanalysis and academie psychology must also he seen
in a new way such Ihat the question becornes whelher or why academic psy
ehology, despite or hecause of the methodological assumptions by whkh it
intends Io arrive al more cerlain scientific propositions than psychoanalysis.
does nOl aehieve the levelof knowledge of the latter. In the eontext of this
problem we shall also want to examine the view held by many Marxist psy
ehologists that they must ignore psyehoanalysis because of its suhjeetion to
bourgeois ideology, whereas they feel they can move more freely among the
conceptual and methodological assumptions of traditional aeademk psychol
ogy heeause it is supposedly less "bourgeois."

3
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In order Io gel an adequate account of Ihe scientific stalus of psyehoanalysis
vis-a-vis that of aeademie psyehology, it will be useful, first, to give some
attention to the historieal fact that these psyehologies have eome to form two
separale branches of science. II is not at all self-evidenl why an integralion of
psyehology and psychoanalysis has not yet taken plaee and dues not appear
imminenl. Even today psychoanalysis has its own journals, Iraining facilities,
and instilUlional rools independenl of those of academic psychology. and when
a psychoanalyst gets a teaehing position (a rare oeeurrenee), it is hardly ever
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This understanding of the objeet of psyehologieal investigation was retained
in several historicai lines of development even after the Wundtian era. For
example, it is obvious that as the Wiirzburg School pursued its concern with

"imageless thought" it was still looking for the elements and eonstitutive
principles of immediate experienee. Perhaps it is not so obvious that Gestalt

was investigating the laws of the constitution of immediale experience.. but

psyehology also belongs unequivoeally to this tradition of understanding the
objeet of psyehologieal investigation. In their radical eritique of Wundtian el
emental psyehology they did not direct their allaek against the faet that Wundt
rather only against his understanding of how the assumed laws should be
formed. They maintained that immediate experienee eould not be adequately
explained as the synthetie sum of elements and required the analytie identifi
cation of immanent relational and organizational principles. Thus for Gestalt
psyehology, as for clement psychology, the concern was notthe deseription of
a private inner world, but rat her to grasp the general laws by whieh immediate

tial fieid. In this understanding of the objeet of psyehologieal investigation as
we have outlined it here, ean be found the methodologieal foundation of this

expericncc, although subjective, is constituted as intersubjectively accessibie
and homogcneous expericnce of the one objective external world. It was as
sumed the Gestalt principles of nearness, similarity, continuation, pragnanz,
and so forth, would, on presentation of identical objective stimulus patterns,
lead with lawful necesslty to identical subjective organization of the experien

y as a separate seienee, before
e development of aeademic psy
, as we know, emphasized "im
or example, 189611913; Iff). This

either structure or organization, which are found in and govern subjective ex

tiaIly to produce the conditions under which the elements and principles of

"classicai" form of psychology, experimcntal arrangements served here essen

an experienee of the world taken

funetionalism-behaviorism, that is, the original phase of mainstream modern

as possibIe the radieal historicai break and the related reduetionistie distortion
that eame at the beginning of this eentury with psyehology's turn to

I havc laid out the Wundtian view in some detail in order to make as visible

perienee, ean be understood most preeisely and with the greatest generality.

ubjeet, psyehology was supposed

h "mediate experience:' that is,

nce in its relationship to the sub
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In tlle earliest funetionalistic phase of the "new psyehology," under
the influenee of the pragmatie philosophies of James and Dewey, a social
Darwinist eoneeption of the psyehologieal objeet emerged in terms of
the adaptation of humans, understood principally as "organisms," to their

radically reduced human activity to an unspecific, organismic level, or even
further to physicalisric conceptions of the determination of human activity. In
this process of reduction scveral steps or aspects can be discerned .

istic and sensationistic errors, took account of consciousness as the specifi

aeademie psyehology. Whereas "classieal" psyehology, despite all its empir
eally human levelof subjeetive-intersubjeetive experienee of the world, the
new funetionalistie-behavioristie understanding of the psyehologieal objeet

ncing subjeet." Whereas natural

erience thc "objects" were sup·

"inner" state of affairs detached
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"abSITaetion" from the experi
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an view, individual subjeetivity
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subjectivistic basis of the S-R formula manifests itself in modem bourgeois

Now it is necessary to show how and in what forms the reduetionistic

person. This "biologization" of

psyehology by means of its melhodological expression in thc variable scheme.

the entire experimental-statistieal method of the new psyehology. For this rea
son we call mainstream psyehology "variable psychology."

for its elimination from psycnol
functionalism. Whereas c1assical

considerations forward it will be nCl:cssary to clarify at least in rough terms

Ahhough this cannot be done here in any detail, in the interest of moving my
the principal transformation that took place on the historiea! palh from c1assi
eal psyeholugy to modem variable psychology with respeet to the general sci
When the understanding of consciousness as the medium of the intersubjec

entific understanding of psyehologieal theory construetion and generalization.
tive relation to Ihe world was narrowcd to that of the mere "ioner world" of

individuals. Ihe exclusively external view of "other organisms" replared the

sychology, sueh as its unfortunate

Seeond, the "subjectivity of the other" disappeared into the empirieally in.c

connection of scientific knowledge. was excluded from theoreticai reflection.

tivity "evaporated" in the variable psychological understanding of methods in
two ways. First, each person's own subjectivity, and with it the subject-object

analysis of human experience uf self and world. With that, individual subjec

od liter.lly, eneouraged such his

, seemingly at variance with the
ychology and functionalism had in
eientifie vocabulary of psyehology
naccessible because it was a "pri
a on "stimuli" and "responses"
hus the behavioristic stimulus-re

uals as they are determined by those conditions. The hypothetical or

aboul which l:onneclions exist between eectain condilions in which other or
ganismsfindividuals are found and the reaetions or behaviors of those individ

erence of theory construction, thai is, immediate experienee. SiRee, therefore.

constructive part of variable psychologieal theory therefure is eoneerned with

precisely that which c!assieal psychology took to be the direct empirical ref

c assumption. Ihal is, an abstract
conception of consciousness. Bio~

aecording to variable psyehology, subjective experience functions only aS a
hypothetkal "connecting point" between stimulus and response variables, ref
erence to it, for its part. can be omitted. In faet it is left out of those theories
that seek to understand the process of translating stimuli into responses, not in

psychological terms, but in physiologieal or pseudophysiulugical termS. an the
other hand, the evaporation of the individual subjectivity is not ahered by the
periodic attempts of academic psychologists to moderate the behavioristic con
straints by reintroducing "mentalistic," cognitive. and similar terminoIogy.
Sinee, owing to the melhodic structure of the variable seheme. experienee and
consciousness cannot be grasped except as "intervening variables," they dis

appear hopelessly into thc black box of scientifie inaecessibility. Because of
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its position in the relationship. I believe the decisive key to an adequate un
derstanding of the character of basic psychoanalytic concepts and methods of
procedure is to show that psychoanalysis did not follow the funetionalist
behaviorist direct ion, and therefore did not go along with the variable psycho
logical elimination of human eonsciousness whieh resulted from its being
misunderstood as mere private inwardness and from all of the reduetionistic
subjectivistie consequences that followed from that. tf we want to do justice to
psychoanalysis, then, we must place it directly in the developmental line of
c1assical psyehology. Despite all their otherwise serious differences, c1assical
psychology and psychoanalysis shared the same fundamental understanding of
the object and task of psychology_ Whatever obseurities and misunderstand
ings it may harbor, psychoanalysis. too, sees immediate experienee as the
object of its investigation and understands its task to be the objective c1arifi
cation and investigation of this experienee as sUbjective-intersubjective rela
tion to self and the world. Psychoanalysis does not understand this to mean,
as it does for c1assical psyehology, the analysis of experience in terms of
the general structoral and organizational princip!es by which it is mediated
with objective reality. It is less coneerned with sueh epistemological questions
than it is with invesligating the immediate experience in whieh lies eoncealed
the socially repressive relations as they are felt in people's eoncrete life
cireumstances.
In order to support this thesis (which may at first appear bizarre) and to
work out its eonsequenees, I turn first to the fundamental faet that the basic
theoretical concepts of psychoanalysis have a radically different categorial
strueture and function from those in variable psychology. Concepts like de
fense and repression, regression and projeetion, id, ego, and superego are not
part of a theoretical eontext in whieh "predictions" about eonnections be
tween independent and dependent variables are supposed to be made and em
pirically tested. Such concepts are not applied "from outside" onto "others,"
but are put into the hands of the persons eoncerned as a means of clarifieation
and understanding of their own immediate experience. They have the virtual
function of "means" by which. "in dealing with oneself," the appearance of
one's subjective situation (Bejindlichkeil] can be analyzed to reveal its inherent
dependencies, conflicts, deniais, compulsions, and cireumseriptions, thus al
lowing the person to achieve a more conscious. reflective, and responsibie life
practice. If one puts basic psychoanalytie concepts into the context of variable
psychology, in order to make them scientific. and judges them from that point
of view. then one is simply subjecting them to precisely the categorial criteria
for which they are not suited. This would be about as intelligent as auempting
to study meteorological phenomena in terms of psychological motivational
concepts in order to find out why c10uds drop rain. Concepts like ego, id, an<l
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eJaim), but aee rather mcrely analogies in the service of the psychoanalytic
work of interpretation.
From the faet that psychoanalysis belongs IO the tradition of the c1assieal

underslanding of lhe psychological object as immediate experience, it is un
derstandable that psychoanalysis, like c1assical psycholugy, has been accused

tivistic reduction of consciollsness to mere private inwardness. in which. as we

and the like. Allegations like these resl, in my opinion, on Ihe same subjec

ve is missing the point, since psy

gless in the variable psychoJogical
meteorological context. From this
hai. as we mentioned earlier, psy

ngful in Ihe psychoanalylic context

achieve scientific objectivity and generality was overlooked.

have shown, the particular means by which c1assical psychology proposed to

of a lack of scientific objectivity owing to its concern with mere subjective
experience. of being Jimited to inrersubjeetively unclcmonstrable inlrospection.

pts at integration into modern psy

esent confIicts. are madt: compre

ch make it impossible for a person

with objective relations that extend beyond mere individual circumstances and

ed earlier, it may become possibIe

under stress. from alater learned
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lf we examine more c10sely the character and function of basic psychoana
lytic concepts, it becomes clear that the analysis of immediate experienee is in
no way limited to providing thc individual with plausible but otherwise coin
eidental and nonbinding interpretalions. Rather it has to do with an under
standing of experience that aims at working out the hidden lawful eonnections

ve experiential context and puls it

points uf view. C1assical psychology attempted, on the basis of the epistemo
logical premises of "neutral monism," to undersland the struclural and orga
nizational principles by whieh, through its mediation with the external
objective worId, subjective experience could be made accessibie and compel
ling. Freud, by conlrast, was asking in a down-to-earth, psychological way
about the lawful mediational levels through which the themes and contradic

n rats. but this takes the regression

vities and thus totally robs it of its
trivialization and leveling can be

s that have been subjected to vari
of scientific precision.
as means towarcl a darification of
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This can be seen dearly from that basic constellation and its scientific func

was immediately connected to ils

tions of what appcared to be mere individual experience could be understood
as individual expressions of general human-social themes of existence and
constellations of conflict.

situation. Only on the assumption

ticular familial constellation, and in this form it has been subjected to repeated
empirical refutation. But for Freud the Oedipus complex is afurnIamemal hu
man consleIlalian af conjlict that exisls nol simply at the empirical level, but

sidence." about its fixation in ob
abo~.u its regressive fixation on in
al developmenl as they are applied

pression of the possibilities for satisfaction and fulfillmenl by an overpowering

expression; il is the mode of appearance of the inexorable and irrevoeable sup
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limalion, by which psychoanalysis

man relalions, il is understandable that Freud did not confine his substantia
tion of the Oedipus complex to statements about concrete familiat trian,guJar .

and punitive authority. From this function of the essential definition of the
suppression of individual life possibilities as a special case of repressive hu
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tional processes and levels that are part and parcel af the theory. Through the

into account. Generalizing. therefore. does not require abstraction from lhe
individual case since the differences in perso1UlI experience are not eliminated
through recourse to extraneous factors but rather are elucidated by the media

c derivation af the Oedipus com
his derivation were, being based

r Qur argument is that, in doing

exploration of one's experience one is able to find oneself again in the general
constellations of conflict thus discovered. or more correctly. one finds these

one's subjective situation. This avoids the formation of an opposition between
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the necessary suppression. of lhe
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his tendencies to self-inhibition

constellotions in oneselj. On the other hand, an the basis af one's insight into
the mediational processes through which the general takes its partieular ap
pearanee, it is possibie for ane to accept the uniqueness and distinetiveness af

objective social compulsions and

one's individual situation and circumstances in order to achieve scientific
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analysis embraeed the dassiea! understanding and initiated a psyehologieal sci
ence af the subjeet in which the subjeetive situation, the world- and self-views
af the person, personal suffering, eonf/icts and anxieties, guilt feelings, feel
ings af being torn and vulnerable were not transferred from the subjeet tothe

became degenerate as a science of the controlof human behavior. Psycho

ries af psyehoanalysis, we are doser to understanding the reasons for the
widespread popularity and seientifie influenee af psychoanalysis despite ils
obvious mistokes and errors. Variable psyehology, in breaking from the das
sieal understanding af psyehology and under its program af exduding ar re
dueing subjeetivity for the sake af a more restricted understanding af science,

With this historicai reconstruction of the scientific status of the basic catego

s

its mediation with that objective realily thaI is "definitive" - thai is,Ihe ful
filling ar thwarting social authorities. This is the special psyehoanalytie pro
cedure for the produetion af "agreement with the real external world," that is,
the psyehoanalytie effort to establish the "truth."

of psychoanalYlic invesligation is e)ucidated for Freud when it is recognized in

search praetice. In my view Freud has eaptured here the very heart af his
seientifie ende.vor. The "fultlllment ar thwarting af our wishes" as the objeet

trasts with the actual unscientific and speculative nature of psychoanalytic re

taught us, is determining in the fulfillment ar thwarting af our wishes. This
agreement with the real external world we eall truth" (Freud, 19331J967:
194). This statement has aften been undersload as mere Iip service that con

which ex:ists Dutside and independent of us and which, as experience has

af scientifie thinking "to arrive at agreement with reality, that is, with that

Freud once summarized his scientific conviclions by saying that it is the aim

generalily.
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various categorial elaborations of psychoanalysis do not at all account for or
admit to a struggle against the conditions under which one suffers, for exam
pie, when the supposed eonfliets are uhimately referred lo one's early ehild
hood and thus designated as lapsed, or when dispules with present authorities
are defused and underestimated by suggesting that they are not the ones aetu
ally inlended, that it is in faet the authority of the father against which one is
rebelling. It is precisely the subject-seientifie dignity of psyehoanalytic eate
gories that makes possibie real insights into lhe subjeetive eonsequenees of
societal repression but, when universalized, offers individuals "solutions" in
which the actual conditions of thelr misery are obscured. When one constantly
seeks new ways of coping under existing conditions, always necessarily in
vain, one permanently violates one's own interests in that the common strug

avoidance of conflict sacrifices long-term interests is

tions under whieh a restrieted mode of Iiving that for the sake of short-term
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present suffering and the eommon struggle for ehanging these relations as a
means of overeoming suffering. Also eoming from this is something that is
(despite all ils pessimistic and resignative eharaeteristics) peculiarly eonsoling
in the psyehoanalytie point of view: Ahhough everyone must individually
work through the eonsequenees of his or her own early ehildhood repression in
order to arrive at a relatively tolerable adult existenee, it is possibie to do so.
At the same time one is relieved of participation in the eolleetive struggle
againsl the dominant relations, together with all the danger and risks associ
ated with that; one ean work out one's problems by oneself at home. Who is
then to wonder that the way for the individual solution of societal eontradic
tions suggested here finds sueh a great response precisely from bourgeois in
telleetuals? With regard to this suspension of real politieal struggle, the
situation of the individual is not at all ehanged when, as in Freudo-Marxism,

cludes repressive societal relations as conditions of each and every person's

< 'functional."
h would surely be shortsighted to assert lhat the Freudian analysis "psy
ehologizes" all societal relations and negleets every kind of societally eondi
lioned subjeetive eonfliet. But societal eontradietions are, aecording to the
speeifieally "genetie" modelof psyehoanalysis, only taken into eonsideration
as eondilions of fundamental eonfliets in early eh//dhood, and the working
through of eonfliets appears as necessarily only a task of eaeh parlieuiar in
div/dual, who in the interest of his or her presenl eoping with life must work
lhrough the eonsequenees of his or her carly ehildhood eonfliets. This ex
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of the psychological object, which was suppressed by the functionalist
behaviorist trend, must a1so be reactualized and developed further. This will
include a critical reevaluation of the various forms of modern psychology, es
pecially all of those peripheral conceptions and procedures that have not been
completely under the influence of variable-psychology, and that therefore
ought to have their relevant implications reconstructed.
It is thus not at all consonant with a psychology based on Marxist principles
to embrace either the subjectivist internalization of human consciousness in
augurated by the functionalist-behaviorist movement or the resulting pseudo
objectivity of variable psychological concepts and methods. On the contrary,
only on the basis of Marxism dues it become possibie to Iiberate the classical
psychological conception of consciousness as a medium of intersubjective re
lations between people and the world from its idealistic shortcomings. Only
from this standpoint can consciousness, as specific to the human experience of
self and the world, be understood as coming from the necessities of material
production and a reproduction of societal-individual life and thus also be un
derstood in its historicai determination by particular modes of production (as
Leontyev has carried this out in his famous chapter "On the Historicai Devel
opment of Consciousness," 1971: 177-215). In this way, the equating of con
sciousness with the black box of private inwardness becomes comprehensible
as an historically determined )imitation and distortion of consciousness in the
form of isolated private persons in their practical-ideological subjugation to
bourgeois conditions of reproduction. Thus the variable psychological concep
tion of science can be understood as having been arrested in the interests of
capitalist exploitation. In this way, 100, the subject-scientific conception of the
basic structure of immediate experience can be freed from its psychoanalytic
distortion, and it is made obvious that the difference between the appearance
and essence of subjective experience of self and the world as explicated by
Freud (a difference without which, according to Marx, science would be nei
ther possibie nor necessary) cannot be a1lowed again to get lost in Marxist
psychology. It is a1so clear that individual consciousness is not astatic condi
tion, but a contradictory process in which the conscious conduct of Iife must,
in face of the exceeding complexity of objective socielal relations, be wrested
again and again away from the subjective tendencies toward a simplifying and
harmonizing obfuscation of societal possibilities and necessities. The Freudian
conception of the unconscious willthus have to be rejected in its metaphysical,
irrationalist form. At the same time, however, it must be underslood that, ow
ing to the ineradicable contradiction between immediate experience and the
sociClally mediated nature of individual existence, unconscious aspects of sub
jective experience of self and the world play a necessary role in the struggle
for a conscious mode of living. Hence, the means and forms of the subjective
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individual experience and situation as mediated by the objective societal form.

KL

ion the question arises: What

dictions must form a central

bilities and contradictions that appear in individualized form. And it can do

this for the affeeted person without the scientifie and ideological disadvantages
found in the psyehoanalytie understanding. In this way Marxist psyehology

Marxist psyehology ean, on the one hand, like psyehoanalysis, leave unre
dueed the subjeetive-intersubjeetive reality of the experienee of self and of the
human world, and thus also of suffering and ineseapable eonfliet, and, on the
other hand, make it possibIe for individuals to understand the societaJ possi

an antagonistic contradiction
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ward denial af reality assume.
immediate experience and 80
ental contradiction. but ralher,

solation, and inaeeessibility of

responsibility for action.
How the eategorial foundations of the subjeet-scientifie development of
knowledge should be advaneed is easy to see from the research results that
have so far been produeed by Marxist psyehology. On the side af the indiv/d
ual, all psyehoanalytie ideas of an unehangeable unsocial "drive strueture"
have to be shown to be seientifieally untenable by demonstrating the eogni

mit to the universality c1aim of
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of subjeetive quality of the Iife and the individual's participation in societal
control over the conditions of life, that is, by the integration of the individual
into the eolleetive subjeetivity.
The present emphasis on the subjeet-seientifie perspeetive of Marxist psy
chology, however, is intended less as a demonstration of how a problem can be
clarified than as an indieation of preeisely what requires future c1arifieation.
Especially in working out the proceduraJ eonsequenees of the subjeet-scientifie
eoneeption of struetural generalization, the largest share of the work lies be
fore us. Naturally, too, the traditional psyehologieal eoneeptions of method,
including the variable-psyehologieal eoneept of frequeney generalization,
should not be abstraetly negated but are rather to be rejected solely with re
gard to their c1aim to universality as a guarantee of psyehology's scientifie
status. Assuming the primaey of struetural generalization, questions ean be
asked about the conditions of applieability and status of sueh method eoneepts
within the frarnework of subjeet-seientifie research. The essential intent of this
ehapter has been to provide a more precise foundation for the consensus and
thus also to affirm that the essential future tasks of the eolleetive work of
Marxist psyehologists lie on the levelof the subjeet-scientifie problem de
seribed -andthat in-this therejs no-way-around psycnoailalySis'

pressing is overcome by elaborating the connection between the development

for the reproduetion of eaeh person's subjeetive existenee. On the side af so
detal relations. the psyehoanalytie idea that these are solely limiting and re

able and ready to become involved in the societal Iife proeess and, by way of

tive, emotional, and motivational dimensions through which individuaIs are
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can become, in the subject-scientific perspective. an effective means for clar
ification of each person 's own Iife conduct through subjective reconstruction
of the internal connection between genuine individual Iife interests and societal

rom the common control over
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cannot be taken for granted. As the methodological analyses of Critieal Psy
chology have demonstrated, this assumption is extremely problematie (cf.
Jager, 1977; Keiler, 1977; Leiser, 1977; Masehewsky, 1977; Jager et al., 1978).
This means that we must first determine whether the resuIts we are concerncd
with are empirically founded and thus warrant critical preservation of their
relative knowledge content. We are only just beginning to elaborate the crite
ria for this kind of methodologieal assessment. But it is not too early, in my
opinion, for the reappraisal of bourgeois theories with an eye to furthering the
elaboration and development of our Critieal Psychological conceptions. We
have to proceed with both the theoreticai reappraisal and methodological cri
tique of bourgeois psychology so that insights gained in each area become
available for the critique and improvement of the other. This is the only way in
which stagnation of research ean be avoided and a progressive optimization of
the state of research be maintained. It must be granted, however, that at the
current stage of methodological development we cannot use bourgeois psycho
logical tindings in their own frames ot reference as evidence for or against
Critieal Psychological claims. At best they provide illustrations and empirieal
"enlargements" of the Critical Psychological assumptions.
Our main purpose here will be to examine the essential determinants and
distortions of emotion found in bourgeois psychology and to offer a Critical
Psychological reappraisal of emotion's relation to cognition and its implica
tions for work and education. We will be further interested in implications for
a Critical Psychological theory of psychic disorders and their treatment and
for the relationship between the clien!'s interests and those of the therapist in
psychotherapy.
The Relation Between Emotion, Cognition, and Action
from the Point of View of Critical Psychology

_.~~
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To assist the reader's understanding of the theoretieal basis of our analysis and
reinterpretation of existing theories of emotion, the main points of the Critical
Psychologieal conception of emotionality will be sketched out. Of course, this
ean be done only globally and roughly here. Some finer detail will be pre
sented in the discussions of particular theories. As our functional-historical
analysis of the emergence and differentiation of emotionality in the generallife
process has revealed (cf. Holzkamp-Osterkamp, 1975, 1976), emotion func
tions as an evaluation of the environmental conditions as they are apprehended
cognitively. The standard of evaluation is the subjective meaning of the cog·
nized environmental conditions and the individual possibilities for action they
present. Emotions are thus an essential determinant of actions related to cog
nized circumstances and events. These emot!~!l~I_ ~Y~J~atiol)s_of e.r:!yJr:Q.m!1~nlat
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Checking societal goals for their satisfaction value, that is, not acting
automatically but by conscious direction, always presupposes the analysis of
emotionality, that is, breaking down its unitary complexity and tradng its par
ticular qualities to their objective sourees so as to be able to influence the
subjective situation by changing objeetive reality. A "positive" change af the
subjective situation at the human levelof development is not a short-term,
hedonistie striving for immediate individual well-being. Because they reflect
societal existence, human emotions transcend the momentary individual situa

tion. Knowing ahout the general state of need requires not just the satisfaction
of the eurrent need, but also the subjective assuranee that tbe need will be
satisfied in the future, that is, in prineiple. And since at the specificaIly hu
man levelof development the competence of action is no longer determined
only by individual capabilities but by the extent and quality of societal rela
tions, others' emotional evaluation of the objective situation becomes espe
ciaIly significant for individual existence and its enrichment. At the same

tion through community with them.

time, evaluative consensus on objective drcumstances reflects the emotional
connectedness to others as a subjective evaluation of the plssibilities for ac
Under the conditions of general insecurity of individual existence, that is,
of defident social integration, the striving for consensus with others ean

tional connectedness with others does not result in the promotion of mutual

become detached from the evaluation of objective environmental circum
stances. It can appear as an independent action tendency, in which the emo

mediated and accentuated that remains subliminal and left out of aceount in

the emotional reaction, owing to its all-embracing character, information is

development through the common improvement of Iife conditions, but in fact
limits the individual possibilities for development because the individual no
longer risks doing what is frowned upon by this short-eircuited cmotional
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The elucidation of individual emotionality, that is, the transformation of
spontaneous impulses into directed action, depends upon fmding subjective
security in the support of other persons, on being accepted in the social envi
ronment and not existentially threatened by eontradietion and conflict with il.

tion, serves to inform and correct the conseious goal- or task-oriented ex
change with the environment.

or less diffuse feeling of "ease" or "unease" evoked by the complex situa

the conscious coordination of action. The emotional reaetion, generally a more

of the new is always dependent upon earlier experience or evaluation, but in

iog and acting that seeks information about existing conditions. The cognition

tions is lhe basis and first step of every cognitive process, that is, of the think
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fee{;ng for the connection offacts. .. Since grasping connections is a primeval
category of thought according to Volkelt, "the logical occurs in two forms:
first, in the form of conceptual thinking that is active in deliberation, discus
sion, justification, and proof; and second, in a kind of condensed, obscured,
abbreviated, nonconceptual form, the form of a logica/ feeling, a /ogim/tuct"
(p. 24). The obscure, unitary "certainty of feeling," characterized by "the
color of the undivided, the individual, the melted-together," is, according to
Volkelt, to be seen as "feeling of a logical kind," as "the sensing of connec
tions ... virtuaIly as a first step toward thinking," as "thinking, translated
back into the conditions of nonexplicitness" (p. 25). Volkelt discusses the pos
sibility "that logical tact intervenes in a preparatory, procuring, directing way
in the course of knowing, but then makes room for justificaiion, implication,
in short, for striclly scientific procedures" (p. 37).
In more recent times, the problem of the cognition-guiding function of emo
tions has only been treated, so far as I can see, by Soviet psychologists, not by
employing introspective-descriptive methods, but by controlled, experimental
observations. Bruschlinski and Tichomirow (1975) proceed, for example, like
Volkelt, from the assumption that emotional and thought processes should not
be opposed to each another. They demonstrate that emotion is necessary in
discovering the basic principle of a problem solution. They speak of an in
terim "emotional solution," a conviction that a particular solution is correct
eVen before it is objectively identified.
According to their findings, the discovery of the solution comeS about in
two phases. First, an approximate area is marked off in which the solution
principle can be found; then the principle itself is discovered. Emotional
activation is associated with the first phase and determines the subjective
value of a particular line of search. It serVes to indicate when to start
and when to stop and where to seareh for what is not yet found. To illustrate,
the authors point to the children's game in which finding the hidden object
is guided and facilitated by the shouts of "coid" and "hot." The work
of Bruschlinski and Tichomirow showed, too, that where there was insuf
ficient emotional engagement or interest - as indicated by statemeniS by
the experimental subjects or from physiological activation - complicated
problems whose principles of solution were not yet known could not be
solved.
The significance of emotional arousal for creative accomplishment is also
emphasized by Simonow (1975), although his observations are limited to its
quantitative aspects. One interesting result was that for creative thinking cer
tain reorganizational processes evoked by emotional arousal were essential,
and these - since they are repressed in consciousness by rational selection 
carry on unconsciously Ol' by "switching of[" con_sc~ous~_ess.
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demanded by those cognitions could cause the loss of social support and con
sequently also the security of existence.
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even block the acquisition of knowledge itself. Fear of knowledge or of the
consequences of action and conflict has an immediately disabling effect upon
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At the same time, however, he

af the most effective means Df
with its detrimental tendency to
Given such an ambivalent emotional subjective situation, the cognitive pro
cess cannot provide unambiguous direclion; "certainly of feeling" and en
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Ihreat Ihat their realization poses Io existence; Ihey come to express themselves

tached, through defense mechanisms, for eognition and aclion owing to the

the capacity for thoughl. In such threatening situations emotionality luros from
a facilitator inlo an obstacle to action Ihat mighl otherwise improve Ihe cir
cumslances of living. The emotional lendencies to action that are produced
when possibilities of improving living conditions are recognized become de

d ordering Df information gath

but tie outside of consciousness
rational selection and are most

evention of such ordering activ
ates of insecurity, anxiety, and
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in

with the actual problem. Reaclions of others to problem solution, then, gain a
greater weight than the problem solution itself; the assessment by the others,
on the whole, is not of the concrete problem, but rather of the person. This is
aH the more the case when the problem is not distinguished by its meaning to

To the extent, however, that the reactions of others are taken as the standard

Ihe subject, but assumed out of some sort af direct compulsion. The striving
for personal recognition can at leasilend Ihe lask a secondary meaning.
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leads to assessment of partial successes as insufficient and leading to nothing.
Thus Rubinstein (1968: 700-701) says that where immediate evaluation by
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dominating effort for social approval represenls an additional burden because il
makes the existentially important problem solution all the more difficult to
allain. The resulting state of overmotivation leads to failure both through its

Such social insecurity impairs concentration upon practical demands; the

adapt and one's capability.

ancies between the positive expectalions arising from a general readiness to

weH known or are contradiclOry. Stress is also produced by perceived discrep

for self-assessment, lhe situation becomes a matter of existenlial preservalion.
The accompanying stress increases when lhe need for. thai is. reliance on, thc
immediale benevolence of olhers is greater and lhe specific demands are less

ed that the possibilities of the

sights regarding the connection
. Their procedures, however,

others - when current security of existence is sought. not as the self-evident
prerequisite for action, but as an immediate solution to the problem, and striv
ing Io overcome social isolation and ils consequenl threat Io existence overlaps

in general, diffused unrest and lack of concentration; they finally lurn into a
kind of "disturbed inner life" and subjective burden for the individual.
This wiH especiaHy be the case - because at the human levelof develop
ment the possibilities of individuals are determined by their relationships to
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The Absolutization of the "Disturbance Funetion" of
the Emotions in the "Cognitive Emotion Theories"
of Epstein, Lazarus, Mandler, Pribram, and Schachler

in common.

III

Whereas in older theories and in Soviet psychology only the positlve
knowledge-guiding function of emotionality is considered, in modem "cogni
tive" theories of emotion like those of Epstein, Lazarus, Mandler, Pribram,
and Schachter, the "disturbance" function of emotions is widely absolutized.
In these theories the functionalist preoccupation with the adaptation of the
individual to existing environmental conditions or to psychologicat control
stands at the center of interesl. Although there are important differences
among cognitive theories of emotion, they have the folIowing essential points
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Emotional events are related essentiaIly only to the adaptation to existing
life cireumstances. The active production of tife cireumstances by individuals
as a precondition for a successful agreement of the subjective and objective
moments is shoved to the periphery of discussion from the starl. The result is
that only those emotional processes that arise during adaptational difficulties
in situations of disorientation are studied. The "disturbance" function of emo
tions thus becomes emphasized. According to the underlying concept of "ad
aptation," the problem of reducing the disturbance function of emotions is
treated not as a problem of regaining self-control through extension of the ac
tive influence of the individual upon the relevant vital conditions, but rather as
a problem simply of the psychic reduction of emotional excitement and the
alteration of its focus on the environment.
Theories that emphasize the predictability of events as a prerequisite for the
individual's adaptive capacity and use the concepl of control in this connection
still speak as if the subjection to existing power relations and alien interests
were unavoidable. The word control is understood as the capacity for adapta
tion to vital conditions as determined by others. In order to avoid conflict and
to maintain the psychic stabitity of the individual under existing conditions, a
relative openness to various trends, detached from all contents, is recom
mended in order to allach oneself opportunistically and as quickly as possibie
to whatever assertive tendencies are prevailing, t~at is. to secure one's own
advantage by joining the ruling forces.
"Cognitive" theories of emotion all refer more or less striclly to currenlly
popular conceptions of orientation or habituation such as those developed by
Sokolov (1960, 1963) and Groves and Thompson (1970). On this basis one
assumes a general experiential framework, a "system of reference," from
which the various events can be interpreted. This interpretation is at the same
time treated a~_ll subjectiveneed. __
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allow, whereby, as the theory basically emphasizes, the cognitive processes
not only determine the quality and intensity of the emotional reactions, but
indeed form the very basis of the coping processes, that is, of the ability of the
individual to have effective influenee.
Further discussion, then, deals with the negative emotions above all, mainty
the feeling of anxiety and helplessness and its management by the individual
undcr conditions of deficient predictability of events. In one ol his most recent
studies Lazarus (1977) even defines emotions generally as adisturbance of the
relations hip to the enviro~.ment that is experienced as a threat, whereby, as
already emphasized in earlier studies (for example, Lazarus and AveriII, 1972:
250), the experience of threat is more significant for the psychological under
standing of reality than is the objective threat itsel!.
According to Lazarus and his co-workers, emotions do not mediate between
cognition and action, as deduced by our functional-historical analysis; cogni
tion is defined as an instaDce of mediation between environmental circum
stances and emotions. The emotions, thus unclerstood, appear as ends in
themselves. They are no longer discussed in terms of their action-guiding
function, but rather are described - more or tess sweepingly, often only in
terms of physiological activation - only as the object of immediale influenee
or therapeutic treatment.
Emotions as an expression of the subjective situation is thus not dealt with
in its function of assessing the individual's relation to the envimnment and as
a guideline for the active influence upon the objeetive conditions of life. In
stead, it is dealt with under the tacit assumption of the immutability of exist
ing power relationships and the necessity of individual subordination to these
as a universal source of threat that can only be overcorne or at least subdued
within the individual, thus avoiding concrete alteration of circumstances.
It is not the objective Iiving conditions that are to be altered to correspond
to the subjective situation; rather, the subjective situation must be adjusted to
the existing living conditions or relations of authority, which are not to be
questioned, but aceepted or assessed as emotionally positive. Deviations from
this expectation are blamed'solely upon the individual as an aberration of feel
ing. The general disorientation of behavior is the essential foundation for ma
nipulahility by others since the individual in this situation becomes more or
less "grateful" for every offered behavioral orientaiion as a way of achieving
social recognition. It becomes a problem in these throries only when the func
tioning of such individual adaptive performance is endangered by "disturbing"
emotionality as a consequenee of repressed needs and the eorresponding im
pulses to action.
Thus in dealing with ways in which emotional reaetions are managed, the
possibilities of active alteration of living conditionsaregivenQnty ~lce!~tur
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The separation of emotions and action becomes even clearer in the work of

subjective needs through a generalized avoidance of confliets and thereby con
tributing essentiaIly to an acceptance of emotionality as "disturbing" factor.

interruption of organized behavior or of plans where no alternative action is

Mandler, Pribram, and Epstein. According to Mandler's thenry (for example,
Kessen & Mandler, 1961; Mandler & Watson, 1966; and Mandler, 1972) the
possibie causes a general physiological arousal that, at a certain level, ex
presses itself as anxiety. Generalized arousal resullS in further disorganization
of behavior, yielding the typical picture of behavior disturbed by anxiety. This
physiological arousal, Mandler argucs, can be brought under control by substi
tute behaviors that frequently become resistent to change and become estab
lished as symptoms. According to Mandler's thenry (1964), the establishment
of such a behavior is all the stronger, the lower the "frustration tolerance" for
physiological arousal and the stress connected with it, or the lower the toler
ance of general disorientation, and the greater the inc1ination to accept the
next-best possibility as a kind of bulwark against disorientation and the help

and cognitive assimilation. At
ect action. These, according to
anism-environment relationship
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According to this theory the general behavioral orientation is at least as
important for the individual as the goal to which it is subordinated. But this
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thrown out of motion. that is. a temporary state of action impotence, occurs.

each offered orientation, independent of its concrete content, will be experi
enced and generally accepted by the individual as a relief. That is, in individ
ual goallessness is given the absolute manipulability by others. The subjeclive
compulsion, from whieh comes the willing assumption of every offered orien
tation, often expresscs itself in the rigidity with which precisely these substan
tivcly unidentified goals are defended against all change. This rigidity of
behavior can lead secondarily to further adaptive difficulties.
Since helplessness is a reaction to disorientation, as Mandler argues (1972),
repeated experience of individual impotence and incapacity can develop into
chronic hopelessness, characterized by general passivity, immobility, and in
tense feelings of inferiority and anxiety.
In his allempt to develop a neurophysiologieal thenry of emotions, Pribram
(l967a, b) speaks of neural plans and programs, the organization of genetic
and acquired experiences, that govern the equilibrium or internal stability of
the organism-environment systcm that is presupposed by all perception and
action and to whieh all new information about the environment is related.
Emotions occur, according to this theory, when the information to be pro
cessed cannot be brought into agreement with the reference system established
on the basis of past experience. The exisling plans and programs, that is, ex
pectations, are thus disturbed, and discontinu\ty, e-motion, a state of being

means that under conditions of general disorientation and of social insecurity
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tion and inc1usion is not successful, the organism seeks to secure its existence
by withdrawing from the new pereeptual facts, which signify a negative erno
tional situation. Under what conditions one or the other occurs is not ex
plained by Pribram. He merely concludes generally that, with respect to the
information f10wing in from the environment, control is possibie to the extent
that it can be shut off, but the consequences of one's own action are unfore
seeable: "One ean only be sure that what will happen in the environment is a
consequence of the action" (l967a: 38). Action always contains risks for
which, according to Pribram, one cannot adapt or prepare oneself. They are
eneDuntered only in the immediate situation: "Risk is countered onIy by expe
rience" (l967a: 38).
All concepts that describe emotions, in Pribram 's interpretation, ean also be
used to characterize motives or motivation. "Love as an emotion has its coun
terpart in love as a motive. The emotion of fear has it mirror image in the
motive of fear. Being moved by music ean be apposed to being moved to make
music. And so on" (l967a: 38). Passion and action, in Pribram's opinion,
must, howcver, always stand in a balanced relation to one another; relative
imbalance between the active and passive sides leads to maladjustment, which
Pribram clarifies only regarding the emotions, that is, for the circumstance of
present action impotence. On the one hand, overly strong emotions can have
immediate negative effects on the behavioral organization and adaptive perfor
mance, but they ean also lead to an extreme preference for one or another form
of processing, and through this, again, to adjustment difficulties. If the source
of threatening input is not removed, the defense of the existing reference sys
tem in opposition to new contradictory information can lead to a broader and
broader shielding and thus to an increasing independence of the "inner plans"
from external reality and finally to psychic collapse. When this happens, real
itY crashes in on the completely unprepared individual and, as Pribram says,
"all heIl breaks loDse" (l967a: 37). Too great an openness to reaIity, a spon
taneous, uncriticai engagement with the environment, learls, according to Pri
bram, to the fragmentation of existing plans of action and finally to the
instability of the reference system and the discontinuity of psychic processes.
This is apparently associaled with adjustment difficulties that Pribram does not
describe. His prescription for the good life is to hold the middle ground be
tween these two extremes.
Pribram makes it clear that in this kind of theory emotions are positive only
if associated with reproducing a state of adaptedness to concrete environmental
conditions, and negative when adaptation fails. The negleet of subjectivity,
that is, the concrete meaning of objective environmental conditions for the
individual, is expressed by the faet that it is not the goals and their subjective
meaning that are taken to be at issue, but the plans alone. The means of
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Individual efforts to deal wilh physiological aClivalion anslOg from lhe
blocking of lhe original goal of aClivily, according to Epslein, fall into lhe
folIowing categories: (I) direct manifestations of increased activation, for ex
ample, restlessness and generallension; (2) behavioral and perceplUal dislur
bances conditioned by the overarousal. for example. fixation. disorganization,
regression; (3) channeling of arousal into unblocked actions, for example, ag
gression. escape, substitute activities; and (4) attempts to reduee arousal
lhrough avoidance, dcnial, and reinlerprelalion of lhe silualion, for example,
general apathy, regression. defense mechanisms.
According lo Epslein, lhe inlolerabilily of increased physiologieal aClivation
also accounts for people's intense need to find explanations for threatening
situations and to prescrve possibilities of action for themselves, however un
clear and ineffeclive these may beo This explains everyday phenomena like
superstition, magical practices, religion, compulsive acts, and even individual
gullibility.
Epstein thus comes summarily to the conclusion.that the principle motiva
tion for individuals to structure their world and find responses to it is anxiety.
Small doses of anxiely have lhe conslruclive effecl of exlending perceplion
and increasing "control over nature." while overly high levels of anxiety lead
to defensive restrictions. includlng violent reinterpretations of events and com
pulsive rituals - as if "any explanation is betler than none" or "any action is
beller lhan none" (p. 314).
As in the previously described "cognitive" theories, two points are conspic
uous in Epstein 's conceplion: FirsI, the lhenry is obviously contradiclory and
unclear as aresult of the exclusion of objective Iiving conditions, in terms of
which alone individual subjeclive aClion can be coherenlly explained, and,
second, it results in a piclure of lhe individual under condilions of disorienla
tion stemming from a laek of clear goals and possibilities for effective action
conslantly searching for an orienlalion, a subjeclive hold on things. Individu
als appear in lhese lheories (and are experimenlally "produced" by lhem) nol
in the conscious assertion of their own needs and interests as a basis for seiz
ing possibilities for active influence over relevant conditions, but rather as
adjusling lo exisling expeclalions, aligning lheir necds accordingly. And inso
far as such adjustmenl represents lhe highesl maxim, knowledge is not only
useless, but can aClually be dangerous since il may givc rise lo doubts about
lhe correctness and durabilily of lhe received orienlalion. These, in lurn, re
sult in a general insccurily, whieh is JUSl whal it is presumed we necd lo es
cape from.
In lhe thenry of Schachter and co-workers (for example Schachler & Singer,
1962; Nisbell and Schachler, 1966; Schachler, 1966) lhe slale of physi
ologieal arousal and ils belated inlerpretalion wilh appropriale reference to the
.;......
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of physiological

lated interpretation of such arousal is viewed as an essential cause of mental

Similar reasoning is found in many other psychological theories that have to
do with therapy, such as the work of Beech and Liddell (1974), in which a
general disposition for conditions of pathological arousal coupled with a be

characteristic of Lazarus's theory.

tionality from the action of individuaIs in concrete life situations, whieh is a1so

weaknesses are only an extreme expression of the theoreticai isolation of emo

again, may lead to physiologieal arousal. Under certain - personal or situa
tional - conditions the original arousal can be reinterpreted. and steered in
other directions. Lazarus argues that Schachter's theory raises this exception
to the general case. An approach, however, that emphasizes the description of
the existing situation and fails to explain its coming into being necessarily
bridles the horse from behind. Lazarus has identified essential weaknesses in
Schachter's theory. He does not appear to have recognized, however, that these

cance of the environmental circumstances. The primary thing for Lazarus is
the assessment of the environmental circumstances by the organism, which.

tion, but the reaction itself, formed by the subject's judgment of the signifi

not the usual course of em«?tion. Emotion is not just the indication of a reac

absolutely limitless and treated as a species·specific human characteristic.
These "exaggerations" of Schachter's theory led Lazarus and AveriII (1972)
to critieize it for not going far enough and failing to solve the central problem
of how physiological activation arises in the first place. The confirmation of
the theory in Schachter's resuIts can be accounted for by the fact that activa
tion was artificially induced, thus leaving the environmental conditions as the
only possibie basis for interpretation. Under normal conditions arousal is less
Iikely to precede the emotional assessment than it is to be part, or a conse
quence, of il. It is sometimes possibie that the conditions of arousal may be
reinterpreted or attributed to relatively accidental or false causes, but that is
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disturbances. It is assumed that the interpretation is dependent on coinciden
tally available information but usually attaches itself to the factors eliciting the
reaction. The mental disturbance, according to such a theory, only becomes
the object of "therapeutie" activity when it has developed and become so
independent that it underrnines the action potence of the individual even in the
available frame of adjustmenl. Therapeutic interruption of this negative circle,
then, will usually be assessed as successful by the affected individual who, for
the sake of maintaining existence, must be interested in the recovery of his
acceptability or usefulness. Therapeutie success here is the individual's return
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A careful examioation of physiological processes and their control by indi
viduals is important, and the work of Delius and Holland is vcry informative.
but they give 00 answers to questions about the conditions under which the
information overload arises. to which the physiological arousal is a particular
answer. And they do not tell us how informational defense and its conse
quences are initiated. Onee again. Holland has nothing better to offer than the
"Iack of processing capacity," the causes of which are not further examined.

The Fnnelion of Tradilional Psychological Concepts of Emotion
in SIrategies for Worker Salisfaclion in lhe Workplace:
N. R. F. Maier, Lewin, Maslow
Human emotionality is devalued by the fact that the only means toward indi
vidual mastery of life considered by cognitive emotion theories are the alli
tudes of the individual toward existing conditions, the anticipation of
particuiar events, and so forth, but not the active alteration of the objective
relations of existence.
Whereas an adequate theoretical reconstruction of the connection between
cognition, emotions, and action requires that we take negative emotional sub
jective states seriously as expressions of the unsatisfactoriness of objective liv
ing conditions, and emotionality must therefore be seen as serving as a
subjective guide for the improvement of environmcntal relations, the cognitive
emotion theories that we have described analyze Iife activity as if the relevant
circumstances were immutable. which amounts to an assumption of subordina
tion to existing power structures. This means that emotionality. since it is not
understood as the subjective ref/ection of the necessity to improve human cir
cumstances. is effectively deprived of function, appearing only as adisturbing
excess to be alleviated when possible.
But excluding the possibility of individuals to inf/uence the conditions rele
vant to their lives effectively negates their subjectiviry. lndividuals become ob
jecls af olien inIereSIs. Only insofar as individuals have not completely given
up their developmental entitlement to determination of relevant Iife conditions.
only insofar as they have undenaken to resist the prevailing developmental
Iimitations and not simply adjust their emotional impulses in accordance with
them. insofar as they have revolted against those Iiinitations in some kind of
diffuse, emotional way in preparation for conscious action against adisturbing
environmenl, only then do they become interesting for this kind of psychology.
though only as objecls of activities directed at alleviating the disturbance.
Since the emotional "revolt" of individuals against a diffuse, negatively as
sessed Iife situation becomes stronger when possibilities for improvement are
at least sensed, the ruling powers and their scientific helpers become more
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allain greater profits and the ai ms of the workers to gain higher wages, beller
working conditions, more vacation, and so forth, conflicts and disturbances

equences of 8uch an eruption

those affecled by their aclions
xpressed threalens to erupt inlo

and thus develop an "understanding" for the situation of workers, who are not

emotion may appear to be exag
with basic scientific /heore/ical
only on a theoreticai level. But
ions can be found, in my opin
of these theories, especiaIly in
at the one-sidedness that seems
motionality from the conneclion
n of allention to the disturbance
e dimension af a psychological

essive force and Ihe less easily

necessarily arise if preventative measures, particularly under the guidance of
psychologists, are not taken.
An essential prerequisite for the resolulion of conflicts, according to Maier,
is a recognition of the fact that the conflict is rooted in the different stand
points of labor and capital and that therefore questions of right and wrong do
not arise. "In order to preserve the economic system which permits develop
ment of such opposed interests," Maier explains, each party must recognize
the specific point of view of the other and must accept, on the basis of general
tolerance, the behavior expressing the respeclive differing interests, and thus
get along with each other (p. 39).
From this, Maier derives a general strategy for the avoidance of conflict,
which, for capital, has two sides. The representatives of capital must become
conscious of the fundamental opposition of interests between labor and capital

orkers in the interesl af capl/al.

ce of management must remove

able and irrational.

unilaterally at the managers or at the economic system they represent. Emo
tional arousal is thus. as such, by Maier's understanding of reason, unreaSOn

the aspiration for arrangements on this basis. According to Maier, il is in
"emotiona) reactions" that aggression brought aboul by frustration is directed

From this explanatory frarnework follow Maier's ideas about the "emolion
ality" of workers and how to deal with il. For Maier· emotionality is opposed
to reason, that is, to the recognition of the existing relations of power and

codetermination in minor questions.

requirements that are made of them. An effective method of securing this feel
ing of community or for production of an identification with the workplace is,
according to Maier, to create the idea of the possibility for influence through

to Maier, the central precondition for workers' accepting and carrying out the

(p. 137) - against the background of fundamental dependence - is, according

of community, of a "harmonious atmosphere" of tolerance and freedom

mere elements of production, but subject to frustration (that is, display "psy
chic," especiaIly emotional reaclions), in order to be prepared for and to
check possibie aggressive reaclions.
Among workers, on the other hand, the idea of the common interest of
capital and labor is to be encouraged, which amounts to asserting the depen
dence of the workers for their well-being on "their workplace." Since man
agement has the broader view and thus knows beller what is good for industry,
including the workers, the laller should leave malters confidently in the hands
of the managers and not, by making extravagant demands, provoke conflict
that could, in the final analysis, work harm for all. The production of a feeling
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sors and thus in safe and ineonsequential ways be brought to "reason," that is,
to appropriate behavior (p. 113). For the same purpose, Maier reeommends the
introduetion of a punehing bag on whieh the workers ean vent lheir aggressive
feelings. He says that he has observed how, after a session with the bag,
people return "quietly and satisfjed" to work (p. 110).

"adviser," with whom workers can express and vent their emotional arousal 
in total confidence - through aggressive verbalizations against their supervi

aeeording to Maier, is played by the "eounselor," a professional psyehologieal

Iiving conditions and power retationships. An essential role in this connection,

"understanding," a positively altered attitude toward objeetively unchanged
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cardinal error to bring the
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strategies, Maier speaks, as
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-called common inierests, and

pposed to obviate the dangers
onfidenee; that is, the knowl
ed and emotional engagement

the instinetua. idea and beeome available (through sublimation or symplom

If the Iheorelica! isolation of negatively defined emotions from eognilion
and action in fact conceals within it the suppression of a real connection be
tween emotion and the actions resisting the interests of capital that arise out of
the "evaluaHonal" knowledge contained in the emotions, then one can see in
the practical application of bourgeois conceptions of emotion a certain nega
tive confirmation of our interpretation of emotions as instances of mediaHon
between cognition and acHon. If emotions were in fact only free-floating sub
jective phenomena and did not constitute assessments of cognition as a pre
condition for action, then it would not be necessary, folIowing Maier, to reject
taking cognizance of the causes of emotional reactions or to steer the resulting
impulses to action into "safe" courses. In a certain respect the Freudian the
ory of repression, according to which instinctual energy can be separated from

jeetivity, lhe "human faelor,"
ple into objeets and then sub

in Maier's writing appears to contradict the seemingly "neutral" formulations

are reeognized and the causes of lhe impulses to action are eomplelely re
pressed, that is, when there is emotional lranquility.
The erude proeapital partisanship of the psyehologist in the workplaee seen

formation) to other ideas. finds here a consciously manipulative application:
The repression processes are more or less direetly forced or directed into the
"measures" described by Maier; impulses to action that are critical or directed
against existing relations of authority are ignored or diverted onto substitute
objects. and discussion is resumed only when the existing authority structures

ologist as an advocate of "un

e workers and (as Maier ex
p. 179ff.) do not eome out of
e other, but are simply means
isting tendencies of the work
interests is only a method for

l to faeilitate the latter's pas
he applieation of well-aimed
is to provide free expression
ent and thus without eonfliet,

lhe standpoinl of authority, whieh is part and parcelof this kind of psyeholog
icai theory and refleets its societal funetion, is sometimes eoneealed by what

is rooted in the basic theoretical conceptions themselves. Identification with

of the eognitive lheories of emotion described earlier. It should have beeome
clear, however, that with respeet to lhe nature and funetion of human emotion
ality both positions are based on the same premises of the immutability of
relevant Iife conditions and abandonment of the individual to authority. The
"partisanship" is therefore not based on the judgment of the psyehologist, but

crete demands or actions and
ction and the irreeoncilability

ive relief or emotional "tran-

ns of an effeetless elimination
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e, but in others the connections to

eration for the "work consurners" is all the easier, Lewin assures us, because
it follows from the necessity of securing one's own existence, since the "reck
less exploitation of the individual in the service of production with the conse

sizes "the interests of work and occupational consumption as opposed to those

schedules that apply to machines ... should not be done even from a human
economic point of view" (p. 17) and can only hurt production.
A further need for improving working conditions can be derived from the
fact that it usually resuIts in an increase in the productivity of work and is
therefore an "essential faclOr of good business" (p. 18). Another reason is that
there is "presentlya strong current among workers" that increasingly empha

worker in the service of production according to depreciation and amortization

quence of morc rapid aging, requiring the highest possibie output as the
average output of work, whipping workers to more intensive exertion with all
available means, degradation of work through extreme division of labor with
out consideration for the spirit of the workers, in short. the "use" of the

he one hand, and with idlers and

of production" (p. 24) and cannot easily be ignored.
Although not explidtly concerned with emotion theory. these conceptions of
Lewin express the same understanding of the nature and function of emotional
concern for workers that we found in Maier. Here, too, the "understanding"
for the worker is seen in the context of the constellation of forces, and emo
tional concern is seen as necessary when rebellion or resistance threatens. We

are dealing only with a variant of the general bourgeois psychological ten
dency to make subjectivity over into an objecl. Even Maslow, the founder of
"humanistie psychology," emphasires the need of management to develop an
irresponsibly into unwanted, even organized, opposition. This understanding is
easily obtained by imagining oneself spending the ·rest of one's life in the po

"understanding" for the situation of the workers in order not to provoke them

s Lewin obviously does, that some
under, as he admits, hardship and
ossibilities that have been thereby

sition of the worker.

necessarily means the narrowing
es of their work to the point even
ciaries. Thus Lewin, for example,

by direct representation or through

any consideralion for produetion.
mbers of the community, the 'eon
who are here designated as output
.. an the other hand, whereas the
erests, the output consumer has to
oration of work for the purpose of

onable to demand that ... work

stuck with compromise solutions.

Ihis, however, cannal be achieved
nce for the present we must reckon

rk, that is, essentiaIly the produc
hereas by "output" consurners he
mic sense of the word" (p. 12).
on are," Lewin explains, "doubt
e would be no problems, Lewin
ansforrned into work "of value to
not on the basis of economic com

onsurners." Work consurners are,

duction" and "consumption," or

ar.
pure "sdentific" neutrality and
found in other important psycho
n, a father of modern social psy
er of "humanistic psychology."
complete analysis of the ways in
authority in their "purely sden
tivation III, to be published).
ferent and more diffuse terminol
l, and thus in principle irreeoneil

nothing other than the "danger" that those who produce the social wealth will
also have control over this wealth or, conversely, that the "idlers and profes
sional hedonists" will be deprived of their economic security. For Lewin, it is
therefore right and just, that is to say, "fair" and "democratic," if the people
thus threatened have a voice in the extent to which the exploitation of the
others, who are the very foundation and precondition for their own life possi
bilities. might be transforrned so that those others will have to sacrifice less
sweat and fewer years of life creating the very things they enjoy. This consid

~-

If the "managers" and "bosses" would only realire that, in the situation of
"slavery," "anonymity," and "expendability" that he thinks forms the fate of
the workers, they would behave themselves even more like "vandals" and
"rebels" than do the workers who have become used to such an existence and
are only partially rebelling against it, then they would "almost automatically"
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Iife or subjective limits - against and disputing existing authority, that is, gen
uine authorities like Maslow.
The contradiction between empathy for subordinates and the oppressed and
the objective identification with the oppressor is resolved by Maslow by inter
preting the subordination as a regrettable fact of nature. "The fact ... that
great superiority is unjust, undeserved. and that people can and do resent it
and complain of injustice and unfairness is of courset" as the humanist

associated with existing c1ass relations.

Maslow concludes, "an extremely difficult problem, a profoundly human and
existential problem" for which there is no solution, "because the fact is that
fate is unfair ... " (p. 149).
Meanwhile, Maslow cannot aUow the acknowledgment that fate is "unfair"
to stand because by doing so he would have to concede the "naturally given"
existence of conflicts and tensions. Fate, he continues, assures that each per
son is destined for a particular occupation through which he can find complete
self-actualization, and fate assumes responsibility for the fact that its "caU"
reflects precisely the radicai inequalities in developmental and Iife possibilities
Developing this idea further, Maslow says that "each task would 'call
for' jusl that one person in the world most uniquely suited to deal with it,
like a key and a lock, and that one person would then feel the call most
strongly and would reverberate to it, be tuned to its wave length, and so be
responsive to its caU. There is an interaction, a mutual suitability, Iike a good
marriage or Iike a good friendship, like being designed for each other"
(p. IO).
But if someone denies this unique responsibility, does not foUow his fate, or
cannot hear its caU, then intrinsic guilt feelings arise, feelings of "unsuitabil
ity," "like a dog trying to walk on his hind legs, or a poet trying to be a good
businessman, or a businessman trying to be a good poel. ... It just doesn't
fit; it doesn't suit; it doesn't belong. ane must respond to one's fate or one's
destiny or pay a heavy price. ane must yield to it; one must surrender to il.
ane must perrnit one's self to be chosen" (p. IO).
But if everyone would recognize his own specific abilities and inclinations,
would be sensitive to his calling and find the occupation that matched it, if for
every task there would be only volunteers, then, in Maslow's opinion, a "feel
ing of brotherhood and colleague-hood" would bind all people together. and,
with everybody knowing that aU belong to the "same army," the "same
c1ub," or the "same team," and depend on the contribution of others, mutual
regard and gratitude would emerge.
Maslow reminds us that we owe special recognition and gratitude to those
whose developmental limitations and exploitation make possibie our own
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the interests of those not taking part in the decisions must satisfy the latter in
order for them to submit themselves to the resulting actions without critique or
reservation, and we can expect "understanding." "respect." and the conse
quences thereof only if there is this "trust" in principle, that is, only if all
experiences Ihat contradicl this "trust" and all the resisting tendencies to
which they might lead are suppressed.
The contradiction in presumably best serving one's own interests by negat
ing them, even when not c1early conceptualized, is still experienced. The im
mediate experience of violating this trust "in one's own interest," that is,
giving in to prevailing conditions under the pressure of immediate need, thus
affirming one 's own lack of developmem and giving up further prospects, is
an essential precondition for individual disorientation and confusion, which
can develop under certain circumstances into overt disturbance that is then
reflected in bourgeois emotion theories as the "generalized human" charac
teristic of emotionality, a prerequisite for mental disorder. I shall return to this
topic in the next chapter.
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Among the various applications of the Lewinian life space model there are
detailed explanations of techniques for raising children. I refer here in partic
ular to the recommendations stemming from the funclion af punishment as a
means of training. as described in his essay aR •'the psychological situation in
reward and punishment" (1931). Lewin expressly addresses the question of
how a behavior that does not eorrespond to the ehild's actual interests ean be
trained, one that, as he puts it, does not contain a "natural teleology." Lewin
explains that reward is normally to be prcferred over punishment for dlrecting
child behavior because with punishment there are several fisks for the trainer.
An essential disadvantage af punishment is, in his opinion, that il ereates a
situation in which "child and adult are hostilely opposed"; that is, "the situ
ation achieves for the child the character of a 'situation of struggle' and ...
in struggle the child wiH use means naturally and spontaneously that it would
perhaps not use in an atmosphere in which it was not confronted by an adver
sary" (pp. 35ff.). A further risk of punishment is that the child "comes to
know the actual degree af unpleasantness of each form af punishment"
(p. 29). Th. child then weighs the "actuaJ unpleasantness of the task against
the punishment ... and beeomes, as one says, 'hard-boiled' with respect to
the punishment and thus less sensitive to the threat of punishmcnl" (p. 29).
But a more important consequence af punishment, according to Lewin, is a
"revolutionizing of ideology," a "neassessmenl of values" by the child. The
adult usually presents punishment as something "morally" disparaging, in
which the "fear of punishment," that is, fear of - where possible, public 
moral incrimination of the child, is the main educating element. But if by
being punished children lose their timidity with respect to the whole area of
punishment, if they begin their reassessment, the morally disparaging in pun
ishment may disappcar. "Behind the threat would then stand only the special
unpleasantness of a particular punishment, and no longer the rear of the whole
reaJm of punishment. The child 'no longer cares' about being ponished"
(p. 30). It could happen that the task would be seen as so aversi ve that the
child would prefer the punishment, see the punishment as the "lesser evil" or
evcn as something positive, and could try taking the punishment as a "way
out," thus putting the authority of the adult into question (p. 31).
The Lewinian view that the fear of punishment ean in certain circumstances
be more effective than punishment itself has been confirmed In numerous in
vestigations and observations (for e,ample, Aronfreed, 1%8; Seligman, 1975).
In this connection the finding of Beech and Liddell (1974) that compulsive
neurotics were seldom OT neveT punished during childhood or in school is in~
teresting. The authors offer the explanation that compulsive neurotics obvi
ously feared punishmenl so much that they did anything to avoid the
experience, which gat them into the vicious circle of decreasing contact with
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Educalors' own dependence upon the subjeclion Io the relations under which
they have gained certain possibilities of existence and thus eertain external and
internal stability create an immediate need to defend existing relations, and

Ihis will be aIlihe more Ihe case, the less Iheir influence upon the societal
developmenlal process and the more alienaled Iheir individual aclion with re
To the extenl, however, that educators themselves are exeluded from con

spect to the maintenance of socielal existence.
scious influenee on societal developmental processes, they can 't give any new
perspeclives to their charges, nor can they make Ihe process of education inlo

something Ihal can be tesled against individual requirements_ They can' I make
educalion inlo a task in which individuals can share responsibilily. Rather, ed
ucalion becomes essentiaIly filtered through the personal conceptions and
needs of Ihe parents, which are, again, expressions of Ihe spedal problems of
To the degree, however, Ihat they carry out Ihe parental educalional mea

Iheir socielal exislence.
sures in a natural way, thai is, orienled on their unmedialed, unreflected,

unfree in their reactions and respond with corresponding arousal - fear

contradictory needs, every doubt aboul Ihe juslifieation of parlicular demands
must end up as doubt about the aulhorily itself of parenis and thus is a dan
ger to Iheir carefully acquired slability_ The educators themselves beeome
or aggression - Io Iheir own insecurity through the children and thus burden
Ihem at a purely emotional, nonconceptual, nonverbal level (for example,
see the invesligations on "schizophrenia and the family" by Baleson et al.,
1969). Thus Ihe unresolved problems of the parents become directly the
difficuities of Ihe children, who are now faced with dealing with Ihem with
out having a hope of resolving them. The emotions of Ihe parents serve
immediately, Ihen, Io orienl Ihe child and thus acquire their expression as
"argurnen!." In order to be able to adjusl finely to the moods of adu"s,
children musl take these moods on through adroit behaviors and try to
make Ihem useful to their own purposes. The instrumenlalizalion of children
by adults Ihus has as Ihe immediate consequence Ihe children's inslrumental
ization of the adults. Empathy as an interesl in others serves, then, one's
own immediate behavioral orienlalion and aclUally implies a dulling of
sensitivity for the subjeclive situation of the other, which is taken for granted
and with respeet to which one lakes care Io develop one's own adequate
responses.
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lhey "hope to swindle their way up into the big bourge
oisie"
while
they
are
"afraid of being pushed down into the proletar
iat.
Hoverin
g
belween
fear and
hope, they will save their precious skins during the slruggle and join
the victor
when the struggie is over. Such
is
lheir
nature"
(Engels
,
1870/19
68a:
98).
"In a progressive society
and
from
the
pressure
of
their
circum
stances
,"
writes Marx. "the petit bourgeois will at one time be a socialist, another
time
an economisl, that is, he is blinded by the glory of the great bourgeo
is
and
has
pily for the suffering of the masses. He is bourgeois and masses
at
the
same
time. Deep down in his conscience he flatters himself as
being
imparti
al. ...
Such a petit bourgeois idolizes contradiction because contradiction is
the ker
nel of his being. He is himself merely the social
contrad
iclion
in
action.
He
must justify by his theory what he
is
in
practic
e"
(Marx,
1870/19
68:
30-31)
.
The petit bourgeois, according to Marx, is "continually tossed back
and
forlh between capital and labor, between political economy and commu
nism"
(Marx, 1968: 30). He is "made up of on-the-one-hand and on-theother-h
and.
This lS so in his economic juterests and therefore in his politics,
religious.
scientific and artistic views. And Iikewise in his morals,
IN
EVERYT
HING.
He
is a living contradiction. ... Charlatanism in science and accommo<iation
in
politics are inseparable from such a point
of
view"
(Marx,
1870119
68:
33).
Petit bourgeois consciousness is
not
limited
to
individu
als
in
the
econom
ic
situation of the actual petit
bourgeo
is
as
"self-su
pportin
g";
it
occurs
in one
form or another everywhere as a blind repnxtuction in conseiousness
of dass
position where individuaIs are, on the one hand, dependent upon the
power of
eapital but, on the other, able lo imagine themselves distance
d
from
the
inter
ests of capital, as well as from lhose of the proletariat,
because
they
enjoy
a
preferred, privileged, leading, seemingly public welfare
-oriente
d
position
and
seek their securily and advantage through maneuvering between the
classes. (I
shall not e1abornte furlher on this here.)
Polilical opportunism is depend
ent
upon
the
levelof
develop
ment
of
the
so·
cietal contradictlon in connection with the power relations between the
cJasses
and the degree of organization as well as the mililancy of the workers
. A
problem that should be distinguished, if not separated, is the
questio
n
about
the conditions under which each individual opportunistic
attitude
arises
and
what consequences they have for the individual experience of life. The
essen
tial subjective preconditions for or characteristics
of
such
opportu
nistic
behav
ior al the individual level are being punetual and prepared in advance
for
evenls so as not lo be taken unawar
es
by
them,
tossed
off
balance
by
them,
but
at the same time being relative
ly
open,
emotion
ally
and
otherw
ise,
that
is,
unattached, distanced, "precisely observant, soberly caleulating ...
, react
ing with cleverness and tact" (Redeker, 1963), maneuvering between
the var
ious fronts and sides in order to be able touseev~rY~PQssjbi1jty_offer
ed-to
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sion af external repression. but ean becorne an individual need reflecting one 's

own impotence and helplessness.
This tendency to hold on to familiar things and to prefer the accustomed lo
any kind of change. as a general behavioral tendency in lhe situation of being
abandoned to circumstances over which ane has no control, ean under condi

Trying to act "correctly" in aceordance with the expectations af others

tions of existential anxiety or lack of soci.l inIegralion become fixed as a
completely maladaptive behaviOl lhat manifests ilself as a psychical disorder.
while being insufficienlly or conlradiclorily informed about these expectations
bUl knowing more or less clearly lhal the situation is a delicate one leads,
despite the objective Jimitations, to a general incapacilY for decision, that is,

lo the tendency lo act only when the outcome of the action is absolutely sure,
and thus to a behavior pattero that, from the start, reduces the objective op
portunitles to gain more comprehensive experiences with the existing possibil
ities and limits of action within social relations and thus also to areliable

relationship to reality as a basis for individual action potence. The existing or
offered orientational structures aæ then no longer aecepted an the basis of

objective or factual grounds, but rather for the purpose of individual stabiliza
tion. Psychical insecurity is thus a central precondition for the possibility of
manipulating individual thought and action, thereby making the individual cul
pable in his or her own subjugatinn. This effort to avoid risks and the reaction
to it become stronger, the more fragile the relations to the community are, lhe
more the necessity of consolidating these relations becomes the central deler
minant in the thought and action of the individual.
The difference between adjusted. opportunistic .. lhal is, normal - behavior,
in which people, through skillful maneuvering, successfully realize and extend
their own advantages within the framework of existing life condilions, thus
retaining some action potenee with respect to the surrounding world, and psy

interfere with immediate action potence, are extraordinarily complex and

chical disorder is essenlially a question of ilS degree of conspicuousness. The
causes of concrete psychical difficullies beyond the "normal," that is, that

jng to jmmediate dependenee out of anxiety over sanctions or disputes with

varied and musl be analyzed for each individual case. A central factor giving
rise to manifest psychical disorder is always, however, the renunciation of
actual life possibilities, that is, the refusal to extend action potence and c1ing
those who wield power and upon whom one is dependent. Thus the subjective
necessily of submitting to the expectations of others, the neglect of one's
own interests and needs in the actions of others, and the general internal
and external groundlessness af existence. indeed the very striving for security.
emphasize the insecurity of ane's own existence and Jead to traumatic
-=~,-,---.....--_._:- ''':'-'-'-'~'~'~-
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means for "sedating" individual responsiveness by means of demands from
the environment ean, under certain cODditions, become addictive and thus also

causes can encourage this process of displacement .

a distinct problem, in contrasl Io which Ihe primary, more or less diffuse dif
fkullies and anxieties lose significance, are subsumed within the grealer suf
fering, and are relativized.
Suffering that radically underrnines one's own action pOlence can serve the
purpose of dislracling from Ihe suffering Ihal grows out of the subjeclively
experienced, though not realizable, need for aClion, such that therapeutic ef
forts that altack Ihe consequences of psychical disorders without treating Iheir
Just as the general reduction of individual responsiveness means a confirma
tion of the situation of action impotence and lowered responsibilily, being
"over active," being distracted by certain features of the surroundings, or
even being overburdenecl with tasks and activities, ean represent protective

mechanisms against being subjeclively overtaxed, that is, imply a more or less
automatic, general. or partial screen against new demands. Obviously, for
these defense techniques. activities are preferred that allow ex.pression against
"c1eaning up" has. for instance, the advantage of rcdirecting the general ten

the demanding situation and lack of support from others. The compulsion of

against those who restricted or let one down in an irreproachable way, that is,

sion and its related anxiety while. at the same time, expressing aggression

thus preserving the most reliable protection against suffering in a situation of

in culturally highly valued activilY (see. for example, Davids, 1974).
Since motivation always depends upon Ihe concrete possibililies for action,
tbe state of general demotivalion er indifference ean be mainlained Ihrough Ihe
systemalic inlerference with or e1iminalion of existing possibilities of action,

possibilities of ex.perience. as contrasted with ex.ternal suppression, makes one

general surrender to surrounding conditions. The killing of individuai hopes or
less sensitive and Ihus "free." It gives lhe person a perverted aUlonomy. Ihal
is, the so-calIed independence of a person withoul needs. In pIace of Ihe free
dom to develop the personal needs and capacities that provide Ihe only guar
antee of an active role in shaping the societal conditions of life, we get the
"freedoms" of denial, modesly, humilily wilhin exisling relalions, the subjec
tive prerequisites for Maslow's glorified bourgeois society in which nobody

ducing a relatively unambiguous ac
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strives beyond their assigned positions.
General efforts al orientation and maintenance of action potence under ex.
isting cODditionS in which we are thrown back on isolated private existence,
particularly in the search for certainty as a prerequisite for individual action
potence, ean tead to increasing restrietions on the room for action and tnus to
a totalloss of action potence, helplessness. surrender, and retreat. On the other
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in the form of a refusal af self
schizophrenic he.havior is obviously that neurotic compulsives are still moti
vated to retain some orientation and therefore also the eapacity to eommuni
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maldng a decision and becoming ac

gain clarity, even if lhese efforts at self-assertion become increasingly reduced

cate and aet, that is, to check oul plans and ideas against the world and to

annister (1960), Reed (1968, 1969),
a specific pecuJiarity of thinking in

ating experiences for the purpose of

calegories overdefined, one becomes

are~

at

in scope and more and more under the control of security needs. By contrast,
the schizophrenics appear to completely give up any daim to control over
their surroundings. The barriers between them and the external world

least in advanced stages, seemingly eradicated. They cease to confront the

tum. to an even stronger tendency

Thus it is that through the cognhive
Ihe causation of psyehica! disorder

Ihemselves into unily wilh il; thaI is, Ihey ean no longer separale themselve,
from Ihe world, and this inabiIity leads Io Ihe typical symptoms in which one's

re~

one is existemially dependenl. an the one hand, the inability to recognize and

one's own interests aIld needs wilh respeet to the restrictive world on whieh

striction on individual development and the inability to arliculate and represenl

hearted, reserved protest that grows out of the immediately experienced

These examples will sufrice IO substamiate the alleged conneetion hetween
the situalion of "normally adapled" opportunislic behavior in bourgeois soci
ety and Ihal of mental disorder. The subjective causes of disorder lie in the
lack of possibilities for influencing relevant life eondilions, in Ihe slale of
abandonmenl Io the whims of others, and in Ihe isolaled, uneonscious, half·

ing serve a defensive funetion: the prevention af negative emotions arising
from possibie association of present experienees with overwhelming past
eXJleriences.

seems equivalenl to an externally applied electric shock. Searles (1961) sus·
pects thai the fragmentation and failure to differentiate in schizophrenic think

own impulses are experienced as alien influences. as when sexual arousal

world as "eonscious" actors with goals and needs and seem to dissolve

individuals have 00 superordi

aS Ihe

to achieve, do not know what is and

ng the essential from Ihe inessential
. there resulls a kaleidoscopic disin

maller unconnected bits and pieces,

ar even sehizophrenic thinking.
ditions tnat give rise to sueh a reac
atical exaclness with which neurolie
Irrelevant information is either rein

ions only for whieh Ihey feel tOlaIly
" Neurolic compulsives mUSI, Kelly

areh for absolute security they break
into ever·smaller parts that must re
give rise to any disturbanee and fur

ng happens to what remains of the
terconneeted behavioral demands or
onlO and will be confromed with the
lal collapse is inevitable. The lack of
does not lead neurolic compulsives to

vidua!'s inabililY Io resisl - due Io Ihe individua!'s not underslanding Ihe

the olher hand, the unconscious prolests that resull from a subjective evalua

problem and not wanting to lake risks - express lhemselves in a form that,

represent one's own needs, to diseover existing oppositions of interest, and to
arrive at a struetured world are consequences of individual inseeurity and at
the same time represent a defense meehanism against eventual suffering. On

rder to produce the match as would
untroubled by existcntial anxieties.

owing Io lhe subjec!'s lack of aClion potence, appea" Io justify Ihe eXletnal

rough the processing of information """

being thrown back upon immediately

tion of Ihe experieneed developmental possibilities and barriers and the indi·

whieh is eharacteristie of mental dis

decision of important issues, Thus in their willing submission to existing cir
cumstances individuals share responsibility for lheir own impotenee and sur

and knowledge, or to an aClive exer

fecting area of reality and thus to a

ted anxieties.
the fragmenlation of their systems,

render. The less dearly the external barriers can be objectified, thai is. the
more lhey are experienced as proteetion justified by one's own dependence
and helplessness, the more complicated and incomprehensible the circum
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tressed, to thought disorders found in
rles (1961), every alteralion, even in
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nection between cognition - Hs emotional value - and the subjeetive needs for

jective life circumstances. Rather, we have to eonsciously grasp the real con
aetion that grow out of it in specifie social relations. This is what must deter
rnine our actions. Individuals must learn Io recognize the objective knowledge

aroDsal while maintaining ar reinforcing its suppression by the individua1s' 00

n control over one's own develop~
ment of the emotions from the ob
f'

1

evaluation can lead to the apparent

eontent of theie emotions and allow that to guide their action.

psychical disorders as gained from

resent them actively and learo to translate them into action so as to become

because individuals distort the ex

whieh allows current needs to be

ishes and needs or shut themse/ves

individuals, that is, to make it possibie for them to reeognize their own and

m theories and findings will. of

ns of symptoms that we know as
." What is needed now is to move
mulations and investigations of the

on the basis of a clearer articulation of inierests, to arrive at a new definition

existing dependency relations, to show how these are related to objeetive eon
ditions so that they can be dealt wilh. to dissolve the apparenl harmony, and,

involving the giving up personal demands.
dividuals for the inevitable resistanee that aeeompanies the break.ing out of

A central component of therapeutic work muSI Iherefore be Io prepare in

sychology. Here the analysis of the
s of a more detailed and verified
rs and of the prospeets and means
e an initial approach to sueh anal

tion, individuals will generally be eapable of aetively representing their own
interests to the extent thaI the antieipated difficulties ean be made objeetive
and known to be surmountable in principle or when individuals are able to

In view of the dose eonneetion between cognition and possibilities for ac

of relations and a eorresponding reorientalion of aetion.

, & Scheffler, 1978; Gross & Har
ere.
allows us to deseribe more con

control and withstand the objeetive and subjective inseeurity that comes from

in the therapeutic process. This does not mean. as it is occasional1y asserted.

termeasure against spontaneous repressive tendencies that must be developed

the active clash with the world. This capacity to recognize and withstand con

e direct ion for further work on a

fliets in the struggle to expand individuallife possibilities is an essentiai eouo

ychological coneeption of thempy

merely adjustive behaviors that might be evoked by existential anxiety associ

thaI Critieal Psyehology is just a general eonflict strategy, that we advocate
the provocation of confliets willy-nilly or urge people to learn to cope at the
cosl of olhers. Ralher, conflicts are objeclively preSent, and as an essential
prerequisile to their being dealt with, they must be made eonscious and we
must adopt an appropriate attilude toward them so as not to be caught unpre
pared. We do not want to give up our developmental demands or fall back on

This then beeomes the guideJine
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ated with not having more adequate strategies. The development of individual
JlO-"sibiliHeo;. [or]iv.!ng. and-<oxpctiencing stands~n tl1e·..bsolute-forefront,·and··

ot as a means of control over tlle

ection Belween
rrangements aod
elopmenl of a Critieal

from which Ihe position wc are
pproaches becomes clear.

on Critieal Psyehological premises

Thesis research is currently being

estigation of a course of therapy

manifest psychical disorders and,

ons under which "normal" oppor

etail and empirically lested. Espe

better oriented to the world. Since dependeney relations are not accidental or
temporary but have the funetion of stabilizing the position of whatever at the
moment happen to be the dominant relations, all efforts to expand onc's action
space or to free oneself from direcl dependence will elicit direct eounterreac
tions, anxiely, and aggression Ihat, to Ihe extent that individuals are not pre
pared, can become a threat to existence, whieh then leads to an adjustment

others' necds without reservation and to feel obliged by them, that is, to rep

An essential funetion of therapy is therefore to break down the isolation of

emselves more or less outside of
rs and not doing anything ahout

-'

he subjective neeessity to improve

-

consist of regulating emotional
-
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ats have to tearn to actively use it
uctions. These should not be ae
t, which would only contribute to
eception.
task of the therapist to satisfy the
portant in therapy to promote the
for elients themselves to fight for
thus regain control over their Qwn
by others dues not lead to their

onsohdation Df the general depen

nsideration of the iulerests of oth

tions, the therapeulic support of
dues not mean promoting individ
over others. Ralher, the basis for

ound. On the uther hand, "mod

nlerests and ideas Df athers. does

cially. It is more likely an expres
also of having been thrown back

ich always includes a certain ego

ual use is thus, as we have said.

he surmunding world or the turn
g one'5 own immediate existence.

ment to the demands of the sur
xistential security and control over
fellow human beings will individ
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plete consideration for the needs and problems of others. The words of Karl
Liebknecht apply here: "Not 'unity' but c1arity above all ... through an un
relenting exposure of the differences between principled and tactical unanim
ity, that's the way" (Liebknecht, 1958: 112).
Clarity in the selling of goals aS a basis and condition for personal stability
and of general engagement, which can be developed only through active rep
thus also the central prerequisite for openness toward other peopte and there

resentation of needs in the extension of individual possibiHties for action, is
fore also for the openness of unequivocal and reliable relations as a basis for

the full realization of possibilities for human life and development.
It follows that therapy cannot take place mainly in the "therapy hour" ei
ther as conversation with or "treatment" of e1ients; il consists in the extension
obstructions to developmcnt ar in creating the objective and personal prereq

of individual spaces for action in the struggle against objeetive and subjeetive
uisites for carrying on the struggle against individual isolation and for open
ness and reliability in social relations.
This extending of relations to the surrounding world, overcoming individual
isolation, and intensifying interpersonal relations also cannot be achieved
through so-called group-dynamic forms of therapy. The therapeutic function of
"group therapy" in the usual sense is only to make elients recognize that their
problems arc shared by others, to generalize this experienee and see problems
no longer as the fates of individuals alone. It leads, however, to nothing more
than a casual abreaction of individual frustration, a mutual confirmation of the
state of general lack of development and a short-term recuperation from the
trials of everyday life, which will only perrnit abeller adjustment if the knowl
edge gained does not translale inlo goal-directed action for the improvement of

the concrete conditions of Iifc. The actual goal of therapy must therefore be to
get beyond the relatively accidental grouping of individuals willi common
complaints, WhLCh are always abstractOO from particular conditions. and to de

o-centeredness. Only on this basis

ding world and fellow human be
living and experiencing.

velop as quickty as possibie elients' social relations in specific life and work
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plicated process. In the effortto understand and articutate needs and to over
come the objective and subjective barriers to this articulation, "exaggerated"
emotional reactions can and must occur because il is often the case that only
____ ,b)"__ dadfyjng__.Dne'--S ..subject-i:ve -suffer-ing-in---existing -ronditions-----can-narriers -10--

deal act.ively with il.
Learning to recognize one's own interests and to ad accordingly is a com

but to create the objective and subjective prerequisites for consciously attack
ing the causes of the suffering, not to retreat from th;, concrete world, but to

contexts. in consideralion of lhe real commonalities and differences of iuler
est. and in realizing existing objective possibilities for action under whatever
particular conditions. The aim is, in short, not just to relieve present suffering.

relations as a basic prerequisite for

loped therapeutically through the
athy, and so forth, but rather only
ability of individuals to represent
bjective quality of social relations
struction of one's own efforts at
makes a critique and improvement

with the immediate expectations of

ic interests) be a genuine connect

from indifference and resignation,

nd is alone reliable and lasting, a
larification of interests and com
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ctions, is an essential step in the
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of the world can ODly occur when,
urity and action potence with re
associaled fisks can be taken and

y of existing relations is therefore
of knowledge, jusI as lhe intensi
noncommitedness of behavior and

ich also means a commitment to

nful conditions of the surmunding
he general suppression of individ
e a general rebellion. a conscious
an temporarily cause overshooling
h a gcneral rebellion will occur if

d distance to represent their own
bute their hehavior and interests to
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It must be kepi in mind that in the aClive struggle with the surmunding
world in which opposing interests sharpen and collide there is a real danger of
a subjective overload and developmental regress. But this cannot be handled by
holding back the elaims of Ihe individua!. Rather, it is to be dealt with by
preparing clienls for the inlensily, shape, and causes of the conflict, by helping
to create the objective and subjective conditions that allow them to represent
their own requirements with respect to others in • comprehensible way, and
occasionally by teaching them how to get their way in lhe face of exlemal

Since admitting the existence of discrepancies between needs and the lack of
opportun it y to satisfy them implies the recognition of one's own weaknesses
and insecurity, and since this recognition is a subjective burden that ean be
taken advantage of by others, there is litIle danger that elients will plunge head
first into the fray. Given a particular shyness regarding confliet that cannot be

gouen over from one day to the next, it is more likely that elieOls will admit
their own interests only to thc extent that realizing them implies no demands
and appears aggressive only in such a way, or in such situations, as allowa

circumvention of concrete dispute. The more likely task of the therapist there
fore will be to encourage the elient to take up his or her dispute with the
surmunding world rather than to discourage any exaggerations in extending his
when individu.ls have not le.med how Io assert themselves or how Io elimi

or her possibilities. Generalized aggressiveness normally comes about oDly
nate the causes of their aggressiveness.

nd thus recognize their mutability.
to goal-directed representation of

to begin to do this without having

reedom to be able to enler into the

As plausible as rhey may sound, the policies of "measured" procedures,
"modest but realistic goals," and so forth, often described as auempts to pm
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To what extent an overload of elients oeeurs depends in no small measure
on the ability and willingness of the therapist to aclively support their
slruggles Io impmve their circumstances, th.t is, to prepare them for the ex
pected conflicts and, in times of tmuble, to take their part, to put "starch in

elients' efforts at development.

peutic goal of extending the possibilities for action and knowledge as a neces
sary prerequisite for the independent representation of interests. This kind of
interest representation is more likely to prevenllhe overloading of Ihe Iherapisl
than that of the elienl. It represents an active inhibition by the therapist of

own restricted state of development and is diametrically opposed to the thera

evaluation of lhose interests and aims that is usually limited by the therapist's

teet the elient from negative experiences, rest on an approach that is false
because it is not oriented loward the client's development. It represents a de
cision on the elient's behalf as to what is in his or her interests. This represen
tation of a clienfs interests and aims by the therapist is always a pretentious

ing their own needs and aims.

ands and conceprions of others is
her people will be inierested in
as possible for Ihe sake of their
g the others' behavior "predict

ng their specific interests. Individ

their own tendencies to give in to
maintenance of their generalized

cts are not dealt with for the sake

nterests. the elient is actually pre

is or her circumstances that would
oppositions of interest lie and on
more difficult for individuals to
ment with those who have objec
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o acquire a secure and clear basis
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evable gaals under the pressure of

' . af c1ients and their soeial sur
e avoided. Indeed, it may be nec
gnize their own reactive behavior
m aims and are assoeiated with im
aiso be necessary in order to break
ds and behavior palterns of others.
e barriers hidden behind the pre
l what is significant here is not so
n of the extent to which one can
stance af overload, that is, the ex
helplessness appears in the future
oad anly becornes traumatic when
situation for its determinants and

the aims of their action dues not
af aeting, given no direction. and
an making no efforl lo stimulale.
atives and to bring these into ther
ai ms and requirements, the imme
as the basis for further-reaching
ant that they not be eommilted Io
esumed own interesIs, which will
ant to bring their own needs and
would make therapeulic progress

us always immediately connecled
nt and are accordingly low when
en less allractive than lhe concrete
he therapist, elients learn how to
al obstructions as they affect their
tuation from theie standpoint ean
when they see themselves taken
heir circumstances and are not, in
uffering. Under these conditions,
newed subjective motivation for

mportant to slress that it is not our
af the immediate experience af re
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jective category reflecting the general slale of soeietai development and
knowledge (that is, it does not arise out of individual subjects, but is given to
them at a parlicular stage of soeietal deveJopment as a possibility for knowing,
as a part of soeielal knowledge). Io which individuaIs can relale more or less
conseiously, depending on their concrete objective and subjective situations.
Our primary concern therefore is neither the development of class conscious
ness nor its appropriation by the subjec!. It is more generally the question of
how subjects' objective possibilities for knowing are real1zed, repressed, ar
dislorted, depending on lhe anticipaled consequences of action and the objec
tive and subjective possibilities of coping with them.
TraditionaI Psycbotherapy as a Means of Securing tbe
Tberapist's Existence at the "Therapeutic" Expense of cnents
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An essential condition for lhe ability of individuals to break down Iheir screen~
ing and rigidity, that is, to overcome Iheir mistrust of the surmunding world,
and to articulate their needs, which also makes them vulnerable. is thc abso
lule reliability, Ihal is. openness and truslworlhiness, of tbe lherapisl as 10
vealed in his ar her willingnes!'\ to support clients without reservation in their
struggle to extend possibilities. The therapist must take e1ients' problems seri
ously and not subject them to superficial ar unreasonable censure tailared to
the coincidental expectations of others. JUSI as no conseious determination and
therefore no unambiguous action are possible 00 the basis of uoclarified emo
tions, the analysis of emotions only makes sense if Ihe knowledge acquired
can bc Iranslaled into praclice and lesled. Il is precisely this support of elienIs'
praclice thaI must be an essential funelion of lhe therapis!.
When psychieal disorders are the consequenee of a parlieular sharpening of
negalive faclors characlerislic of lbe situation of a large parI of lhe population
in bourgeois society and associated with individual impotence and surrender.
thcn it must be assumed that since Ihey are in prineiple no differenI from olher
people (00 matter how Ihey may view themselves), Iherapists wilI be in the
same situation af impotence and surrender (even if not in their l'pathogenic"
forms) as their palients. This means Ihat lherapists wili generally have just as
lillie influence and insight as olher people and will be maintaining for them~
selves a small area of action potence within generally incomprehensible and
unyielding relations as a prerequisite for aseeure individual existence. One
must Iherefore consider whelher and how lhe speeifics of lhe situalion, lhe
function of therapists, and the conflicts that gmw out of these can affeet e1i
ents and their possibiIities for developmen!.
Il musl be nOled Ihat Ihe problem of the pelit bourgeois conseiousness ma
. ne.~,;e.!ing J!!1l<mg..lhe .great .class -conflict.-musl-beeome~llenerall}'more -aeOle

1
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apists' existence. It is also af jnlerest to know the extent to whieh these pos
sibilities for securing therapeutic existence are important factors in the success
and popularity of cectain theories and techniques.

ist SOclcty this maneuvering is part af

rner in a special relationship between

Ignoring objective societal conditions, traeing all disorders to eonflicts in
carly childhood, confining therapy to the therapis!'s offiee and to the merely
verbal level, role playing, fnee expression of emotions independent of the elash

se of his or her economic position (as

f the way in which society defines his
sually called for the purpose of avoid
that arise in the adjustment to exist

is typical of psychoanalysis, nondirective therapy, and similar conceptions, or
limiting the elient to externally set (sometimes accepted) goals, eliminating
or Iraining away symptoms. removing "defieits" to improve functioning in
existing circumstanees. as is characteristic of behavioral and similar therapies.

with concrete surrounding circumstances and obstructions to development. as

vice by those who have a panicular
onal efficiency under existing coOO1
se these services and want for theie

inly not additional problems.

psychical problems, but only to the

o do this assigned job properly, he or

all of these should be analyzed from the point of view of securing the
psychological-therapeutie existence.
Even the various discussions of the therapist-patient relationship, the prob
lems of rapport, transfer, fear of change, the therapis!'s inability to satisfy the
needs of the patient and related guilt feeJings, and so forth (cf. Searles, 1961),
can be seen as derivative of this general slrategy of conflict avoidance, in
whieh the possibie development of the client is prevented by the therapist be
cause of his or her own capitulation and anxiety, and whieh essentiaIly has the

in within the framework of existing
contradictions with those in power.

terests. So at first they expect therapy

problems are preciselyan expression

he case where elients engage the ther

ons and demands placed an them and

ir lhese expectations are not fUlfilled.

lems of the patient by fixing upon less explosive side effecls and marginal

funetion of distracting from Ihe real involvement of the therapist in the
phenomena. We cannot go further into this matter here.

prob~

t will threaten the economic basis af

wn, which will not only prevent the

geois characteristics of holding "so

tics. bul this is surely nol the case for psyehologists whose "natural" funclion
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threatening consequences for both the client and the therapist, is just to talk
eithcr about generalized reconciliation and subjugation or about an all
eJllb_racinglo~e.~.ht1lllanki~'<!'QI'gel!erosity_toJhe-"uppressed, -Ihat-is.making-·-

logical disguises, and which in this phase af confliet intensiflcation ean have

consciousness about existing obstructions to development and the psychical
problems that stem from them be transforrned for the psychologist in his or her
everyday psychological practice.
The alternative to the relatively difficult palh of unreservedly supporting the
development of the e1ient in the expansion of his- or her objective conditions,
which first means bneaking down existing dependency relations (which are
later, when possible, to be changed into cooperative relations) and their ideo

work to "the serv ice of working peoplc." It is more important that general

always thoroughly political. One cannot get beyond this general adjustive
function by good will, commitment to socialism, or the dedication of one 's

culties af adjustment, liberale Hhuman resources." and so forth. and whose
work is directed at the active justification af existing circumstances. which is

in capitalist society - as We have said - is to arbitrate conflicts, remedy diffi

It may be possibIe for certain professions to remain aloof from aetive poli

rns simultaneously and doing good
peciaIly clear in the specific function

discussion, to support elients without

actical insights into the subjective ne
render as a prerequisite to a genuine

ons in which the main interest con·

society, always threaten the therapist
for this may react with panic or de
the e1ients' developmental strivings.
t is generally subsumed in whatever
by the "societal" assimilation of the

ienced directly are avoided from the
st to earn a Iiving in a way that is
e, as Marx observed, the petit bour
hat he is in practice" (Marx, 1865/
therapeutic approaches will always

hich they are in faet oriented toward

,,~,

ard securing and facilitating the ther_c_
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sier to take. This is found in rather

assurance af external material exis·

ology but is widespread among psy
d Engels as a typieal petit bourgeois
rve as conflict manager and priest of

"doing good" under existing condi
rs that be nor one's own existence

German television in the late 19708,

"generous" than others in the selee

p doctor told why a doctor should he
in lhe world can he do as much good
e he had the possibility - naturally

. That only a cruel postponement of

even occur to him; at least he did not

,<
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she will keep emancipalory efforts lo the minimum and orient loward the im
mediately "praclicable," whieh may he limiled to exisling developmenlal pos
sibifilies or obstruclions. In lhis kind of pragmalism, taking sleps lhal are
only as large as the lherapisl can suhjectively handle and thai are guided by
Ihe "reason of adjuslment," whal tends to get lost is Ihe central lherapeutie
goal of developing the possibililies for influence and thus also for conscious
coresponsibilily of elients for their concrele surroundings and the concreliza
tion and representation of their own needs and interests.
The way out of this situation, however, does not lie in a general admonition

existing conditions, with its resulting consequences for their clients. In our

to he less an.ious. The specifie problems, limilalions, and anxieties of lhe
lherapist must he drawn fully inlo the therapy, bUl not so that relief and
change of attitude are sought in a general discussion of them, and nol so as lo
add the lherapis!'s problems lo Ihose of lhe elient, bUl lo try to change them
by changing lheir objective causes. By pursuing lhe objective causes of their
own subjective problems, therapisls can possibly serve as examples for lheir
e1ients. In any case, by actively expanding their own aClion spaces. they ex
tend as well their therapeutic qualific.tions and will he Ihat much more help
ful lO lheir elienIs.
Efforl' should he directed at crealing real conditions in whieh lherapists are
objectively less existentially dependent, in whieh they can control their anxi

ty, he poimed Io the doctor's mental
necessary lo bring his family lo the
ntal strength for his difficull work.
hat is not appropriate here. Bul the
aggeration" in such cases signifies a
nsequences of present relations lhat
eralions of hehavior to change, and
he sand that is the greater problem.

is a reinforcement for individual impotence and its related reactive tendeneies.
and to develop countermodels and alternatives in which the possibilities for
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with progressive forces, such as labor unions. In realizing such a model the
described difficulties will not be done away wilh and the unhindered develop
ment of the e1ient or therapist cannol he guarantied. but at least a broader and
more stable basis for confronting the world will he created, along wilh lhe
prerequisiles for a greater preparedness for risk for both lhe therapist and
Ihe elient.
We have diseussed the problematic of "theorelically" safe strategies for
avoiding confliel and lheir effecls upon therapy and ilS eventual success.
An apparently contrary solution to the dilemma of lhe psycholherapisl in
bourgeC)is sociel~ lh~l i~s~"lletil1!es_recommended .bypolilically- cQnseious

the real familial and occupational situation of the clients, and through alliances

real change in the circumslances of e1ients, the cenlral component of therapy,
will be improved through an organizational amalgamation that brings together
social workers, jurists, and so forth, by moving Iherapy outside the office inlO

knowledge of lhe imereonneclions presented here, il is import.nt lo get rid of
individual therapeutie praetiee (ineluding the usual "group Iherapy"), which

in whieh lhey can consciously deal with lhe danger of heing subjecled to

eties by improving their possibilities for action and cooperative relations, and

Engels found lO he characteristic of
he tendency loward mediocrily and
sychotherapis!'s situation must work

ly those who try lo supporl lheir

ts' problems require deviation from

es and therapies encourage us to cir

ly becomes fully effeclive in materi
O e.lend the abililies of the e1ient lo
e il musl be carefully controlled Io

vidual or even societal defenses that

opmental efforts. The general danger
psycholherapisl may allow the ther
eresis and anxieties when a elient's
wilh being drawn into lhe e1ien!'s

her control, become Jess predictable,
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f concrete psychological theory
ionary" political activity. But on
radical" clothing, simply a more
individual conflicl lhan lhe ones

g economic interests while their

political work of psychologisls
he pressure of the immediate de
ch is socialist minded, the tech
s means lhal psychologists allow

their tongues. In this way, as is
apitalistic" practice is justified:
Olhing, revolution Or reform, One
ts, for capitalism. Tbus concrete
ituation of the elient is replaced
ses the elient materially and ide
gels had to say about the abstract
mselves as so superior that phi
o bother disputing il, applies as
e most about philosophy are the
the worst philosophy" (Engels,
er" political consciousness and

ce necessarily leads to an empti
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gard tilr tater consequences, this betrayal of the movement's future for the sake
of its present . .. [ean] have honest intentions: ... but opportunism is and

remains what il is and honest opportunism is perhaps the most dangerous of
all" (Engels, 189\11963: 234). an the other hand, the "true socialists," who
are concerned in the struggle for socialism (owing to lheir privileged posilion
tical interests and results but with eternal truth," and for whom every instance

and their freedom from day-to-day eoneerns about existenee), "not with prae
af political progress, because ir is useful to the oourgeoisie, is an evH, have
made "the most revolutionary claims that have eVer been put forward into a

prutective wall around the morass of the German slatus quo" and are thus
"reactionary through and through" (Engels, 1847/1971: 41)
The general problem, that in capitalist society the individual's possibilities
for action necessarily exist "abstraetly," that is, are real but generally quite

limiled, and a basic orientation of the individual life toward consdously as
sumed goals on the basis of knowledge and its subjective value is effectiveiy
prevented (a situation that is particularly clearly manifest in an increasing job
lessness that begins to be fell in the earliest stages of individual developrnent),
cannot result in general resignation. but, more sensibly, in the slruggle to

nccessary strength and enduranee to do so will grow out of the direct experi
ence of the eonstraints.

elirninate lhe condilions thai obstruct development. In this struggle psycho
therapists must use their special knowledge of the destructive effects of general
lack of perspective and surrender to existing conditions and translate il into
appropriate political demands and direct political engagement. In this, the pos
sibilities for development that do exist under present cireumstances should, in
lhe inle",sl of lhe individual, be fully Ulilized. A spontaneous incentive to
political struggle to eliminate the conditions obstructing developmenl and lhe

gement in both politieal and psy

ive or reactionary praelice. And
nd ineffectiveness of action, the

oid. where possible, endangering
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the levelof lhe knowledge required for the political movernent and ideological
struggle having lo do wilh lhe manifesl forms of societally conditioned sup
pression of individual possibilities for development and its effeel upon the sub
jective state and personality of the person.

sion of influence and security for therapists so as to help them overcome their
own isolation, impotence, and related submissive tendencies, and second, at

It is thus important to combat the objective limitations to individual devel
opment on two leveis: first, at the levelof the extension of possibilities for
influence and life daims of all elients, which presupposes a cooperative exlen
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are reflecled and ideologicaIly generalized (just as Marx "worked through"
the theories of the bourgeois economisls). Only in Ihis way will it be possibie
in the end to achieve abstraclions that can preserve the cODcrele nature ol
human subjectivity, that is, lhat do nol bypass real experiences, suffering, am
bivaIences. and illusions of individuals in a "normative" way. Wc necd to
relate to these consciously so as to create a real extension to life's possibiIities.
Since l can realize such a project here in only a selective and fragmentary
way, I will consider only Ihose bourgeois conceptions of personality that base
thcmsel.cs on a subjeclive slandpoinl and Ihus, however inadequately, at least
recognize whal I consider to be the crueial problem in defining personality, thc
relalionship of individuals lO their subjoctive situations, their emotions and
their needs. The conceptions to whieh I reJer are Ihe concepts of personality
associated with psychoanalysis and other recent therapeutic approaches. espe
ciaIly humanistie psychology.
Such approaches - as will be demonstrated - deal, though deficienlly, with
central problems of personal existence in bourgeois society or at least raise
them as questions in a way that is of intereSl to a Marxist analysis. In such an
analysis, we must avoid reproducing the ideological partialily of these ap
proaches, but we do not wanl to lose sight of the conceptual c1arity they have
attained on subjectivity in a c1ass sociely.
The Psychoanalytic Conceplion of "Character" as a Form of
Permanent Defense against Socially Unacceptable Subjective
Manifestations: Insufficient Reproduction of tbe Meehanisms of
IdeologicaIly Binding the Subject to Bourgeois Society
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According to Freud, personality develops in the individua!'s gaining conlrol
over drives. How this occurs depends on the individua!'s ego strength. It
can occur through direct gralificalion. which involves the individual's over
coming or denying possibie social barriers, or through the ability to sublimate
impulses Ihat are dangerous for sociely and thus nol tolerated, that is, direcl
ing them from their original critical goals 0810 socially ","lued" ones and
achieving in such a cultivated way a somewhat less satisfying form of drive
reduction, which, however, strengthens lhe individual's social integration and
recognition. What Freud said about the objective and subjective conditions of
such a sublimation process indieated only that it was not accessibIe to every
one. Lacking the inlernal strength for the ane ar the other, the individual's
own drives would become a danger to him or her as a consequence of punish
ment resulting from thelr manifestations. As Freud understCKKi it, individuals
try to ward off Ihis danger by taking sides with the powerful, thai is, talting
sides against impulses_critic", of _llteJliv~n .drcumslances-and -1hus-against
~.- "."""_.~-""'''''''-~~._-~,------._..
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pulsion becomes the basis of increasing self-rejeetion and insecurity. This is
that one is not "master in one's own house," that is, being helplessly subjeet

so, tlrst, because, as Freud discovered, nothing is more painful than realizing
to one', "drive impulses" and feelings, being driven again't one', will and
bener judgment. Aseeond reason is that "impulse defense" generally weak.

en, individuals, cause' them to be "cautiou," and to avoid everything that
might, if only ,lightly, remind them of the suppre,sed cognition, and impulse,
and make conscious the re,trictions imposed by outer reality. Freud stated that
this defen,e can begin to take effecl independently of real danger. The task of
therapy, then, i, to eliminate thi, ,uperfluou, defen,e and the maladju,tment,
associaled Wilh il, which are costly both to the individual and to society. In
thi, way the energy lhat was bound up in repression can be sel free and be
come available for coping with everyday tasks and enjoying the possibilitie,
that do exi,t. The con,ciou, censorship of necd, should lake lhe place of the
uncomrollable repression, the con'equences of which are extremely problem
atie. These needs ean then either be satisfied in accordance with the increased

According to Freud, personality formation is the general programming of
individual behavior vis-a-vis the respective "authorities" as representatives of
societal power. on the one hand, and one 's own needs. on 'he other. It is es

anxiety-evoking "drive impulses" and cognition,.

tance to experience to have their origin in anxiety or the defense against

that aetualize them can, according to Freud, become solidified imo certain
neurotic charaCler formation, that only prove by their compulsivity and re,i,

Defense against taboo drive impulses and the experiences and cognitions

realizable .

possibilities for "impul,e coptrol," subjecl to dominant norm, and interest',
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or consciously rejected when the individual realizes that they are not suitably
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critica1 distance from ooe's own "goDd conduet" which is, from the defensive

critical distance from the,e .uthorities, since this would also involve taking a

who eause anxiety for its relief, that makes it extremely difficult to keep a

and exclusion from consciousness,

F

,ocially unacceptable impul,e,; that i" it i, a1so based on the promise that by
being submissive toward the imere,ts of the powerful one will be proteeted to
some degree from their aggression, and puni'hmems and will be able to par
licipate in the possibilities for life and power that ihey grant. But it is just this
active binding of one,elf to existing relalions. lhe miXlure of being oppressed
and actively participating in power and oppression, and having to lUrn to tho,e

determination and inability to ade
of Dur actions, our initiative is in

from taking advant.ge of objective
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Reich and Freud describe important mechanisms by which subjects are

different inbom or socially produced psychic dispositions to it, thus le.ving
the question unelarified. Reich 's conception of personality or character repro
duces a fundamental mechanism for the ideological integration of lhe individ
ual into bourgeois soeiety based on entanglements of guilllessness and blame
and uses it to define the function of psychoanalysis. We are, on the one hand,
made responsibie for lhe social conditions, since we reproduce them with our
behavior, bul at lhe same time we are relieved of thaI responsibility by the
assumption of a "faulty developmental adjustmenl" [Fehleins/ellung] foreed
upon us in early childhood. We are consoled by the promise that with the help
of psychotherapeulic treatment, at Ieast as long as the faulty adjustment is nol
fixated, we can become constructive members of sneiety automatically con
tributing to the good of all .nd affirmed accordingly by Iiving "sponlane
ously" and "immediately" aecording to our "natura!" needs and inelinations.

5uch analyses when currenl reslriclions on development are made Io appear as

taken in by bourgeois relations. an the other hand, lhe bite is taken out of
mere psychic, self-perpetuating reaclions to oppression in early childhood.
The contradicloriness of capitalistic elass reality, the real exploitation oppres
sion, and competition in all spheres of Iife:- hidden beneath the illusion of
freedom, equalily, and charity, that, more or less unconseiously, individuals
have to consider in their behavior, remain unelarified with respect lO their ef
fects on the subjective situation of the individual, as do the effects of the
adaptation to this existence and the rigorous realization of individual advan
tages under the pretense of propriety and altruism.

Theories uf Self·Actuallzalion: Flex;bilily and Inlernall.alinn
as Magic Formulas for the Personality', IIIusory Aulonomy
from Sociely
In Freud's and Reich 's Iheories the faet af social oppression is presenl - how

ever "naturalized" or "displaced" - as that to which "character" is a sub
jective reaction. By conlrast, some currenlly popular dynamic-thcrapeutic
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theories (especiaIly in the area of "humanistic psychology") deny or "discuss
away" the restriction of personal growth through oppression. It is assumed
that individuals can fulfill themselves under any social conditions and that the
oppositions and threats encountered in society are challenges that, if anylhing.
provide opportunities for personality to grow.
A very successful variant of such "self-actualization" theory is that ad
vanced by Fritz PerIs, the founder of Gestalt lherapy. Under the molto of the
"natural" dispositions,th~
"_~hara~Jer_"_theor}'_~L
unhindered develnpment of
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pulS this defense down lo our "generaltendency to abstract," which is ehar

Autonomy, says Gruen, is not based on Ihe asserlion of our importance, bUI
on a congruence wilh our own feelings , whereas a lack of aUlonomy is based
on the defense against Dur sensitivily IO and isolalion from our feelings. Gruen

individual lhrough the socially condilioned inabilily of parenIs, especiaIly
mothers, to respond adequately to the needs of lheir children. Whether a ~hild
grows up as aulonomous or dependent is determined very early in life. A

whininess, and thaI nOlhing would stand in the w'y of our enjoying life if we
eould only Slop ourselves from lhinking about possibie dangers and feel that
wc are responsibie for lhe lives of olhers, Gruen, in a book lhat was highly
praised by Der Spiegel, claims lhal il is precisely Our inabilily to aceepl anx
iety and suffering (also of others) that hinders our personal self-actualizalion.

Where Perls maimains that we are hindered in our self-actualization, that is,
in the maximal use of available opporlunilies, mainly by our own anxiety and

aving for recognition and security.

erilie.1 pOlential under lhe prelense
ris's Ihinking of character as being
lher delermined by one's own or
O be a subjeetive obslacle to devel
lies lo reaet lo eurrenl socielal de
e real Ihreals, seen by Freud and
nd eonsequenlial "psyehie" eom
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rve lo juslily our unwillingness lo
orces thaI hinder our development,

others, the world could do us Iittle
ean essenliaIly be traced back lo
ng situations in which, instead of
weak. and thus manipulate
favor we eould do someone would

situation, does not endure thc situation and develop from it, bUI begins to

of personalily occurs when the ehild, as a w'y OUl of an anxious or desperale

break. in aulonomy and a consequenl massive disturbance in Ihe development

acteristic for the hislory of our civilization in general and is mediated Io Ihe

provision, to refuse to help them.
for the obstacles to {heir develop

Io play

strengths and possibilities, become

despise any form of weakness and al Ihe same time to supprcss all desires for

slrive for power (over others), lhat is, leams to identify with the powerful, to

surned thai adjuslmenl to an unquestioned society was necessary. Gruen effi
phasizes jusl thc opposite, that in view of the "pseudosocial" reality,

aUlonomy in hi m- or herself and others, and lhus actively eonlributes lO lhe
process ol dehumanization (\984: 24). In explicit contrast to Freud, who as

for lhem. Taking responsibilily for
not just laking responsibilily for

ulates in a maxim shared by other
81so refusing to rake responsibility

lowing our enjoymenl of Iife lo be

erlessness, anxiety, and suffering, but those who demonstrate their humanity

-actualization" is the art of taking

of everything and nOl complaining
but aecepling lhem as the price or
orlant elemenl of self-aetualizalion

precisely in lheir powerlessness (1984: 145). "Dangerous lhings" in Gruen 's

maladjustment and associated palhologies are nol abnormal but ralher signs of
individual and personal growlh. The truly strong characters are not Ihe power
ful, who, in his opinion, strive for power only beeause lhey ean'l endure pow

imo "ends activitlcs," that is, to

opinion, "'are not the external dangers. but r8(her fear of Ihe (error of Ioneli
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conditions - be it Ihrough rUlhless assertion of one's own inleresls or w i l h - , .

pears as a general framework in whieh individuals are confronted wilh de
mands and limitations, which they avoid il they can and wilh which they
eomply, lhus paying lhe price for coneeded freedoms. Socielal regimenlation is
said lo be compensaled for by private Ireedom - a freedom lO do what one
wants in the private sphere because Ihe existing power relations cannot be
touched Ihere. The ulilization and cullivation of coneeded freedoms in social
vacuums are "sold" as development of the personalily, in which impolence.
as a release from responsibilily lor societal rel.lions, appears as "freedom."
"Sell-aelualiz.atjgJ!."-'\s.lln--"xoneralion-fmm -{be-responsibility for~m:ial

In the theories of self-actualizalion that I have described here, society ap

ness. ehaos, and insanilY" (1984: 141).

Xlemal rewardlpurpose/goal, bul lo

~

Iike the individual, in a self
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needs Ihey enllelze or censure, Ihey recommend Ihe very condilions Ihal

brought them about in Ihe first place. In other word" they torment individuals
wilh enlrealies to reform Ihemselves, bUl al lhe same lime conceal the objec
of subjective insufficiency and insecurity, which are felt as a lack of inner
freedom, for which they c1aim to be offering remedies, and so on.
By eXlolling inner freedom, defined as adjuslment to social conditions or

tive possibililies for sueh reformation and Ihus conlribute to increased feelings

even as a subjective feeling of being above them. theuries of self-aetualization

'll
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Ihe root of theories of self-actualization). Superficial concern for oneselI
alone, which is generally criticized, resuhs precisely from the doubts and lack
JlbouLone's jmpor~an"" that-1Ite 1ypical in~soclllnel3iions-iii~

ing to some superordinate plan lose its power to convinee (this thesis being at

individual autonomy, as theories of self-aclUalization claim, but its absolute
prerequisite. Only when I take myself and what I do seriously and correspond
ingly commil myselI, will I do justice to my social responsibility. Only then
will the fatal thesis Ihal we are mere cogs in a machine Ihal funclions accord

time, a defense against understanding the social function of our aeting or
not aeting and our consequent effeets on the situations of our fellow human
beings and our own existenee. Taking ourselves seriously is not a hindrance to

lO one's own developmemal interests and goals. Openness under condilions of
dependency is not an expression of freedom, but a precondition for flexibilily,
the abilily to adjust ourselves to changing social conditions and, at Ihe same

anxiety is not openness, but rather the oriemation of one's behavior according

They are hostile, however, when changes in their living situation are made
behind their backs and become a threat to the integration for which they have
worked so hard. The allernalive to limiting and disciplining oneself out of

the limits eoneeded to us. Humans are not host ile to developmem as sudl.

c1aim, but only when Ihere are real danger.; Ihrealening us when we overstep

and so forth, do not evoke anxiety as such. as theories of self-actualization

developmeOl, as well as its resul\. Freedom, self-determination, autonomy,

aetualization c1aim, but identieal with it. Security is a precondition for

of Ihe possibililies for lire and developmenl Ihrough our conscious determina
tion, then security is nol in Opposilion to development, as theories of self

all eognitions and impulses that eontradict this funetion. However. when we
see growth and development not as myslical forces, bUI ralher as an extension

come to a number of false ahernatives thaI systemalically obslruct solulions Io
the problems of determination by others and Jack of being one wilh oneself.
"Security" becomes opposed to "growth" only in conditions in which one's
exislence is determined by others, that is, when, for fear of losing the affec
tion of others, people allow lhemselves lO become an executive organ of Ihe
inIerests of those on whom they are dependent, and when they repress or deny
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dealing with one's own "withdrawn" existence in fascism. which. at the same
time, conceals the true - objective and subjective - causes of fascism. has

personal moral purification, a purification that disqualifies ilSelf. This way of

from thi s angle as a mere rationalization. an escape from the necessity of

of the time. From such a position of individual humanily, says Peitsch, fascism
in general seemed to be a tragedy in which all - fascists and their victims 
were equally entangled, whether or not culpable. According to the thesis of
collective responsibility, all concrete differences vanish, as does the question
of individual guiIt. The mystifieation of guilt and the glorifieation of suffering
are thereby c10sely linked,as PeilSch demonstrates. Suffering is slylized. aS it
were, ioto the source of purification, whieh compensates for any guilt. People
who suffered inwardly cannot be made responsibie for their actions since they
had aJready experienced punishmenl. According to this conception of "inner"
humanity, all people, whether fascist or antifaseist, have their good and bad
points. The implication is that everyone should begin with self-critiejsm and
stay there. Blaming the social conditions and demanding their change appear

sonal integrity and sensitivity despite their conformity to the inhuman reality
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defense against the accusation that they had supported faseism through their
passivity and conformity was to demonstrate how they had preserved their per
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y their exploitability for ruling

e life conditions over whieh in
of authenticity (and thus achieve
in part - they vividly describe
elf-destroying effects of typieal
d in response to capitalist c1ass
ffer "solutions" that spontane
essure of such conditions. They

ness of aoe's conforming behav

his path of least resistance. con
n, is portrayed as an especiaJly
xample, it is not the relreat into
cial responsibility, but quite the
rom the drama of the confronta
Freud the range of human hap

urotic suffering of a conforming

recondition for human happiness

however, he rejected as utopian).
ch a necessily is RO longer im

it as a test of worth and a condition under which personalities mature and

been, as Peitsch shows, systematically encouraged in Iiterary cireles. Reports
which, instead of revealing the causes of suffering, glorified it by interpreting

profit from fascism and its true victims. Many of thc<iie authors had demon
strated by their own actions that it was indeed possibie to resist under such
inhuman conditions.

fate, who analyzed its societal causes and refuted the doctrine of universal
culpability by differenliating between those who profited from or hoped to

generally criticized who refused to view fascism as just a disastrous human

grow, were highly praised by literary crities. an the other hand, authors were
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The idea of individual humanily (in abstraction from its social and political
dimension) was the spontaneous result of the justification of conformity to
fascism and was systematieally encouraged by Iiterary and general public pol
icy. As recommended in theories of self-actualization. it was manifested as an
individuaJ ability to make the best out of a given situation, to be open for the
good and beautiful things in life, wherever they may be, and to see tbese as
compensation for the mean and evil things that should be avoided if possible.

al constellations) sets the tone of

ms af self-actualization theories,

ve offensive in West Germany.
treat into an inner Iife as a truly

c opinion."

the world, then according to these conceptions, one still has the possibility of
inner distance, that is, of inwardly keeping clear of things and cultivating
one's own personality and humanity in areas that are safe from harm (cf.
Peitsch, K~hnl'8<()sterl<am-",~~~L

If one does not achieve this external distance to the negative and evil things in
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ship permeating all areas of life between the societal determination of the
individual and the "active forming of relationships in sociely as is possibie
wilhin certain limits" (p. 130). We are not determined just by the process 
largc1y alien determined - of production, but also by other spheres that are not
subject to "real subsumption" by eapital. The various spheres of life do not
influence individuaIs directly but are mediated through the traditions and val·
ues of Ihe speeiflc groups they belong to, and they condense within individuals
into personality structures that then reproduce the social relations through
which they were produced. "That which repeated activity has made into an
ex:perience," a dictum of Marx's taken out of context, becomes an integral
part of individual personality (p. 215). Individual appropriation of the respec
tive spheres of life is doubly determined: through the compromise between the
tendeney towards social eonformity and social imitation, on the one hand, and
toward individual differentiation, the emphasis on personal uniqueness, on the
other. The totality of individual appropriation, imitation, and differentiation
aetivity is organized through the "habitus" that ensues from the interplay of
influenccs from the various social spheres and the respective temperament of
the individual, and whieh at the same time determines the character and dis
tinctiveness of individual appropriation. "Personality" develops out of com·
promise between conformity and differentiation, that is, from the personalized
adaptation to the various spheres of life in opposition to and excluding others.
According to this view, compulsion is limited to direct regimentation of be
havior, whieh is strongest in the sphere of produelion and is less strong, even
nonexistent, in the areas of life not subject to "real subsumption" by eapital.
Childhood is defined not, as in psychoanalytic theories, as a time period in
which individual autonomy and resistance are brolcen and in which the basis is
laid for the general submissiveness to authority, but explieitly as a period in
which regimentation and dril! are limited. The dimension of internalized com
pulsion - self·oppression in order to secure the benevolenee of those on whom
one lS dependent, with resulting participation in power and oppression 
passes completely out of view, as does the eonsequent subjective problematic
that comes into the foreground in the form of real feelings of insecurity, gen
cralized fears and self-doubts, and the need to demonstrate to others the worth
of one's personality. A consequenee of this is the harmonization and justifica
tion of the existing social relations, which offer individuaIs more and more
leisure time and thus an abundanee of possibilities to embellish their individ
uai. that is, their private. lives or personalities.
The dependency of the development of personality on "social vacuums"
provided for individuals is a feature of other theories that I cannot describe
here in detail (cf. Hoff, Lappe, and Lempert, 1985); aecording to such eon
ceptions, the action pos.~?mties are _~~~__ ~~ .l~ss i~.~_~!_~~j~~h:!Ø_~_~ls..
=~~=u_
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The task of a personality conception concerned with the development and
emancipation of humans would have to reveal these forms of suffering for
what they really are, that is, clarify their objective causes, connections, and
consequences, so that one could deaI with them consciously instead of taking
up a defensive position that helps consolidate the very social conditions that
give rise to this insecurity and make people manipulable for ends that are
opposed to their own interests. Instead of totally avoiding the subject of an,i
ety, as Herkommer, Bischoff, and Maldaner do, or playing it down into a prod
uct of fantasy, as Perls does, or portraying the endurance of an'iety as a true
personal quality, as Gruen does, it is necessary to reveal the critique of society
that is contained in the an,iety, that is, the threats reflected in it, and to re
move with its causes the an'iety itself, in the knowledge that an'iety prevents
us from achieving our human possibilities. restriets our thoughts and actions.
and allows us to become our own enemies.
Instead of selling the utilization of conceded private spheres as self
actualization and declaring "unpretentiousness" or satisfaction with what one
has been conceded as the highest virtue, it is necessary to e'pose the incorpo
ration of one's actions into the ru ting relations and interests. That means ex
posing the objective asociality of "resignation," as well as the "cowardliness,
self-disdain, degradation, and submissiveness" that underlie the retreat into
inner life, and providing incentives to fight against the objective and subjective
degradation (cf. Marx, 18471197 la: 2(0). One must not, says Marx, grant a
person "one moment of self-deception and resignation"; rather, "the real
pressure must be increased by making him conscious of it; the humiliation
must be made more humiliating by publicizing it" (Marx, I84411970b: 381).
"People must be taught to be shocked by themselves so that they become
courageous" (Marx, l 8441 1970b: 381); that is, they must be confronted with
the consequences of their behavior so that they cannot e10se their eyes to them,
so that they stop concealing their degradation and its causes, as well as their
active participation in consolidating the relations of oppression, and begin to
fight against these. Instead of celebrating the variable realizations of "private
spheres" [Freiriiume] as proof of individual autonomy and societal freedom,
the point is, as Marx said, to elucidate the "conceded e,istences" that are
bound up with "pelly antipathies, bad conscience, and e'treme mediocrity,"
"mutual ambiguity and distrust," and "narrow-mindedness" (Marx, 18441
l970b: 380), that is, to take up the fight against "modest egoism," which
Hasserts its own limitalions and allows them to be asserted against itself"
(Marx, 1970b: 389). Instead of concealing one's handicaps and their objective
causes in order to avoid a bad impression, oppressive conditions must be re
vealed. A more defiant slogan must be adopted and turned against all forms of
e'tenuating oppression: "I am nothing but should be everything." What is

·essentiaTii11lieaeveIopmenfofpersoiiaIHY-is iioTille-pr,vatespheresconceded -
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crucially depends on lheir currenl possibilities for aClion, lhe willingness of
olher workers lo strike, and the chances of achieving lheir demands. Personal
faclors only become delermining for behavior lo lhe extenl thaIIhe general
action polence, for instance, lhe slrike-fronl, crumbles and individuals are
once more isolaled, powerless, and lhrown back onlo the defensive mainle
According lo Gramsci, "culture" is nol an accumulalion of knowledge and
capabililies, bul ralher lhe "diseipline of onc's ego," which is direcled to
one's own goals. The "possession of one's own personalily" ean be achieved
nol by repressing one's rebellious impulses, needs, and cognitions, bul only by
resisting any censorship and repression of lhese subjeclive experiences and
cvalualions of objcclive realily. For Gramsci, personalily is lhe developmenl of
a higher consciousness. This higher consciousness involves lhe idea lhal hu
man beings comprehend lhemselves in lheir collectivily, lhal is, recognize
lhemselves as a social force and so comprehend "lheir own historieal
value ... , lheir own function in life, lheir Own righls and duties" (1967: 21)
and develop a "grealer consciousness of lheir power, their abilily lo lake on
social responsibilily, lo become arbilers of their own fales" (1967: 31).
Al Ihe same lime, Ihe "conquesl of a higher consciousness" means lhal
people do nol allow lhemselves lo be absorbed by realily, but leam Io control
il (p. 31). It means lhal they do nol remain bound "egoistically and wilhoul
logical continuity" lo a "syslem of defense againsl exploitalion" and lo
"pussyfooling and sham subservience" (p. 35), bul creale lhe "neecssary
condilions for lhe complele realizalion of lhe ideal" (p. 26). The developmenl
of personalily is nol aehieved through directly "working on oneself," one's
feelings, needs, and so forIh, in accordance with ruling inIeresIs; ralher, it
involves lhe struggle againsl all conditions in which lhe human individual is a
"humilialed, enslaved, abandoned, and despised being" (Marx, 1970b: 385).
This slruggle for objeclive conditions in which unobslrucled subjeclive devel
opmenl can lakc place is also, as Gramsei emphasized, a fighl against "de
grading servilily," lhal is, againsl every form of covering up or glorificaIion
of this servilily - as personal freedom, individual aulonomy - in bourgeois
ideology and psychology.
Perspectives attd Difficulties of Elaborating the Marxist OutIine
of Personality Theory
In lhe basic definilions derived from our crilique of bourgeois lheories we
have indicaled the contradiclory poles of subjeclive exislence under bourgeois
condilions, which musl nol be ignored or separaled again in a Marxisl lheory
of personality. Al the same lime we have emphasizedlhe nee<lt0be const.an..!l)'
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same error as that af the bourgeois economists criticized by Marx for' <forget
ting" the historically specific feature of work and production in "proving"
the "etemity and harmoniousness of existing social relations" (Marx, 1857
811974: 85). If we simply transferred those eoncretizations of eoncepts and
procedures developed by Soviet psyehologists to refer empirical subjectivity
under socialist conditions to the subjective situation of individuaIs in bourgeois
society, then the conceptions - especiaIly those of personality theory - would
function for the latter individuals as abstract norms unconnected to their real
problems of life, ones that they in principle cannot meet because the required
societal conditions are not available. This would further contribute to the in
crease of feelings of irritation and insufficiency of individuaIs, which would
then converge with the bourgeois conceptions of personality about powerless
ness and the sovereignty of the isolated individua1.
A further aspect of the problem of transfer has more to do with the history
of science: one has to keep in mind that psyehological conceptions do not
develop in a vaeuum or in direct relation to the object, but out of concrete
scientifie and political-ideological diseussion. This is true not only in bour
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an unreflected way. Their systematic and critical reappraisal remains to be
done. There has not yet been a comprehensive discussion among all parties
concemed. It should have at least become clear from my critical comments
that whatever this discussion might bring about in detail, the concrete task of
psychologically working out a Marxist sketch of personal existence with re
spect to individuality and personality development in bourgeois society still
lies, in any case, ahead of us.

geois society. but also under socialist conditions. The characteristics and direc

work, have until now asserted themselves in our everyday scientific work in

tion of psychological approaches and findings only become sufficiently
comprehensible when the ideas they are trying to overcorne and interests they
are defending are taken into account. This precludes their simple incorporation
into the seientific-historieal context of psychology in bourgeois society (of
whieh the Marxist theory of personality in this country is also a part). We
must not forget that Soviet psychology is not a mere accumulation of correet
findings but progresses as a Iiving science by way of intense debate. There are
no superordinate coneepts that can indicate to us which of the multiple and
contradictory expressions of Soviet psychology or personality theory existing
at a certain point in history we should adopt for our situation, so the problem
is extremely complicated.
I have not been able to describe adequately, let alone solve, the problems of
transfer here. On the contrary, it must be admitled that these problems, for
example, the difficulties for Critical Psychology in relating to Leontyev's
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This ehapter presents an analysis of the concepl of attitude using the seeond
of the two approaehes described. above, that is, reeonstrueting the history and
development of the eoneept within the history of psyehology (see Markard,
1984, for a more detaHed analysis).

The Many Definitions oC the Coneept oC Attitude

whereas. OD the other, an 3ttempt to establish a lowest common denominator

The impetus for this analysis was the contrast between the immense popularity
of the eoneept and its eoneeptual indeterminaey. As early as 1935 Allport re
marked that no other eoneept appeared as often in the psyehologieal literature.
He also found that the term meant different things to different authors; its
meaning was not fixed. Katz and Stotland (1959) referred to attitude as an
"orphan ehild" and reported that it had "rather eontradictory funetions for
opposed theoretical positions" (in behaviorism, for example, it was used to
gain f1exibility, whereas it had a stabilizing funetion in field theory). As for
popularity, Cialdini, Petty, and Cacioppo (1981) reported a renewed interest in
attitude research and Fiseh and Daniel (1982) identified attitude research as
one of the five top research areas in social psyehology. Smith (1980), compar
ing the quantity of research aetivity to the increase in knowledge gained, re
marked sarcastically: "Pages aeeumulated; what else?" The arbilrariness of
definitions will be obvious to anyone who has reeently examined a pertinent
textbook or eolleetion of papers.
In view of sueh a desolate situation, our first question must be whether this
eoneept really has a determinable objeet. Can we solve the problem of the
indeterminaey of the coneept by listing all the distinguishable aspecls eon
tained in existing representative definitions? The answer is surely No! On the
one hand, sueh a jumble would eontain moments that are mutually exclusive,
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would eXclude important aspecls or even constitute a new objeet (sueh as "af.
feet"). If we Iried to complement the lowest common denominator by adding
aspecls that were felt to be missing, we would merely be reprodueing the stan.
dard procedure (see Allport, 1935, for a classic example). What is wrong with
approaches like this is that they try 10 resolve the problematic situation with
the very procedures that have created and maintained it. They lead merely to a
proliferation of aspeets and do not get to the root of the problem. The Iimita
tion of sueh a method of forming eoneepts by combinatory conceptualization is
its laek of eriteria, other than that of the eonvergenee or divergenee of eon
eepts, for judging whether the definitions make sense. The nature of the prob
lem demands that we retrace the "sequence of definitions" itself, investigate
how it is eonneeted to social and psyehologieal problems, and determine the
extent to whieh the eurrenUy existing definitional state of affairs is itscIf a
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whatever form, is the bond between them. By its reference to activity and
thereby to individual consciousness the value is distinguished from the natural
thing. By reference to activity and therefore to the social world the attitude is
distinguished from the psychological state" (pp. 21ft). Thomas and

shon-term and long-term aspects, physiological-biological deficiencies, com

Znaniecki's elucidation af the eontenl af theie concept af attitude is wide
ranging. It includes cognitive. emotional, and motivational factors. as well as
plex conscious phenomena. "internal drives," and expressions af behavior. but

Ihe relallonshlp of alllhese faclors Io one ana/her Is nOl defined. They want to
set their term al/ilude off resolutely from the existing psychological concepts
and point out regretfully that they nevenheless had to describe their aIlIlude
with the terminology of the contemporary asocial psychology: "to use for dif
ferent classes of attitudes the same terms which individual psychology has
used for psychological processes.... The exact meaning of all these terms
from the standpoint of social theory must be established during the process of
investigation.... It would be therefore impractical to attempt to establish in
advance the whole terminology of attitudes" (pp. 22ff.). This is the task of
the social psychology that is yet to be developed and that, as they later point
out, must becorne "precisely the science of attitudes."

Leaving aside the problems arising from the subjectivistie definition of the
relationship between social value and attitude, it becomes clear that Thomas
and Znaniecki considered attitude to be a basic concepl of a future social psy
chology that itself had to be worked out together with the basic concepl. The
aim of this soeial psychology would be to displace the existing psychology,
which they rejected because it lacked the social dimension necded for investi
ception proves to have been a category in the sense in which Holzkamp uses

gating the "subjeclive in ils social context." Thus attitude in ils original con
Ihe term to characterize basic concepts of a scientifie discipline . According to
this view, calegories are concepls with which the object of invesligation of a
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never an attilude and a value alone~ but always a combination of an attilude

particular scientific discipline can be contrasted with that of other disciplines
and with which the essence and intemal structure of that object can be grasped
(cf. Holzkamp, 1983: 27). They take precedence over both theoretical and em
pirical concepts by indicating what parts of the empirical totality are to be
observed.
At a eonference of the Social Science Research' Council, in 1938, on the
topic of "The Polish Peasant ... ," Blumer (1939) made a presentation that
was highly praised by Thomas, in which he said that the methodological
scheme developed in connection with the complementary categories of social
value and attitude, namely that that "the cause of avalue or of an attitude is

of social value and attitude would
relationship. By "social value"
-relevant meaning for members af
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e activity of the individual in the
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It is ObVlOUS, however. in those definitions that are committed to the three
component modelof cognition. conation. and emotion, instead of emotion be
ing limited to one or two of these dimensions and emphasizing the temporal
and structural hierarchical organization of attitudes. the original breadth of the
concept is still apparent, without. however. its calegorial and methodological
status being taken into accounl. The definitional battles had to prove them
selves fruilless. With increasing breadth, the definitions became vague; with
increasing narrowness they became amorphous. lacking a definite line (for ex
ample. Thurstone [I967a] reduced attitude to an affect).
In view of this desolate situation. how is the indisputable popularity of the
concept and the apparent ease with which we are able to communicate about
attitudes in the everyday context of research Io be explained? The answer to
this question is indicated by Campbell's (1963: 96) observation that the mul
titude of definitions of attitude stands in contrast to the similarities in proce
dures used to study il. The success of the attitude concept has almost nothing
to do with the indecisive and unending competition among rival definitions; it
has. rather, to do with the fact that attitude is also an everyday term. so that
despite the categorial indeterminaey and conceptual chaos. there is a general
consensus as the what "roughly" it meant (cf. Murphy and Murphy. 1931:
624, 632). In short. the meaning of Ihe social psychological concept of atti
tude cannot be determined by examining auempts to define it because these
have only an epiphenomenal status as compared with its practical application.
We must proceed on the assumption. then. that the operationalizalion of the
commonsense notion of attitude serves as a substitute for its theoreticai e1ari
fication. If we want further information about attitude, we shall have Io test
this hypothesis against the actual use of the concept. that is. against its oper
ationalization (especiaIly in attitude scaling as the mosl developed and domi
nant form). and then analyze the implications of this practice for the social
psychological concepI.

The Effective Disregard of the Problem of the Categorial
Indeterminaey of Attitude Through Quanlification of lis
Commonsense Meaning

-- --- -------- -------

- -----

We are not concerned here with Ihe quality. mathematical or other. of the
scales. but with what is required of subjects by way of data production when
they respond to the scale items. Surely if anything is "missed" atthis point of
the procedure. it cannot legitimately be interpreted back in later.
If I refer here mainly to the early pioneering, "c1assical" scales. this is
because no really fundamental change in the issue concerning us here has
been introduced by more recent developments in scaling and because the ori
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Although it refers to a definite objeet, the scale of social distance in fact
measures attitude toward a fiction. It does not critically examine everyday cat
egories but necessarily reproduces them. The procedurally determined detach
ment of attitudes (social distances) from the life situation of the respondent,
who is reduced to a mere "bearer" of attitudes, finds ilS counterpart in the
similarly procedurally determined separation of emotions from cognitions. The
more or less "free floating" emotion is separated both from its objective
causes and from cognition of them. Emotion is thus an abstract internal feeling
that is externalized by the questionnaire without allering its status of mere
inwardness. The Bogardus scale (Bogardus, 1924/1925) provides therefore a
good starting point for our analysis because it is precisely in the reference to
its object of "social distance" that the fictitiousness of the objecl and the
unreasonableness of the judgments demanded of respondents are most easily
and clearly seen. That this is not unique but typieal of scaling allogether ean
be demonstrated by an examination of the scales that have generaIly been used
in the study of attitudes, namely the Thurstone scales.
For Thurstone (1931/1967b) the everyday notion of attitudes does not func
tion as a link between the category and the variable. Rather it is the very basis
of the scientific concept, whose breadth of meaning must be reduced to that of
"affec!." lIS definition is guided by one clear criterion: measurability. This
sets the standard for both definition and theoreticai potential. Assuming that
Thurstone did not recognize that definitional indeterminacy was the resull of
of definitions could not advance knowledge in this fieid, the only remaining

confusing a category for a variable but did recognize that a mere accumulation
criterion for a credible definition, and thus also for a reduction in definitional

indeterminacy, was one based upon the reduction of the object to a procedure.
The primacy af melhad over objecl, which is characteristic of nomothetic psy
chology and has been roundly criticized by eritical Psychology, serves the
function here of eliminating the definitional chaos caused by inadequate anal
ysis of the objecl. Thurstone's definition is an expression of the procedural
approach to the object, not of the object itself. His statements make it clear
that the object of attitude measurement is not a relationship of cognition and
emotion, but a relationship that is affective and devoid of meaning.
Before proceeding to Hlustrate this for the case of the method of paired
comparisons, it wHl be necessary to deal with the relationship between the
object "attitude" and ils object, since attitude is always thought of as an atti
tude toward something in particular. Without this relationship the whole phe
nomenon would disappear and with it the relevance of the concepl.
The methods of paired comparisons, whose implications for the study of
attitude we shall be examining, is concerned with determining a common de
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"right" ar "wrong"

That individual scale items are being made available for affective projection
can be seen clearly in the conslruction of scales of equal-appearing intervals il
la Thurstone, in which the researcher, in selecting his items, has to make ex
plicit what is only implicit in paired comparisons by respondents: the consti
tution of the allitude dimension. Items that are problematic with respect to
affective projection are eliminated as "irrelevant" (Thurstone, 192811967a).
The separation of cognition and emotion is given an especiaIly ideological

tinction between an attitude questionnaire and a performance test is mixed in

answers to the questions (for example, Murphy and Ukert, 1938/1%7: 14;
Schiffman, Reynolds, & Young, 1981: 27), in that in this instruction the dis
with the separation of cognition and emotion. Every object content is treated
as a maller of personal taste and thus robbed of its objective basis. The respon
dents are forced to deny their reasons for their judgments and the facts behind
these reasons.
The instructions to the effect that respondents should not worry about the
consistency of their answers points to a further aspect of sealing: the total
isolation of each item from the others on the scale. The ensemble of items
does not form an object-related unity but a series of diseonnected points.
Faced with such a hodgepodge of items that must "somehow" relate to "sorne
kind" of reality, the respondent finds it necessary to create some kind of slruc
ture. Considering that reality exists as a network of connections, the isolation
af the items, the fundamental exc1usion af connections. can be seen as an
aspect of the object detachment that we have already demonstrated. This pro
cedurally induced elimination of real connections does not permit conlradic
lions, which are, of course, a special form of connection. A contradiction can

only appear here as a IogieaL ineonsisteney and thus as an exlraneous factor.
This, again, falls short of everyday rationality. The everyday practice of
weighing mallers, "on the one hand" against "on the other hand," must here
yield to "either-or."
All this points to the stupidiry of lhe tasks demanded of respondents. The
seales demand thaI they carry out tasks that are potentially relevant to their
everyday lives, but with the connections to everyday Iife eliminated. This stu
pidity, which reaches a peak in every similarity sealing, has a methodological
dimension to the extent that it is necessarily botli part of the procedure and,
albeit unclarified, part of the results. Subjective stupidity is, as it were, the
subjective correlate of a method that divorces judgments from their objects
and relations and eliminates both the subjectivity and everyday contexl of the
respondenl.
These reductions are, however, ignored in the interpretation of the data and
reified as deseriptions of the respondents or even of the objects of attitudes
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cal data in sueh a way that the notion of a Iife eontext, whieh is implied at
least in an elementary way by the expeetation of eonsisteney, is eoneeptually
negated. Thus the problem is simply eonjured away. Rokeaeh (for example,
1980) ends up with mueh the same result, but in a different way. He distin
guished between "attitude(s) toward situation" and "attitude(s) toward 00
ject." In his view, behavior is "always a function of at least these tWQ
attitudes" (1968: 135), which he arranged into a relatively elahorate system of
beliefs and values. Rokeach's eritique was direeted against the isolation of
individual attitudes from the hierarehieal system of attitudes and values
(1980). But in doing so, he returned the diseussion to the very level from
whieh it was meant to be freed by operationism, namely that the indetermi
naey of definition (especially clear in 1980: 262). Rokeaeh has simply taken
uneritieally the available eoneept of attitude and, in a kind of reversal of the
variabilization of the eoneept, blown the variable into a surrogate for a theory
of personality. The question is no longer whether or when attitudes and behav
iors eorrespond, but whieh attitude eorresponds to which behavior. The eon
eept appears to be saved, but its practical relevance is obtained by false
pretenses since attitude and behavior ean, by definition, not be separated. The
effeet is the same as aehieved by deFleur and Westie: The ineonsisteney is not
explained; it is explained away.
Ajzen and Fishbein (1971, 1980) do not base their argument direelly upon
the laek of eonsisteney between attitude and behavior, but upon the assumption
that the eonsisteney is laeking in definition. They suggest limiting the expec
tation of eonsisteney sueh that attitude and behavior would be related to one
another only in preeisely speeified dimensions (action, target, eontext, time),
sinee the "classieal" expeetation of eonsisteney, operationalized as the pre
diction of parlieular behaviors from generaLized attitudes, has proved to be
unrealistie. In their model (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; the hook is tilled Under
slanding Alliludes and Predicting Social 8ehavior), attitude is abandoned as a
central variable. The immediate determinant of behavior is intention, which is

itself determined by attitudes lo pertinent behavior and by subjeetive norms,
that, in turn, are a funetion of "behavioral" and "normative" beliefs. The
existenee of further variables is not denied, but they are said to have an effeet
only through the ones just mentioned. Among these further variables is the
classical objeet-direeted attitude. By trivializing its relevanee for predieting
behavior and by marginalizing it as a eoneept, Ajzen and Fishbein draw the
pragmatic conclusion from a desolate situation: They effeetively eliminate the
variabilized eategory of attitude.
The majority of researchers, however, have stuek to the traditional enncept
of attitude and in principle to the associated expeetation of its behavioral rel
evance and try to save both by contr0Iling additional variables, whieh are
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tirely different kind of contradietion than the ones characteristic of everyday

reality. The inconsislency af research findings on attitude represenlS an en·
social existence.

The Aggregative Character of the Concept of Attitude and Ihe
Impossibility of lis ReinterpreIation

finds ilS tersest expression in scaling, the attitude concept is simply uninteres/~

We have tried to demonSlrate historieally that the concept of attitude used in
tradilional social psychology represents a "variabilization" of a category of
the "subjective in its social context," the categorial value of whieh has not
been clarified by the pertinent empirical research. The question remains: Can
the concept be reinterpreted? In attempting lo answer this question, it should
first be noted Ihat in the Critical Psychological categorial analysis of the psy
chological object of investigation no aspect emerged that could be identified
as "attitude," so the concept will have to be examined against categories that
appear to be "thematically close" to attitude, such as emotion and eognition.
Second, individual theories of attitude or attitude change will not be touched
by our considerations to the extent that they are informed by assumptions that
are independent of attitude (Iearning theory, dissonance theory, and so forth)
and thus require a separate analysis.
The possibility of basing areinterpretation on the original categorial version
of the concept contained in the work of Thomas and Znaniecki is ruled out not
only because this would overlook ils variabilization but also because it would
shift the contenl of the category onto the most general theoreticai and meth
odological levelof the individual-society relationship.
A further possibility is offered by the practical concept, whieh we worked
out as an implieation of the sealing method, with its characteristic "reduction
of responses to blind affect" and "detachment of the judgment from its ob
jec\." But here we must take into account that, as part of her general analysis
of the category of emotion, Ute Holzkamp-Osterkamp has demonstrated tbat
emotion signifies the evatuation af objective environmental factors againsl the
standard af ane's own subjec/tve situation as an instance af media/ion berween
cognilion and action and is, as such. both "objective" and "subjective"
(1975: 154ff.). From our analysis in the section on Ihe effeetive disregard of
categorial indeterminacy, it follows that the attitude concept radicalIy lacks a
general definition and that in the reductions forced upon it by the scaling pro
cedures there remains nothing to reinlerpre\. In its variabilized form, whieh
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poses, been eliminated. This understanding eonverges on that of Herning
(1967), who eoncluded lhat the development of the attitude eoneept eorre
sponded lo a "historicai need" to find a name for "the ineorporation of the
masses into public affairs" that was "neutral and invidious in tone" but althe
same time effectively disputed lheir competence to take part in public affairs
(p. 358). Thus attitude ean be seen as a timely word for a timely mass psy
ehology whose goal was lo mainlain control over the members of soeiety, but
in a way that appeared democratic.
From lhe point of view of the ideological eritique, the attitude eoneept ap
pears to be a specijica/ly psychological version oJ a seemingly liberal plural
ism concept. The suspension of objeetivity in relation to the world in the guise
of freedom and demoeraey is in fael a prohibition against any fundamental
eritique hased on the c1aim lhal objeetively and scientifieally founded deci
sions ean be made with regard to societa! planning. Objecl-detaehed pluralism
of mere opinion is the enforced generalizalion of objeetively unfounded bour
geois dominalion. In lhis respect the social psyehologieal eoneept of attitude
belongs lo the eolleelion of ideological means of maintaining bourgeois hege
mony in a democratic-appearing way.

pirical research on attitudes from a subject-scientific perspective ean only

With lhis we eome to lhe final problem, namely, to show that the seientifie
unlenability does nol imply the irrelevance of the phenomenon we eall atti
tude. To the exlent that the social forces and relations are unable to neutralire
the blind ideological effeels of lhese ideas, world- and self-eonfrontations of
the type implied by attitude musl appear as obstacles to the eonseious diree
tion of life and in this sense musl beeome an object of subjeet-seientifie inves
ligalion. Aparl from theoretical analyses of eertain "contents" of attitudes
(for exaruple, hostility toward foreigners [Holzkamp-Oslerkamp, 1984]), em
mean an analysis, earried out with people who are working out their possibi!
ilies for action, of lhe conditions and premises lhat underlie the projeeled
objeet-detaehed relations to lhe world and thus contribute to making these re
lalions fully eonseious.
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these necds and interests is already a difficull maller. At lhe starl of therapy
they are, in any case, unelear and contradictory. They are not immediately
given or, when they are, they appear in forms that must be analyzed as part of
the problem.
How, then, can clients and therapists determine these interests and possibil
ities during the course of lherapy? How can therapists ascertain whether they
are acting in the inIerest of their elienIs? What demands dues this place upon
therapeulic practice, and how should the therapeulic process be shaped accord
ingly? These are lhe questions that follow from the stated presuppositions and
that will be addressed in this chapter from lhe point of view both of immediate
therapeutic practice and of Critical Psychology's subject-scientific approach.
Answers to these questions basically require that the clien!'s psychic prob
lems be comprehended within the concrete relations among the folIowing fac
10rs (Holzkamp, 1983). First, the meaning to elients of lheir present objective
possibilities and restrictions of action must be underslood. Then clienls' sub
jeclive relationships to this range of possibilities must be analyzed, that is, the
struclures of their subjective grounds for action as grounded in their relation
ships to the meanings of their present conditions taken as premises. Moreover,
the problems of their action potence and its subjective conditions must be un
derstood, lhal is, their own experience and appraisal of the relevant prospec
tives, the objective possibilities, and the subjective prerequisiles needed for
their realization. Finally, lhe problems associated with their various psychical
funetians - cognitive, emotional. and motivational - must be understood.
This kind of analysis of mutually interrelated factors is aimed at reconslruct
ing the problematie subjeetive processes as aspects of clients' eonerete life
siluations. Their subjective grounds for action and their psychical stales are
nOl reduced to being only objeetively determined by lheir conditions, nor is
lheir clarifieation 80ughl by abstraetly looking inward. On the contrary, to do
either would be lo engage in the form of self-delusion in which clients put
themselves, or imagine themselves to be above, beneath, or outside of exisling
relalions. Subjeclive grounds for action and psyehieal states can only be clar
ified within the eontext of the subjeetively problematic relationship lo the ex
isting range of possibIe aClion. Sueh a basis for psyehologieal analysis implies
a unitary determination of the various levels of the relationship between the
subjeetive and the objeetive. Only in this way can it serve as an adequate basis
for orientation to real subjeetive possibililies and clarify the subjeetive range
of possibilities. It ean be determined both what is possibIe and what ean be
made possible, as well as how these possibililies are related to the clienl's
interests and necds. Broadly speaking, easework ean then proceed from an
initially problematic confusion about lhese issues to their gradual determi
nation, thaI is, to an inereasingly preeise definition of the problem and the
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witl react to them or what the conse

menl lo an indefinite future. Particular developments mayeventually go off the
rails or he given up. In reality, lhe individuals are heing used for purposes not
their own and of which they may or may not be conseious. This is reflected in
contradiclory subjective appraisals of their own grounds for action and mental
states. The intentionalily of lheir aClions becomes unreliable since they cannol
determine in advance either how others

basis for individual symptom formation emerges in which individuals, to

quences will be for future possibilities for aetion. The meaning of their own
actions, as well as of that of olhers in the objective conlext, becomes an object
of controversy among all concemed. This concerns their interpretation as well,
that is,Ihe understanding of lheir underlying subjective grounds, motives, and
personality characteristics. In other words, the personality ilself becomes an
objecl of various forms of inler- and inlraindividual eonflict. This can mean
that the real, soeietally medialed conneelions between causes and effects in lhe
objective context of actions become personalized, and thus the premises of
subjective grounds of action also become personalized. Oul of this arises a
conflicl about the distribution of personal responsibility and guilt, based on
particular personality characlerislics. The development of personalized con
flicls may reach a point where lhe individuals "Iose their own lhreads." A

DO

longer able to control in a conscious

some extent, no longer understand their own reactions, and psychical pro
cesses occur in them that they are

Bourgeois conceplions of psychology universalize interpersonal and individ

manner.

ual conflicls by assuming the existence of insurmountable, natural contradic
lions of interests and needs. They deny that conflicts can be overcome in the
Accordingly, "confliet resolution" can only consist of shaping new compro

course of generalizing the conditions and interests of the persons concerned.
mises between the parties and for individuals. In relation to lherapeutic wOTk

on conflicts, this denial implies a distinct restriction and complication of ther
apeutic possibilities and perspectives for change (cf. the analysis of sueh issues
in Freud's conception of therapeutic practice [Dreier, 1985c]). Therapeutic
change must be directed at establishing a new, short-range equilibrium among
inherently uncontrollable forccs that may lead to a reestablishment of similar
difficulties after the termination of therapy. At least therapy cannot be di
rected at any long-range stability and perspectives for development folIowing
the termination of therapy. The typical short-range effects of Iradilional ther
apeulic endeavors should, therefore, come as no surprise.

- ----------------------

--

-- -

-

-- -----

Clarification of individual-subjective contradictions must lherefore be an es
sential task of lherapy. At the beginning, clients relate themselves contradic
torily to their own interests and possibilities. These may seem to them
confused, and they are consequently disoriented. Their self-appraisal may
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mutual and self-imposed reSIrietions on possibilities can be replaced by un
equivocality, mutual association, and support as a precondition of more viable
and comprehensive extensions of possibilities. In that sense therapy may pro
ceed from a principal indetermination and equivocality toward increasing de
termination and comprehensive generalization of existing problems and
intcrests. This generalization is only made possibie by developing a conscious
ness about the subjective relationship to the existing conditions, differences
among which are the basis of the conflieting interests and conlradictory sub
jective reasons for action. Consequenlly, the subjective generalization can be
realized only to the extent that relevant conditions can be generalized and in
dividuals can unite in this perspective. Generalization is a determination of
direction and foundation for unifying concrete possibilities of developmenl.
Thus, a basis for therapeutie action can be constilUlcd neither by responding
directly to immediately appearing needs, interests, and possibilities nor by
maintaining a - however well intentioned - professional monopol y over their
definition. It must consisl in the clarification of their contradictions and gen
eralizability.
In reality, all talk about the intercsts of "the" elient is an abslraction. Indi
viduals can resolve their conflicts and extend their possibilities only within
their particular interpersonal relationships in the various areas of their societal
life in which they havc arisen. There are always others who are affected by
individuals' ways of relating to their conflieting possibilities, ineluding thera
peutic treatment and alteration. And how these relate to interests of both par
ties, conversely, significantly influences the individual's prospeets for change
in possibilities. It is therefore essential to every individual, whether elient or
not, to learn to distinguish partial from general interests, as well as to contrib
ute to the clarification and extension of general interests and alliances in one's
own life contexts. If elients do not pursue their interests in this way, they will
conlribute to the maintenance of interpersonal confliet, give others good rea
son to oppose them, and eventually reproduce their own relative isolation and
suffering.
In the history of therapeutic practice it was due precisely to these conflict
ing mutual influences arnong immediately concerned individuals thai others
were brought in various ways into the therapy. It was partieularly done in
order to take into account the otherwise threatening resistance to, reslriction,
or evcn annihilation of therapeutie progress, whieh could result from the inter
personal conflicts of which the individual symptoms are a part and could be
further aggravated by the individualistic ways in which therapists supported
their clien!'s developmenl. Interestingly enough, the phenomenon of individual
resistance in therapy was simply replaced by interpersonal resistance (Esser,
1987). Prom being mediate objects of the lherapeutie pro-"ess,iJlter""rsonal
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tions, lhe resuIts would be superfieial, one-sided, nol in eonformity wilh the
inleresls of lhe subjeets.
Sodetal Mediation of Client Contlicts
We have repealedly drawn attention lo the eontradiction belween regarding
eonfliels from an immediate poinl of view and as medialed. In Crilical Psy
ehological categories, lhis eorresponds lo lhe distinelion belween lhe inlerprel
ing [dea/enden] and eomprehending [begreifenden] modes of lhinking as lhe
cognitive funetional aspects of restrictive and generalized action potence
(Holzkamp, 1983). In our exposilion we have used lhese ealegorial definilions
as a general analylical basis for addressing eonerele empirical questions. Re
strietive action polence and lhe inlerpretive mode of lhinking are subjeetively
funetional whenever individuals experience an inability lo exlend lhe possibil
ilies for relevant aelion because of parlieular eonfliets and, instead, rejeellhis
alternative in favor of finding an adjuslmenl lo their dependeney on exisling
conditions. Events within thc immediate life situation are then inlerpreted, in
sltort-circuit fashion, as having theie causes oDly in tlte participating individu
als and lheir inleraelion. Responsibililies and guiIt musl, aeeordingly, be dis·
lribuled among lhe participants. Sinee lhe reslrielive mode of action is based
on the continued existence of contradictory jnlefests, interpretations are per
mealed wilh contradictions bolh wilhin and among individual parlicipanls. As
a consequence. the interpretive mode of thinking maintains the impotence in
relalion lo thai whieh ean only be overcorne by means of generalizalion. Il is.
moreover, eharaelerized by a lendeney lo personalize, whereby individuaIs
deny lhe impael of lheir circumstances on the premises of their subjeetive
grounds for action. Thus lhey posilion lhemselves in abslrael Opposilion lo
olhers, above, benealh, or outside of lhe silualion. Interprelive lhinking, fur
thermorc, lends lo be eharaelerized by aslalie notion aboul existing condi·
lions, denying precisely lheir nature as possibilities. This is expressed in
equally slalic eharaelerizalions of lhe immediale participanis and in lhe belief
that ehanges must be implemenled from oUlside, as many c1ients expecl from
lheir lherapisl al the beginning of lherapy.
For lhese reasons, lhe demand on lherapisls ean be neilher lo affirm imme
dialely nor simply lo negale the subjeetive poinl of view of c1ienls regarding
lheir problems. They musl, ralher, lranseend lhe boundaries of immediaey
(Holzkamp, 1983) and move loward a eomprehensive c1arifieation of the eon
erele socielal medialion of lheir mental stales, lheir eonfliels, and the possi
bilities of overcoming them in lhe various areas of their lives. This lask of
therapists might be ealled a lask of medialion, slarling as il does from lhe
contradiction belween lhe im_",-edialeæstriele<lJlOinl ol' view<>f_lheyr".ble.n1

...
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bilities in a context af action that each shares and thai constitutes the premises

of each person 's menlal slales and grounds for aclion. In lhal sense everybody
is alike in being an individual center of inlenlionality and an other lo the olh
ers: Thus everybody appears basically generalized (Holzkamp, 1983). The in
lersubjeclivily of lhe interpersonal relationship is revealed and generalized.
Second, the differeni menlal slates and ways of relaling lo lhe shared con
lext of action can be underslood on lhe basis of ils differeni meanings and
possibililies for lhe individuals concerned. In other words, lhe differences can
be grounded and reconstrucled on lhe basis of lhe shared conlexts of aClion.
Ways in which lhey can be maintained or lranscended become apparenl. Con
sequently, il can be delermined more precisely whal is in reality generalizable
and whal is not and how to deal wilh lhe relationship between thai which is
general and lhal which is unique.
Since therapy is a parlicular process of eXlending subjeclive possibililies, il
demands of bolh elienIs and lherapisl lhal they lhink aboul possibililies, lhal
lhey work on developmental lhinking thai aims al lhe elienis' being able lo
delermine and realize, generalize and exlend lhe range of their c,,"crele sub
jeclive possibilities. Thus, the lherapeutic analysis of subjeclive, menlal slales
does nol remain (subjeclively shorl-circuiled) al a descriplive levelof immedi
ate appearances, lhe mediation of which is nol understood and lhus cannol be
elucidaled in a generalizing and objectifying way. Nor is lhe mental slate ex
plained and influenced from the exlernal posilion of a therapisl or some other
powerful person, lhat is, denied "firsl-person" exislence (Holzkarnp, 1983:
ch.9). Therapy does nol adhere lo an ideology of complele, final solulions. H
is conceived as a parlicular supporl for sleps in a definile direclion lhal can be
extended beyond ils lerminalion, depending on concrele possibililies. H can do
no more, although some expecl lherapy lo have some special "secrel" lhal
enables it lo create a satisfying Iife under dissatisfying conditions, so that one
may safely lel (hings lake lheir course and take private refuge in lherapy.
Therefore, lherapy musl be evalualed according lo lhe way in which il sup
ports lhe processing of presenl possibilities and lheir extendability.
The Subjedive FUDdionality Df Therapy for Clients

their status in or connection to the c1ients' societal life contexts. The contents

According lo our exposilion thus far, lherapy is a particular processing of lhe
subjeclive forms of conflicls found in lhe clienls' socielal life conlexIs. Thus,
lhe meanings of lhe whole lherapeutic arrangement - relationship, inlerac
lions, and the lherapisl's personalily - can only be ascerlained in relation lo

----

---

----------

----------

and forms of lherapeutic inleraclion cannol be delermined in themselves. Mosl
lherapeulicconceplions, however, altempl to do just lhis. They lry, so lo speak, lo
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needs and interests become transparent, and the therapist's understanding of
them becomes less complicated by contradietory, tactical behaviors.
elienls' Position and Innuence Within Therapy
inclusion of individual-subjective "inwardness," as is done, for example. in

To become a subject of one's own therapy cannot be achieved simply by the
"empathic" and "elient-centered" therapies. Therapy must rather be devel
oped on the basis of possibilities to relate consciously to one's own therapy as
a condition for looking after one's own interests. If that is not done, a therapy,
however much "c1ient centered" it is, must finally be expected to have to deal
with relatively unmotivated c1ients, or to try to legitimate relative therapeutic
stagnation by interpreting the elients as unmotivated. All that remains then is
to carry through therapeutic changes by means of persuasion, sublle pressure,
outwilling, allurement, and other tricks (Dreier, 1984).
In the end, this kind of restricted realization of the subjec!'s position in the
immediate therapeutic situation leads to false interpretations of elien!'s behav
iors. Therapeutic interpretations misunderstand elients to a much higher degree
than is generally assumed, and, indeed, without being discovered - except by
mere accidcnt - because the elien!'s perspectives are not comprehensively en
couraged, explored, or conceptualired (this contradiction is given impressive,
empirical support by Eliasson & Nygren, 1983). On the one hand, this leads
therapists to misinterpretations and imprecise conceptions of the meaning and
impact of their overall therapeutie procedure and their particular reactions. On
the other hand, therapists must consequenlly interpret their c1ients on the basis
of the implieit assumption that the elients just "are" as they are interpreted to
beo A concrete disproof of their interpretations, if taken seriously at all, often
only leads the therapisls to construct other interpretations about their elients.
All in all, to a remarkable extent, elients are seen only from their therapists'
perspectives, one-sidedly, profession-centrically, and not from their own.
That is why it has remained relatively unexplored how c1ients selectively
use, neglect, weigh, appraise, and generalire from the present (or presented)
therapeutie meanings. In addition, it has remained just as unexplorcd how, at
various points in the course of therapy, elienIs construct hypothetical connec
tions that are different from those that therapists construct for themselves on
their c1ients' behalf. Of course, elients may come to the same suppositions and
results, but then often by another route or as aresult of other episodes in the
COUIre of therapy. which, cumulatively processed, causes a particular connec

tion to "dawn upon them" or be altered. The elients' points of view, their
ways of relating to their therapy, and their structures of subjective grounds are.
in other words, different in many respects from what their therapists suppose.
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forget it for the time being. That leads, on the contrary, to restricted care for
e1ient interests (Bader, 1985). Besides, it represents an illusion that denies the
real influence of the therapis!'s own interests and of societal interests on case
work and therefore mystifies the interpretations made about the e1ients. Clients
already know that they relate to the contradictory contex.ts of aelion in which
therapists ex.ecute their practice, and they interpret therapist actions and
grounds within that contex.t. They do not merely relate to the personality of the
therapist as some kind of isolated creature, although many therapists believe
and cx.pect predsely that.That kind of reduced self-conception appears in many
therapists' everyday forms of thinking, but even more distinctly in common
conceptions about therapeutic action in which their actions are interpreted on

the basis of their immediate relationship with their e1ient. The typical concep
tions are, in other words, much too restricted. Technicalizing conceptions
ahout therapeutic action are one such ex.pression of an adherence to immediacy
in therapeutic notions about practice.
Therapeutic action is, in reality, determined by experienced, concrete possi~
bilities, restrietions, contradictions, and conflicts, for the elient as well as for

the therapist. It can be guided neither by abstract-normative conceptions nor
directly by immediate e1ient necds. Its subjective grounds, generalizations,
conceptions, and development must, on the contrary, be determined on the
basis of an analysis of concrete rangcs of possibilities. In relation to our
present topic, the lask is to determine the therapist's sodetally mediated pos
sibilities, interests, and contradictions relating to the care of e1ient needs and
interests (Helbig, 1986). We must ask what kind of professional possibilities
and conceptional means of action necd be at hand if e1ient needs and interests
are to be comprehensively altended to. Practice must, in other words, be eval
uated according to the possibilities of both elients and therapists. Therefore, it
depends on therapists' understandings of their possibilities and how they re
spond to the ex.tension of their relevant, sodetally mediated, professional
ranges of possibilities. This sketches a long-range perspective that is capable
of guiding concrete steps toward the development of professional therapeutic
practice. Its ex.ecution will, of course, depend on the given possibilities. This
kind of analysis of concrete contradiction and possibilities is the topic of the
projeel "Theory-Practice Conference" within Critical Psychology (for ex.am
pie, Dreier, 1988c). It aims at analyzing present cOiltradictions of the profes
sional praelice of therapists who are unavoidably caught up in prevailing
conditions, with a view to sketching out possibilities of further development.
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in the works of Friedrich Froebel (1782-1853) (Froebel, 1965; Hitner, 1982;
Gunther, Hofmann, & Hohendorfer, 1973). The starting point for his delibera
tions was the religiously interpreted universality of the world; this he called
"the spherical" (Froebel, 1965: 6), and education was determined by il:

this being. ... Educalion af man is developmenl af his power for knowing and know

For the determination af man il is preferable to develop, to educale, to demonstrate.
first, his spherical nature, then the spherical nature af being as a whole . ... For the
development af the spherical nature af a being with consciousness means to educate
iog af and for free action . ... The true, adequate educatian af man demands that he
be develaped out of himself all-sidedly in unit y af mind and feeling. trained. raised to
independent all-sided represenlatian af the unit y of his mind and feeling for comptete
self-knowledge.

Such a conception of education necessarily contains the perspective of unity of
the objective and the subjective, of "external" and "internal," of societal and
individual processes; Froebel c1aimed: "Man finds the external in the internal
and, conversely, the internal in the external; one appears in the other and is
represented in the other; lhus in the external appearanees of life ean be seen
their intcrnal conditions, and conversely" (p. 7). The thus-intended eduealion
for all is also fundamentally in the interest of playing children and takes from
their individual joy its crucial subjeetive developmental foundation. This joy is
not linked to the external object of play, but rather to "what the child can
represent through it, what, in and beneath the eXlernally presented, he can
imagine, see, and Ihink. ... " This is what "createsjoy for the child in play,
what effects thereby his salisfaelion . ... " The object with the greatest ped
agogical value, then, is one "through and with which he shapes the most,
executes the most, that is, that calls forth from him the most numerous and
most satisfying ideas, imaginings, phantasies, these being so lively that lhey
appear to him. if only as the most ineomplete outlines and representalions,
really to be both inside him and outside him" (p. 103). Play is thus both a
(logically understood) slage af learning and a slage af life. It characterizes the
specificity of the childish world- and self-view; it is the specific way in which
the child appropriales the world and thus realizes his or her own possibililies
for developmenl. The realization of the "temporal determination" of the ehild
consists in lhis: "through all-sided represemalion of his internal world.
through a lively aeceprance af Ihe eXlernal world, and through a testing eom
parison of bOlh, to achieve a knowledge of lhe uniry, lhe knowledge af life in
itself, and the true living aeeording to the demands of the same" (Blochmann,
undated: 21). This merging is itseJf a developmental process that demonstrates
its own qualilies; that is, play develops as docs lhe child. Conversely, il is a
condition and form of development, an expression and possibility of the un
folding of individual subjeetivity. "As ... in an earlier time, that of child
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In the second half of the nineteenth century the comprehensive theoretical
designs regarding play began to dissolve, and from then on the various special
sciences and disciplines, relatively isolated from each other, studied certain
aspects of play activities. Seldom were these efforts with their resulting in
crease in detail knowledge brought together into an overall conception. The
works of Groos (1899), Buytendijk (1934), Elkonin (1965), and Piaget (1975)
are among the relevant exceptions to this tendency.
Marxist Theories of Play: Cultural HistoricaI School
of Soviet Psychology
The (co-) founder of the cultural historicai schonl of Soviet psychology, L. S.
Vygotsky, was already occupied with the problems of play; his pertinent re
marks are admittedly brief but nevertheless pioneering. This is particularly so
of his insight that play is not the determinant of overall development in pre
school age, but is "only" one specific dimension. Play arises (beginning in
the third year) when the child develops many needs and wishes that "cannot
be satisfied immediately but continue to exist as wishes. On lhe other hand,
the tendency is retained al most completely to seek immediate satisfaction of
wishes.... It is here that play develops." This is "to be understood as an
imaginary, illusionary satisfaetion of unrealistic wishes. Fantasy is a new for
mation in the consciousness of the child and does not occur at all in animais..
(Vygotsky, 1980; 443). From this it necessarily follows that play cannot be the
dominant activity of the child:
In the most important situations of life the aClivity of the child is diametrically opposed
to play. In play action is subordinaled to meaning; in reallife, on the other hand, action
naturally has precedence to meaning . ... Thus we have in play ... the negative of
the generally normal behavior of the child. For that reason it would be completely
unfounded to suppose that play is the prototypicallife activity of the child, its dominant
form of activity. (p. 461)

This does not make the significance of play by any means peripheral, but
c1ears the way to seeing its central development-promoting function: "In prin
ciple, the child moves itself along through play activity. Only in this sense can
play be called a leading activity, that is, an activity that determines the devel
opment of the child" (p. 463).
Elkonin adopted this basic understanding and Studied the matter more
c10sely with respect to the societal historicai prerequisites and the different
courses taken in ontogenesis (Elkonin, 1965). From the point of view of soci
etal history it was the growing complexity of the production process and its
related work activities that were the decisive basis for the development of
play. Although it was possibie in the early phases of so-called primitive soci
ety for children to participate immediately in the societal process of providing
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Second, the main conlent is still action with objeclS, but the agreement with
real action comes Io the foregmund. Further, the children name the roles
themselves, and the logic of the action is determined by real sequenees, and
Third, now the execution of a role becomes the main content, and it deter
mines the logic and character of individual actions. These roles are precisely
defined and distributed, and infractions against the action logic are not ac
cepted.
Fourth, the relations among the persons played by the children become the
main contenl. The roles are c1early defined, and the language used takes on
role character. The various actions of the persons played constitute the exact
logic of action, and infractions are criticized.
These four levels of development can be organized into two main stages:
levels I and 2 form the first, and levels 3 and 4 the second. "In the first stage
(three to five years) the main content of play is sociaIly directed, object
oriented actions that are eompared with the real logic of action. In Ihe second
stage (five to seven years) social relations between people and the societal
significance of their activity become the main content, which is not compared
to real relations among people" (Elkonin, 1980: 315). With this levelof role
play, play reaches the highest expression of its development-promoting func
tion; after that, learning assumes this task, and play becomes a feature of
learning that fulfills the functions of supplementing, supporting, and some
times even inhibiting it.
From this brief presentation of Elkonin's (and Vygotsky's) thenry of play
we can positively emphasize the folIowing points. First, in agreement with
Frnebel, play is here understood as an independent stage of education. Con
trary to Frnebel, it is understood not as the determining feature of overall
activity, but as the decisive feature of development. The differentiation be
tween play and developmentlontogenesis and ilS implied narrower concept of
play appear to be sensible and represent an advance in understanding.
Second, play is social historically and ontogentically placed into relation
with the social process of labor as the process of specifically human, general
ized provisioning and control of reality, without postulating a linear, uninspired
deductive relationship between the two. This is particularly clear in the em
phasis on the disranc/ng from, as well as the peneiraring inro, realily, that is,
the specifically childlike way of creating epistemological distance as a pre
requisite to knowing reality.
Third, contrary to Froebel (or sometimes just doing it more plainly than he
dnes), it is stressed that there is a developmentallevel befare play, the realiza
tion of which provides the prerequisites for play.
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her own intenlions. In Ihal lhis becomes a generalized siraiegy. the child
develops his or her first disringuishing characteristics. and his or her in
tentional development acquires a stable. generalized, soeial characler.
Development of the generalization of meaning: Relations among people are
not purely social and interactive. but mediated by meaningful. objective.
cooperative connections and conditions. Adults themseJves fonn their in
tenlions in connection with these material and personal meaning struc
tures; the ehild is just learning this dimension, does not have to influence
an adult in order lo get a eertain objecl (for example, a sausage), but ean
get it him- or herself (for example. because the ehild knows how to open
the refrigerator). This new stage in the development of the child's interests
and needs is furlher differentiated in itself.
Use of objects as dererm;ned by mean;ng: At first the ehild learns to deat
appropriately with the objects of iu immediate surroundings. He or she
learns, for example. how to cut with scissors. how lo hit a nail with a
hammer. how to light a match. This comes about beeause. if the objeets
are dealt with arbilrarily or according to purely individual whim (for ex
ample. using a teaspoon for seup), the ehild notices that the resuIts are
not optimal, that there are means Ihat beller suit his or her original inten
tion (for example, Io satisfy hunger). Thus deve10ps a relatively rigid use
of objeets. Only tater does the ehild leam a use of objects that is more
conscious and "refIeclive" (for example, Io use a teaspoon for soup when
lhe soupspoon is nol available or beeause the child ean annoy someone by
doing so). Although this eounls as a clear inerease in power (aetions of
adults and edueators can be questioned and eriticized respecling their ap
propriateness). they neverlheless do not know why these objecu have this
or that meaning. This is revealed to them in the next stage.
Meaning-appropriate production of objects: The maldng of objecls is now
attempted in accordance with one's own intentions. In this the child grad
ually learns thai a lot of experience has gone into available objects. that
they have been constantly improved so that they were better suiled for
lheir purposes. The child learns, in other words. to reeognize lhe mean
ings in objects as generalized purposes. And in that this is vilally impor
lani for the child, whal directs his or her action is no longer purely
individually delermined purposes. bul lhese generalized meanings. oul of
which then develop the ehild's own individual inlentions as Ihe firsl me
dialion belween Ihe objectively neeessary and the subjeclively meaningful.
Through Ihis horizontal extension of objeetive meanings, insights into Ihe
personal nelwork of meanings are alse exlended; Ihe child makes a gradual
eonnection belween generalized objective meanings (for example, a hand
1001) and eertain groups of persons (for example. workers). While, provid
ing Ihe development is successful. the eooperative aspeets become ever
more important, Ihe possibilities for influenee are exlended, the depen
dencies diminish, well-being is increased. and anxieties are overeome; all
Ihis has essenlial limiis in thai il remains attached to Ihe immediacy of Ihe
child's life world. and Ihe "aclual" soeietal eonnections do nol beeome
elear and accessibIe .
Development of the transcendenee of immediacy: It is especiaIly Ihrough par
licipation in extrafamiliallife processes, whelher on Ihe Slreet, in Ihe com
munily, or in educalional inslitutions, ehildren's and youth groups, and so
forih, Ihat the pure and immediale eooperation is broken down and the
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reality is aehieved by a turning away from the same realily. II eomains as well
the eomradietion that play is both neeessary and self-eontained, that it deals
with eontents but is largely centered on funelion.
Elkonin assumes at least implieitly a development-initiating diserepaney be
tween the societally necessary action polence of adulls and the existing action
polence of ehildren (as we have already seen, Froebel also had Ihis idea). But
what remains unclear is how this external contradiction cao become an internal

individual socialization. Because it forms the ··inner" side of the necessity

one. The solution is made more diffieult when Elkonin assumes there to be an
eXlernal opposition between the biological and social features of developmenl
(cf. Elkonin, 1980: 49ff.), thus overlooking the faetthat human nature is, on the
basis of the genetic ehanges in the TMU and the subsequenl period of homi
nization,thesocietal nature ofthe human being. This soeietal nature is not fixed or
anything Iike Ihat, but a general, nontranseendable direetional determinant of

needs ean become more and more sources of happiness and satisfaction, rather

and possibility for socialization, the human individual ean and will beeome
socialized. Insofar as this succeeds, the individual ean inereasingly reduee per
sonal dependencies and take his or her business into his or her own hands
(whereby, for the solution to societally caused developmemal diffieulties, the
individual must combine more and more wilh others), and the individual's
than of anxiety and suffering. In Ihis contradiction between anxiety and hap
piness lies the subjeetive "motor" of personal development (lhis is the real
heart of Froebel's considerations on the relalionship between ehildren 's "over
eoming helplessness" and "self-aetivily and developmental joy").
The theory of Vygotsky and Elkonin arose under the conditions of develop
ing sneialism in lhe Soviet Union_ They may have assumed therefore Ihat there
were no antagonistic contradictions between the dominant societal relations,

the socielal values and norms that result from those relations, and Ihe aims of
edueational institutions, on the one hand, and the developmenlal inIerests of
ehildren, on the olher. It is, firsl of all, problematie that this assumplion is
never mentioned, that eonerete historieal findings from eapilalist eountries (for
example, Piagel) are often relatively direetly eompared with Ihose from social
ist eountries, and that from this a formalizing tendeney enters into the overall
argumentation. Even in psyehologieal questions, however, for bolh scienlifie
and politieal reasons, the greatest possibie c1arity regarding the speeijiciry af
sodetal formation is indispensable. But also, it would be naturally very inter
esting to know what effeels lhe nonantagonistie (but not always harrnIess)
contradictions of socialist society have on the individual and institutional edu
cational processes.

A eenlTal problem of method is thaI general, human delerminanls (eriticaI
Psyehology ealls these categorial) and those of the historically specific kind
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humane attitudes, but on the basis of theoretieally grounded knowledge that
the basic processes of personality development are in principle identieal for all
people. "Disability is therefore not a 'pathological' but a 'developmental
logieal' resull of the attempt of people to make the best possibIe adjustment to
conditions that isolate them and to maintain an individual existence by means
of this adjuslment and the appropriation of isolating conditions" (Feuser,
1984a: 5ff.). Fur praetieal purposes, this means a fundamental relativization of
the difference between handieapped and nonhandieapped ehildren, on the one
hand, and, on the other, an institutional reformation in the sense of regional
izing and deeentralizing of common edueational planning and the safeguarding
of competence transfer as an element in the produetion of eolleetive pedagog
icaI action potence.
As far as the immediate interpersonal processes are concerned, an integra
tive pedagogy thus understood must ensure that adults with the relevant eom
petencies that guarantee and support the ehildren 's developmental processes
are available. This includes not only the general pedagugical and didactie abil
ities, but also abilities that apply specifieally to the developmental needs of
eripplcd or disabled ehildren. Along with the work of special physieal eduea
tionists, we eould menlion the support personnel who, within the frarnework
of the regular kindergarten, work in the areas of medicai and neurophysiolog
icaI problems, diagnosis of learning diffieulties, and so forth.
On the other hand, it is eharaeleristie for a pedagogieal point of view that
recognizes and promotes ehildren as developing subjeets also to demand and
eneourage interpersonal support and safeguarding processes among the ehil
dren. Out of that eome important experiences regarding the didactic of help
ing. Here a certain educational intervention is necessary

1984a: 79)

... to let the nonhandicapped children know that they were not to shower the handi
capped children with help and other assistance. They simply imitated the function of
the civil servant. the therapist, or the support personnel and thus, quite underslandably,
look over many lasks that, in a special facility would require additional personne! and
therapists. But the children learned quickly that help is not just something that can be
given to somebody, but is also something that can be askOO for, something that must be
analyzed and discussOO. Having notOO this, the children soon became sensitive to the
fact that the offer of help is nol identical to its immediate execution, but that the hand
icapped child must first be asked whether the offered help is needed. For their part, the
handicapped children leamed not to wait for help, as they had become accustomed to
doing in the special facilities, but to request il and demand it in such a form that meets
the particular necd and is not just the easiest thing for the adults or the group. (Feuser,

In learning this, ehildren are well ahead of most adults, especially their par
ents, and are able to explain to them how one should aet with injuredlhandi
eapped ehildren and what, if possible, should be avoided (the job of the parent
was an essential feature of the projeet work). In other words, an edueational
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We want to raise a few questions and problems, not in the sense of claiming

Io know beller, but in thai of pointing Io diffieulties and oversighls that can
pemaps be correcled in the course of the project's work. Three aspects seem
imporlanl to us. First, il is still questionable whether play should be viewed as
Ihe dominanl activity of the presehool child. This is nol a quibble with words,
but a eoncern whelher the dislinclion first made by Vygotsky and continued by
Elkonin between dominant activity and crucial moment of development allows
a more differentialed and accurate understanding of the child's personality de
velopment (this is our opinion). The view represented by Leontyev and the
Feuser group could lead us to the false conclusion thai this way of formulating
Ihe problem already contains a concept of ontogenetic developmenlal necessi
ties. This is certainly not Ihe case - and for this reason the project group has
fallen back OD a biographical phase model. This appears to us - for reasons
that we gave earlier in conneclion with the VygotskylElkonin approach - as
not a very satisfaetory solution of lhe problem before us. It would be worth
trying to reexamine and reinterpret the project's empirical material with the

aid of the categories of the ElkoninlVygolsky theory of play and those of Crit
ieal Psychology's theory of development. There is good reason Io believe that
Ihis would open up many new perspeClives.
Second, Feuser and his co-workers correctly point out thai the didactic con
siderations leave many questions unanswered. That is certainly right - and
seems to us to be traceable in no small degree to the fact that the didactie
considerations were toa narrowly oriented toward Galperin's theory of learn

folIowing central issues: how lhe aims and contents of1earning are determiried;

ing. However one may assess the delails of Galperin 's theory, it is undeniably
Ihe case thai il is intended Io encompass only a partial aspect of the instruc
tional process and Ihat therefore a didactic theory must go qualitatively beyond
the limits of learning Iheory. Galperin 's theory cannot or will not confront the
the crossing over belween scientific and subject (need, experiential) orienta
tions; relevance of exempJary learning and leOlning as the central feature of an
education in the medium of the universal; the educational effectiveness of
learning processes and Iheir relalion to the assessment of perfurmance; and the
generalization of instructional experience in the form of didaetic principles. A

theory of instruction musl pUl lhese questions at the cenler of its consider
ations. Beyond that, more precise consideration isneeded as to whether play
processes can in fact be comprehended within Galperin's learning theoreticai
approach, thai is, whelher a learning theory can be fruitfui here at all. Gener
ally speaking, it is nol a question of schematieaIly separating learning and
play. At the same time, however, we should not forget Froebel's central insight
that play and instructional processes must be understood as qualitative stages
in a unitary educational process.
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It can also be observed that the unpleasurable nature of an experience does nol always
unsuit it for play. tf the doctor looks down a child's throat or carries out some smalt
operation on him. we may be quite sure that these frightening experiences will be the
subjecl of the next game; but we must not in Ihat connection overlook the fact thai
Ihere is a yield of pleasure from another source. As the child passes over from the
passivily of Ihe experience to Ihe activily of the game. he hands on Ihe disagreeable
experience to one of his playmates and in this way revenges himself on a substilute.

(pp. IO-II)
Thus for Freud lhese play aelivilies fil inlo a larger contex! of the compulsion
lo repeal. Supporled by observations in olher areas of living, he eomes to the
assumption
... Ihat there really does exisl in the mind a compulsion to repeat which overrides the
pleasure principle. Now too we shaH be inclined to relate to this compulsion the dreams
which occur in traumatic neuroses and the impulse which leads children to play.
But it to be noled that only in rare inslances can we observe the pure effects of the
compulsion to repeat, unsupported by other motives. In the case of children 's play we
have already laid stress on the other ways in which the emergence of the compulsion
may be interpreted; the compulsion Io repeal and inslinctual satisfaclion which is im
mediately pleasurable seem to converge here inlo an intimate partnership. (pp. 16-17)

Robert Waelder (1932/1973) followed up these ideas in an arlicle firsl pub
lished in the Zeitsehrift fiir psyehoonalytisehe Paedagogik, in whieh he reeog·
nizcd the pleasure of funelioning [FunktionslustI that Karl Biihler look to be
the cenler of lhe analysis of play but argued lhal il was only a subordinale
funetion. Drawing indircelly upon the basic psyehoanalylic lheorem of lhe
central eonlradielion between lhe needy individual and the denying sociely, he
expressed lhe psyehical funclion of play in the folIowing way:
For the mental organism just coming into life, for whom everything is still ncw and
much slill joyful1y attractive, much. however, painful and threatening. excessive stim
ulation - trauma. one might say - is virlually a normal experience, while it is excep
tional in adult life. This is surely one of the reasons why the playful abreaction
(working out) of traumatic experience plays such a great role in childhood (P.57).

The assimilation of lhe burdening experienees ean lhus be earried out by var
ious types of play.
First, the very fact that the child pnxluces a passively experienced situation in play
signifies a transition from passivily to activity. In a group of games it happens that the
child exchanges in play the TOle that it had in reality; if in reality it was a suffering part
or he was a fearful onlooker, in play it often becomes an activity part as helper or deus
ex machina. In this group Ihe move from passivity to activity is emphasized by the
choice of role; the example of the dentist applies here. In another group again, the
child alters the beginning of the experienced situation in play and gives it another out
come. Probably other types of assimilation can be distinguished as well. (p. 58)

By way of eritique and evalualion of lhis eoneeption, attenlion should be
drawn lo lhrce of its fealures. Firsl, of eourse, lhe assumption of a fundamen
lal eonltadielion belween individual and soeiely is seientifieally unlenable; if
human needs were really radieally opposed lo lhe socielal process of life main
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about these intereonnections and through it offer to aduIts and - according to
their levelof understanding - to children the pos.ibility of relating consciously
to these contradictions and constraints. We are particularly concerned here
wilh the comprehensive common interest of adults and children to resist and
finally overeorne these repressive relations. Once again, let us emphasize:
Whoever. for whatever reasons, peripheralizes or ignores the inner contradic
toriness of the support and mainlenance processes will, at the same lime, be
blind to the fact that individuals, even as individuaIs. have an elementary,
objective interest in a more humane existence, whether these individuals are
adults or children.
Third, a further problem with the psychoanalylic concept of play is Ihat play
processes are always supposed Io be essentially directed at events of the past.
Rather, we agree with Froebel that the emphasis on the development-jostering
character of games is, at the same time, an emphasis on ils or;entation to the
future. GeneraIly speaking, this future consists in optimal participation in the
relevant societal processes having to do with development and decision making
and the action potence that develops along with such participation. This means
that games must be seen in conneetion with the societal labor process. Psycho
analysis regularly excludes not only the societal and historicai prerequisites of
play, but also the relation that play implies belween the individual and the
societal pruduction process. But despite aU criticism, psychoanalytic ideas
have even here a relative Iruth, for if these developmental proeesses unfold
within lhe field of tension between fostering and hindering, education and
dominanee, then this becomes manifesl in children as profound cotiflicts in
psychical development. The child must work these through and find ways of
asser ting his or her interests, needs, aims, and intentions against the various
forms of resistance (in whatever limited way as is possible). And the psycho
analysts surelyare right when they assume that children are dealing with real
life situations in games (in essential agreement with Elkonin and Vygotsky).
At lhe same time, il is correct to say that children can be retarded in play
when they are nol successful in working out significant aspects of their psy
chical conflicts, when they rather engage in defenses, repress, deny, and thus
do not move beyond Iheir current levelof development. In these specific
cases, then, games are in fact primarily coneeroed with the past.
From Psychoanalytic Play Theory to Play Therapy (ZuJliger)

- - - --

The psychoanalytic theory of play has, like other aspects of the psychoanalytic
theoreticai system, developed in close contact wilh practical therapeutic re
quirements and renections. It was Anna Freud (1968, 1980) (espeeiaIly in op
position to Melanie Klein) who always pointed out that psyehoanalytic therapy
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Because, according to Zulliger, at the child's levelof development the con
sciousness is insufficiently developed in Ihat the conscious and unconscious
are still c10sely connected, play therapy does not require much interpretation;
it is enough that tfie analyst recognize the crucial conflicts and orient play
intervention around them.
In applying the "pure play therapy" with ehild patients, we address the
unconscious directly; we are in direct contact with the unconscious. We do not
take something for a "symbolic substitution" and believe that we are raising il
into consciousness by interpreting it, translating it into the language of the
conscious. The language of the conscious is for the child still a foreign lan
guage. The child does not experienee in it anything concrete; he or she hears
only sounds and knows only imprecisely what they c1othe. To be able to cure
a child of mental disorder, however, we must reaeh that stratum of his or her
psyche in which he or she lives. This is the magical, the prelogical, the not yet
intellectual, sometimes even ineffable language (Zulliger, 1952: 102).
All the whi le, Zulliger believes it to be both possibie and reasonable not
to limit oneself to play too rigid ly with older children and to include inter
pretations.
Three points, in our opinion, are central to the critical assessment of these
ideas. First, the aUempt to define more precisely the specificity of the child's
way of Iiving and thinking is an interesting aspect of the psychoanalytic dis
cussion of childhood. Whatever one thinks of the detaiIs, one central shorl
coming is conspieuous: the development of the child is not analyzed with a
view to the unfolding of the action potence of adult existence. The formation
of the child's interpersonal world is largely detached from the development of
ability. Interpersonal relations are thus conceptualized aS outside cooperative
association to achieve generalized goals. The operative features of childrens'
action is almost totally ignored. This separation of interaction from abilities is
equivalent tO the "depedagogicization" of the processes of support and main
tenanee. A therapeutic process that ignores these pedagogical features prom
ises help to children (and aduUs), without any guarantee. This impoverishmenl
of the pedagogical-therapeutic lreatment is, however, not coincidental, but an
expression of the adjustment of children (with or without their own good in
tentions) to the prevailing relations, for the separation of interactions and abil
ities is a distinguishing fealure of adjustment to existing class relations, the
preparation of children for a restrictive adult existence. In this way social re
lat ions are robbed of their content and shut off from the possibilities of asso
ciat ion on the basis of common superordinate goals. In place of cooperalion
and collectivity comes the separation of what is public and what is private,
and of what is cognitive and what is emotional (which is, for the most part,
distributed unevenly with respect to gender).
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Second, a Marxisl lhenry of play needs, alongside psychology, an indepen
dent foundalion in pedagogy. Only when Ihis requiremenl is mel will lhe real
problem be given proper focus, namely, that of the relationship of lhe educa
lional stages of play and inslruction lo lhe necessities of onlogenelic develop
ment, lhe ontogenelic developmenlal characterislics of lhe generalization of
meaning, lhe transcendence of immediacy, and lbe fully developed aclion po
lence, along wilh ils limitations specific to eapilalism (ef. Braun, 1986).
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those problems thai incile a sense of horror thai should poinl lo areas of strug
gie whcre new possibililies emerge. We should look for the new forees not
only where "advances" are recorded, bul. more important, where disruptions
and problems are accumulating~ in other words, we must look for them not in
the lranquility of lhe graveyard, but al lhe cenlers of crises. We can fairly
aSSUrne that we will encounter the right wing's new projeets and proposals in
lhese "areas of struggle." That is. every determined left-wing projecl will be
endangered nol only by tradilional conservatism, bul by a dynamic new policy
of the right. Exlemal opponents are joined by inlernal ones.
In a certain sense, the left is also conservative. It is aften suggested that
"new social mavements," particularly the wornen's mavernent, rnighl be a
souree of supporl and renewal for a future left-wing project. Couldn'l lhe
workers' movernent, whieh is not very powerful at the moment in the face of
new lechnology and unemploymenl, acquire a new strenglh for a common
projecl from the Greens or from the feminisl challenge'?
l do not wish to discuss the relationships among different social movements
or whether the workers' movement should play a dominant ar nondominant
role. Rather, I want to examine a problem that is common to all movements. In
times of radical change it is important to determine how far forward the bear
ers of possibie progress are inc!ined lo go, as opposed lo giving in lo regres
sive stability. And in whal lincs of advance do they see hope and ulopia?
I am therefore asking both aboul what slruClUres are breaking down and
aboul lhe aspirations and plans of lhe individuals in movement. lamasking
how individuals are integrating themselves inlo the new condilions, how lhey
are changing. and what interventions in society they envision.
I am a1so concemed wilh whal lhe righl wing is doing to reconstrucl lhe
living condilions of workers and of women. Above all, I want to expose the
conniet between those forces striving for a new form of social cooperatlon and
those allempting to confine individuals lo lheir privale lives. Oul of lhe resuIts
of my analysis will come proposals for cullural transformalion. My focus wiII
be on problems in the workers' and women 's rnovements.

Socialization or Work and Privatization or Workers
Marx thoughl Ihal capitalism would rush the pruduclive forees inlo revolution
ary change lhal would foree work oul of the narrow limits of lhe private and
inlo the social sphere, unlil at last lhe finallimil would be challenged, privacy
in the ownership of lhe meanS of pruduclion, lhe very foundalion of lhe capi
talisl socialorder. A visible sign of lhe socialization of work has been the
bringing logether of masses of workers in the faclory. This has served as the
starling point for the organization of a counterforee and has made factory
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from year to year, technology lags behind the plan. HislOry does nol progress
in an orderly way. In the Third World, where colonial capitalism imposed
ilseIf on precapit.list socielies and crealed societal formations subject to the
opposition between East and West, we encounter social gtates of affairs coo

taining unimaginable contradictions.
Whereas tbe produclive forces are lagging behind in Ihe few remaining so
cialist societies, in capitalist soeieties they are overdeveloped. It is this over
development that determines the nalure of the c1ass struggle in capitalist
socielies. That's why, for lhe present, we can assume that further expansion of
the productive forces will cause rad icai change at all leveis. There will be a
be drawn.

great reordering of things., out af which the ingredients of transformation will

Automation of production and management revolutionizes the societal pro

duction process in the very place in whieh Marx located both the basis and the
result of c1ass domination: in the division of labor, especiaIly lhe division of
manual and intellectual work. The activity of automation is essentiaIly the
sludy of the errors of objectified regulation theory; it analyzes processes from
lhe perspectivc of lheir fUlure development. The radical changes demanded of
the workers are in their knowledge and skills, their atlitudes, and in the divi
sion of labor and forms of cooperation. The revolutionary change affeelS lhe
old producers, their experience, knowledge. virtues, and way of dealing with
the old relations within which lhe revolutionary change is pushed forward. If
the production process is to function at .11, both sides of it are challenged.
Entrepreneurs naturally try to produce as cheaply as possible. But the cheapesl
to lower the costs of their lraining. Instead, developing the capacities of indi

option is no longer to save on labor. to intensify exploitation of workecs. or
vidual production workers has proved to be a gooo invesnnent for the enter
prise. Likewise, workers' organizations - trade unions, for example - find the

produclive forces lo be the source of both uplift and Opposilion al the s.me
time. Emancipatory demands for the development of work in relation lo qual
ifications, training, and cooperation can be juslified by reference to the
functioning of tbe enlire process; conversely, lbe endeavors of the entrepre

branch of manager training. Industrial puliey becomes

li

central topic of socio

neurs to win over the workers as partners in the areas of automation are in
comparably more pronounced. Human engineering becomes a f10urishing
logicai conferenees. Moreover, the threat of unemployment makes it much

project ean be work.ed out in detail.

easier for entrepreneurs to integrate lheir workers psychologically. On the battle
field thus defined, how individual workers deal witb tbe conditions of aulo·
mation becomes very important. It is here that one can see the f1aws in the
structure. This is where the sources of resistance and of support for a socialist
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given some of lhe responsibililies of lhe entrepreneurs so lhal, having a "free
hand" in lhe enlerprise, they were in a posilion lo reflecl on profilabilily and
whal more could be done "wilh regard to produClivily and lhe markel" for lhe
benefiis of lhe enlerprise. ConslanI moniloring of lhe markel and eslimalion of
the cconomic ulilizalion of the inslrumenls of produclion are frequenl lasks of
workers in aUlomaled production. The enlrepreneurs we polled regarded the
"favorable" slandpoint as a question of characler and expressed lheir "lrusl"
in lheir subordinales by saying "one can rely on Ihem." The language of such
formulations already revcals lhe problem lhal enlrepreneurs face wilh unreli
able workers and how large an efforl is required lo produce Ihe slandpoinl thai
employers favor.
Among Ihe mosl imporlanl Ihings we leamed aboul lhe ways in which alien
attitudes can be encouraged was the discovery of how the privale sphere of
individual workers is used for lhe privale objeclives of lhe entrepreneurs. The
communily of lhe workplace shrinks lo lhe size of lhe family, whose bonnd
aries in relalion lo lhe "exlcma'" world are defended as a privale space so as
to maintaio .he communal interior. This meant that il was not, as we had at
firsl assumed, the societal nature of produclion lhal needed to be gollen hold
of in arder to mobilize the communal forces, but rather ils private nature.
Entrepreneurs formulale lhis in lhe folIowing lerms: "Everyone is nalurally a
privale person and knows lhal everylhing costs money. In lhis way we can
encourage lhem lo reflect about saving. If lhey gelihe impression lhat il is
their machine lhey are operaling, lhen they will aulomalically wanl lO gelihe
mosloUI of il" (PAQ, 1987: 154). Former smallholders, lherefore, are lhe besl
workers in cosIly aUlomaled planIs. It is lypical of such people "lo calculale
everylhing with precision, lo be guided by Ihe markel situalion when p/anning
lhe cosis, because lhey had, lhemselves, been independent farmers" (PAQ,
1987: 154). In Ihis conlexl we see a driving force in capilalislically applied
aulomalion, which gradually eliminates lhe sharp division belween work and
leisure lime lhallocaled reallife in lhe sphere of leisure lime. And conversely,
lhe domeslic slandpoinl enlers inlo Ihe realm of work.
Putting familial atliludes and habits lo lhe service of work in lhe enlerprise
was one side on which we encounlered a kind of breakdown of Ihe boundary
belween "privale life" and "working life." We expecled, on lhe olher side,
lhal there would be an effecl of lhe radicai change in production and work on
lhe gencral way of Iife. We lhoughl lhal lhe demands posed by lhe productive
forces would have lo lead lo an inlolerable strain on lhe habils of life and lhus
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A whole series of work lasks now lake on wider proportions and call for
more intense engagement, which may become incompalible wilh lhe preserva
lion of a regulaled. self-endosed workday and workplace. We believed~a!

The metaphor of indifference was successful in the older industrial sociol
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ogy because it allowed the productive relations to be understood by their own
standard as well as by the subjective standards of the workers. But in our
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hnieal distumances demand f1exd an open~ess in relation to new

INGE: lt seems to me that it's a power struggie with the machine to sec who's better.
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Thcy're complete.
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work, an easy transfer to another job is out of the question, and the productive
relations are not even in the fjeld of vision. lf the f1ight from fascination is not
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whole thing collapse. (PAQ, 1987: Ij8)
Learning in Ouf society is generally organized competitively. Only one can
be the best. Grades are handed down from above. Dependence on superiors
represents both amitrariness and opportunily. In this connection, the programmers act surprisingly, lhough consistenlly, given the constraint of the produc
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The field of aclion is determined in a contradictory way; work requires a
high degree of autonomy, but at the same lime programmers have no say on
the nature of lasks and no insight into whatthey mean. Superiors do nol ex
ercise immediale control over the work; ralher, the programmers organize the
tasks and time themselves. Dnc programmer compensaled at home for the lack
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with the everyday private sphere. Indeed, this confinement to the private
sphere had a lot to do with the outbreak of the feminist movement in the 1960s
and 1970s. The slogan "The private is the political" was intended to make the
private sphere into an important topic of public discussion and, at the same
time, to insist that the isolation of the private sphere was essential for main
taining the system as a whole. A considerable part of the feminist initiative
can be described as an assault on the walls that dose off private spaces from
that which is public: the insistence on the importance of housework and the
demand that the work of housewives be paid, altempls to socialize the educa
tion of children (in alternative care centers), and above all, the identification
and publication of facts about violence in married life, the establishment of
refuges for women, and altempls to have the law recognize "rape in mar
riage" as a eriminal aet.
On the theoreticai plane, questions were asked about how, for example,
housework could be incorporated into Marx's thenry of value, that is, re
garded as a form of the constant primary accumulation of capital, how subsis
tence production all over the world could be brought into the focus of social
theory and the critique of political economy.
The allemptto raise the "women's issue" out of the isolation of the private
to the public level, to expose the division of private and public life as a fertile
soil for domination, did not bring women directly into the life of society, but
first into the problems of state administration. Here it was learned in a prac
tical way that the private sphere was not only a prison but also a protected
arca, though the state had already extensively penelrated il. Compulsory edu
cation, adoption law, and alimony, as well as marriage ilself, are regulated by
the state and pervade the life of women as orienting slructures. Women do not
become citizens of the state like men, who, on entering adult life, combine
economic independence with the performance of an occupation. Women be
eome cit izens - as housewives.
Making women's problems into affairs of the state draws women deeper into
these struclures rather than freeing them. Nevertheless, the result is ambigu·
ous. The effort to draw pUblic altention to domination in the private sphere
has provoked extensive diseussions and aroused a eonsciousness of the faet
that malters Iike Iife, ilIness, death, protection, .and preservation of the envi
ronment have become marginalized as private affairs of individuals, whereas
public interest is supposed to be concentrated on the production, circulation,
and consumption of goods. The fact that much of this, too, is carried on by
private producers for the sake of profit is, in general, accepted, since small
households are accustomed to thinking and operating in private terms. (The
populist monetary policy as exemplified by Margaret Thatcher's policies has
_.
made a very successful appeal to thes,,-sel1til11ents. )__ .____
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al these sections of the feminist movement finds another kind of resistant align
ment with the government's intentions: a deep sense of resignation and indig
nation, together with a defiant inc1ination to abandon politics and return to
private life. That is, a desire for reprivatization, a desire for children. for
one's Qwn home and togelherness are again becorning dominant goals.
Our own investigation of this aspiration of wornen for reprivatization (Haug
& Hauser. 1985) led us to the conclusion that a woman's desire to subordinate
herself to a man. along with the tendency to consider politics and more far
reaching social change as being beyond her competence, was a component part
of the female identity even if sbe was gainfuUy employed and still politicaUy
active. In an attempt to find out how this kind of femininity is constructed, we
discovered, among other things, that many elements of family subordination
derive from a resistance to the mie wornen envisage for themselves in the
social struclure, ratber than from adjustment and acquiescence. Resistance
against their parental family drives women to found new and better families in
which they see the prospcct of freedom. Resistance against a situation in
which others have control over their time provokes a protest against the plan
ning of time generally, which in the long run ends with the subordination of
their time structure to somebody else's. Girls resent the faet that their mothers
are called upon voluntarily to renounce their own well-being for the sake of
the physical and spiritual weU-being of members of their family. but later on
this sacrifice is what helps young women assume for themselves the role of a
self-sacrificing, loving wife and mother.
Armed with sucb hopes and wishes. born of a robust socialization. women
uhimately come to interpret society's inhospitality as a demand that can and
ought to be satisfied in a smaU cirele. But there remains a general unease. a
sense of having wanted something else. This sense of frustration lingers on in
them as a kind of Iifelong scbizophrenia; the majority of women think or feel
that they are something other than what they appear to be, that they are de
ceiving other people, or that they are not real ly acknowledged for what they
are. By retreating into the private sphere. they at once comfort themselves
with the thought that- if not now. then surely later - they will have a different
life. They hope for a kind of revelation and are assisted in this by the industry
whose business it is to create illusions.

Lire and lis Maintenance: Conc1usions
We have soen that productive workers are paralyzed by a perspective derived
from the standpoint of the private sphere, leisure time. and family, in short,
from the standpoint of individuals socialized in private relations. We have seen
a decline in the strength of one of the important new soci"'-lf'."vernel1t!...Jhe__
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ples that Habermas cites as so unconvincing? "We have come to the point

goal or direclion loward liberalion, and lhere is a conslanI danger lhal olhers'
priorilies will be imposed on it. The dynamies of aulomalion have lurned ev
erything upside down. The slruggle for a decent life, as well as a!templs lO
defend lhe privale sphere, can be inlerpreled as a maller of disbanding lhe
sphere of public work. BUI why should we not hold onto the Marxian princi

five hours for the purpose of earning a living, time would be lefl free for

where individuals musl appropriale the existing lotalily of the pruductive
forces in order lo achieve self-assertion.... The acceplance of lhese forces is
simply lhe developmenl of individual abililies lhal correspond with lhe inslru
menls of malerial produclion. Only allhal level dues self·delermined aclivily
overlap Wilh maleriallife, whieh corresponds lo lhe developmenl of lhe indi
vidual inlo a 10lal individual and lo the rejeclion of every nalural primariness"
(quoled in Habermas, 1985: 145).1
Marx cerlainly did nOllhink lhallhe produclive forces would develop aUlo
malieally and wilhoul slruggle. On lhe levelof eleclronic aUlomaled produc
lion, this means generalizing lhe ability to use these produclive forces, which
indudes lhe possibilily of developing lhem and colleclivcly deciding how lheir
unique features can be used to lhe besl socielal advanlage. Al the same time,
work ilself should be generalized. Wilh everyone lhen working only four or
sociopolilical aClivity, furtber educalion, and eullural produclion and repro·
duclion. Overcoming lhe old division of labor would lhen be possible. Of
course. the new conditions might also be used for strengthening the old divi

sions, while an army of housewives lries lo repair lhe cultural damage crealed
by specializalion and unemploymenl and while lhe inflated slale apparalus
lries lo slave off auacks on lhe produclion process by specialislS and lo Iimil
and redistribute the misery of lhe isolaled and unemployed. This, lo all ap
pearances, is lhe program of lhe new right.
We, on lhe olher hand, should see to il that the crisis is used for a reorga
nizalion. One imporIanI polilieal lask would be lo eslablish an alternalive
modelof a working life. W.ys should be found lo promole approprialion of
lhe new produclive forces in allernalive projects. An offensive ulilizalion of
lhe new media could help in linking up lhe counlless projeclS of self
determined activity. thus creating a model for generalizing the new mode of

living and working. Precisely because lhe crisis louches and arouses such a
diverse range of people in differenI walks of Iife, il presenIs an opportunily for
lhe breaklhrough of a general modelof a more civilized life. The queslion of
whal we want to produce and how to go aboul il would, however, remain a
fundamenlal question.
Wilh respect IO our analysis of the funelinns of the private sphere for
participants in social movements. Wc are led to the conc1usion that their
----- -------------j-----~-------------------------------------------------
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warneR. Wornen experience the crisis as a threat to lhe private sphere. Even

sphere of lhe family, would be inconceivable if it were nol inhabited by
lhe feminisl movemenl, for all ils efforl to cross lhe boundaries of lhe privale
in order lO enler the public domain, is ill prepared when il comes lo dealing
wilh lhe penetralion of lhe crisis into lhe private sphere.
Concerning the old controversy over whether the work.ers· and women's

queslions are linked logelher or sland opposed lo each other, our conclusion is
lhal lhey are on lhe same agenda. The calastrophic logic of the capilalist mode
of produclion lhrealens lhe survival of humankind and, al the same lime, cre
aIes the conditions in which the full participation of women in regulating all
aspects of societal life becomes a necessity. There musl be a radical change
in what we consider lo be essenlial and peripheral in capilalisl-structured
societies.

Contrary to Habermas, how society is delermined lhrough work will remain
the central qucstion for as long as work remains one of its defining elemenls.

To lhat exlenl, lhe socialisl projecl, 100, remains on lhe agenda, and working
people musl playan essential role in changing the old socielal relations. The
c!aim lhatthc "measure of general emancipalion" is lhe "degree of women's

bears on lhe very survival of humankind.

emancipation" (Marx & Engels, 1845/1970b: 207) lakes on a new and lan
gible mcaning in present hisloricai context. The wornen's issue is therefore
not just a question of concern to wornen. II is increasingly clear taday that il

Notes
Habermas ciles Marx from the German Ideology (Marx & Engels, 1846f1969) wilhout men
tioning lhe page and with some highly idiosyncratic ediling. Regardless of philologicat impre·
cision, which leaves lhe impression thaI the senlences Habermas quotes can go togelher and
still make sense, Habermas's reading of Marx omils the foJlowing elements: the relation of the
individllal's developmenl lO subsislence; Ihe unconditional dependence of the individua!'s de·
velopmenl 00 lhe development of Ihe instruments of production (an aspect that needs to be
emphasized in lhe age of eleetronic aulomated produclion, about which Habermas is explicitly
wriling; see Volker BrauR, "Der Grosse frieden"); lhe possibility which the new foræs of
production offer for the development of Ihe proletariat ilself (an aspect which Gramsci further
elaborated for worker·inlellectuals); the necessilY of a social revolution so as to mate such a
developmenl possible; and. lastly. the role of modern communication which Habermas himself
presenis as all alternative.
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